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a

central point;
a point of concentration;
a center of acWv'ity, interest,
attraction, attention.

a

point
at M^hich rays meet after
being reflected or refracted.
a point
from i^hich dii/erging rays
appear to issue.

the point at iv^hich

an image

is

formed.

a

unii/ersitj/

is

a

focus.

c«>
1o bring into a focus;
to concentrate
on one particular aspect
of something;
to adjust a lens,
focus

on on idea

.

or the (mind's) eye,
to clarify an image.

santa clara

unii^ersit/,

1974-1975.
to understand it,
to remember if—
focus...

on a

smile

.

on

action

:r^

and
interaction

.

.

focus

on a

face.

on
a gesture.

on
a reflection

on a mood...
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focus yourself.

on the wholes
contribution
to the part.„
Santa Clara

is

only a small part

whole-the outer world,
'outside." Though it sometimes
seems to be an ivory tower, the

of the

University is in reality a part of
the whole and it takes a great
deal of its substance, its identity,
from the whole.
Fall Quarter is the time that
students, faculty, and
administrators return, bringing
new ideas from the outer world.
It's also the time when freshmen
come, the outer world's most
tangible contribution to the
University. And it's the time that
the whole and the part, the outer
world and Santa Clara, meld into

each other: through orientation,
through the events of the
quarter, and through the
planning which begins

now-planning that results in
controversial speakers such as

Germaine Greer, Rusty Rhodes,
and Moshe Dayan, who bring
their insights on the outer world
to Santa Clara, planning, both
personal and communal, for the

people within Santa Clara, and
planning for new educational
endeavors that will pave the way
for the University's eventual
contribution to the outer world.

Part
Orientation
I

The Freshmen
Fall

Quarter

Focus:

Campus

Ministry

Undergraduate Research
International

Part

Students..

II

Focus:
PIpestage
Intramural Sporliir""""
The Lifeboat

PART

ill

donn Callaway
Uear Mom and

Dad:

let you know
what has happened since you
left me surrounded by 3 suitcases and 7 boxes of junk on

Just a brief note to

the seventh floor of Swig. During the following days. I met a
lot of people and started to find
my way around. You know that
guy who struggled with my lug-

gage, he was my orientor. (One
of 120 returning students who
come back to campus early to
help the new students.)
On Saturday night, a group of us
from the floor went to dinner together in Benson Center--the
food was barely edible. Later, I
went down to Pipestage, a coffee shop in the basement of
Graham 100, to hear the "Plum
Forest Traditional Jazz Band"
(a ragtime jazz combo)--my
orientor tried to get me to join
in, but 1 thought it was juvenile.
How was Parent Orientation? I
think you were as busy as I was.
I got taken on a tour of campus,
went to an open house in Benson Center, the Counseling Center, Orradre Library, and de
Saisset Gallery--also met Dean
of Students George Giacomini

and Associate Dean Betsy
Kovacevich.

Remember the mass we
attended before you left?
They're all like that. Fr. Dan

Germann, the chaplain, and a
group of students coordinated
this liturgy. It had such a
mellow feeling and everybody
it, especially the
singing and overall participa-

really got with
tion.

I

guess even mass can be
enjoyable.

We had to wear a coat and tie to
a candlelight dinner that night;
the orientors seated us, then
brought in the food. All the administrators were introduced by
Betsy Kovacevich. Also, the

coordinators were presented-they were the designers of the
program under the direction of
co-chairpersons Donn Callaway
and Greg Dowell with the
associate dean as a moderator.
Around 9 p.m., a dance got
underway in Kennedy Mall.
The group, "California," was
fantastic; halfway through the
dance, huge trays of French

bread and cheese were brought
out for everybody.

I

Monday and Tuesday

blurred

The focus was all
academic. went to some
sessions to meet the dean of my
into one.

I

my department chairman, and my academic
counselor. They hustled me
through payments and they
college,

herded me through registration.
Everything was in lines two
blocks long. They had a bunch
of sample lcctures--l went to
"The Puritans and Sex" by Dr.
Miles Merwin--from the few
classes that 1 have had, the
mini-courses weren't too
realistic... nobody

teaches like

that!

Monday

For entertainment

watched belly dancers,
mimes, and magicians shimmy
across the stage on M and
night,

I

M

Night.

On Tuesday, there was an
Idea Faire. A lot of the clubs
were there to talk to us about
their organizations. Crew,
Redwood, SCCAP, Chem Club,
Mendel

Society,

SHOP, ROTC,

and Kathy Hennessy of Career
Counseling.

My roommate, Mark

Ergfoot,

a transfer student, went through
an orientation geared for his
problems as a transfer. A

transfer from last year led the

program-Heath Wakelee-with
Donn Callaway coordinating the
academic sessions. Apparently,

was as
diversified as mine. Also, they
had a dinner with the
his orientation

administration preceded by a
reception.

champagne
Finally,

went

NlFlolB

on Wednesday,

I

to a get-together called

"Making Santa Clara Work
You," where

I

gave

for

my

criticisms of orientation on a
questionnaire and also found

how Santa Clara can help
In the afternoon, we went
Santa Cruz for some fun and

out

me.

to

volleyball, giving the

upperclassmen time

to settle in.

know how long we were
there, but the punch was potent
and I slept all the way home.
Saturday has now come and I
I

don't

have a ton of homework--they
don't waste time getting us into
the grind. Biology, Chemistry,
Calculus, and English Comp.
This is my first and last letter-forawhile...
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Dauod Aboujudom
Betsy Alfs

Tom

Alfs

Mark Anderson

Susan Anderson
Rosemary Arce
Rachel Arellano

Anne Armento

Ken Aroia
Cynthia Atkin
Robert Aukerman
Laura Austin

Pete Avila
Robin Babcock
Mary Ann Bagileo
Debi Baldwin

Tom Baldwin
Jeff

Barber

Kelly Barker

Denise Bass

Carrie Basile
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Julie Beyers
Sally Billou

Randall Blake

John Beck

Pam

Mary Binckley

Jon Bolstad

Beuselinck

Lucille

Blanchard

Bernadette Boyd
Brendon Brady
Donna Bratcher

Barbara Briehl

Mary

Brisson

Kristi

Buckenmeyer

Robert Cahill

Mary Cdlldhan
Vitkie Camgros
JoAnn Cardinale
julie Carter

David Carty
Debbie Casal
Mary Ann Casenza

Carol Casey
Gregg Castro

Mike Catalano
Francesca Cervelli
Rossana Chan-ley

Margaret Chavez
Rosalind Chavoya
Karl Chicca

Mayu

Chulani
Steven Cinelli
Andy Clark
Theresa Clifford
John Connell
Paul Conway
John Cook
LeoCostello

Stephanie Cota
Ginger Craig

Nancy Craig
Michael Cramer
Patricia Crawley
Barbara Creger
Diane Cronstrom

Maryann Cunningham

Sandra Cupps

Nancy Cutler
Colleen Daley
Thomas Daly
Joseph Dane
Sharon Davis
Richard DeFries
James Del worth

Maggie

Dieterle
Paul Dignan

Thomas

Dillen

Debbie Dobosz
John Doud
Anna Marie Duarte Ann Duncan
Marianne Dondero Theresa Driscoll
Ten Duffy
James Dwyer
Dennis Donnigan Elaine Drummond Karal Dujmovich
David Edelstem

Susan Edwards
Craig Elkin's
Celia Esquivel

w^.
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David Estes
Canlce Evans
Michelle Evola
Catherine Fabro
Debbie Fader
Paul Fasi

Feldman

Scott

Tina Ferrando
Vito Ferrante

Anita Ferraro
Beverly Fllice
Peter Filice
RenI Felice
Lois Fisher

Marjorie Fitzpatrick

Tom

Flageollet

Albert Flotte

Amy

Fong
Dianne Forde
David Frank
Anette Frazier

John Friedenbach
Jim Fronsdahl
Lisa Frugoli

Anita Callegos

Michael Garner
Josephine Garza
Norman Gentry

Nancy Gerlach
Susan Giannetto
Michael Gibbons
John Gincomazzi
Maria Gloria
Bruce Goitia
Janet Goon

Philip
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Gordon

JohnGumba

Elizabeth Gorny

Kathy Griffin
Gregory Grigsby

Michael Gurley

Ann Gressani

Kelley Guasticci

Jess Gutierrez

Steven Hageman Richard Haller
Lonnie Hamlin
Stacy Hagen
Michael Haggarty Paul Hanna

Mike Hare
Marie Harl

Rod Hartman

Melissa Harvey
Richard Hedlund
Dale Hendrickson

Martin Henick

Mary Hennessy
Patricia Hermosillo

'\

Valerie McClaIn

Lon McKannay

Seamus McCracken Patrick McVeigh
Terry Meckoll
JohnMclnnis

Jaime Mendoza
Ralph Mendoza
Stepiianie

Christopher Merrit Stella Milo

Ginger Miller

Menzies Valerie Miller

Bart Minor
Mark Mollica

Michael Monroe
Cheryl Moody
Suzanne Morissette

Joseph Mornssey
Jeanne Moskal
Marc Mullins
Josie

Murphy

Kevin Murphy
Karen Muskat
John Musilli
Matt Nachtwey

Mike Nailen
Larry Nally

Michael Nagel
J im Nahmens
Michael Nakagawa
Mary Nangle
Jaime Naran/o
Kathy Navarrete

Terri Nelson

Richard Nissan
Katie Nitz
Deihleen Noll
Micki Nyman

Gene O'Connor
Gin Ong
Nanci Ontko

Efrain Ornelas
Louie Ornelas

Mary Osaka
Glen Osterhout
Albert Otto

Jeanine Owen
Gladys Owens
Pattie Parden

Ralph Paredes
Connie Parker
Brian Passalacqua

Mike Panattoni
Jean Pellegrini
Carl Peterson

Dame! Peterson
Kevin Pezzaniti

•

Lynn Fieri
Martin Piper
William Pitts
Pat Pollastrini

Poublon
Barry Powell
Lori

Sharon Preston
Carol Providence
Janice Radich
Stephanie Ragland
Robert Ramonno
Sylvia Rankin

John Rauth
Kathleen Reedy

Delphme Regalia
Ann Regan
Penny Rich
Laura Ritchey

Patricia Roca
Sylvia Rodgers
Jeffrey Rogers
Sylvia Romero

Paul

Rosman

Marty Ross

Stephanie Roy
Paul Russel
Robert Ryder
Katherine Sada
Lisa Santana
Kevin Sawyer

Kagntiild Saxton
Teresa Scanlan
Kevin Scholl
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Steven Schott
David Schmidt

Debbie Schram

Robert Setser
Robert Shepard
Thomas Sheridan

Tom Shymanski
Sherel Siegfried

Michael Sims

Michael Smnott
James Slaughter
Shawn Smith

Bill

Snyder

Kelly Snyder
Corinne Soressi

Mike Spencer
Tana Sponsler
Dan Staggs

Teri Stark
John Stiegeler

John Stiwar

Philip Strufner

Oispin Sullivan
Patrick Sullivan

Richard Sweeny

Lynne Sweigard
Chi net Sze
lohn Talia

Kay Thames
Kay Thomas
Jeffrey Thompson
Marilyn Thompson
Brian Toby
Matt Tonkovich
Marianne Toomey

Sonia Torna

Mauro Torres
Kathleen Towie
Sue Trautz
Mary Treder
Michael Tsushima
Diana Tucker

Wendy Tucker
Marva Turner
Paul Vadnais
Terry Vane

Manette Verheecke
Charlene Villagomez
Juanita Villemaire

Michael Virga
Jay Virts
Robert Volk

Clyde Von Der Ahe
Michael Wabiszewski
John Wagner
Paul Wagstaffe

Monica Stratton
Roxanne Stringari
Jeanne Strobach

Wendy Walrod
John Walsh
John Walters

Gary Walz
Robert Watson
Stephen Ward
MaryWeagle
Denise Warmerdam Mary Webb

Jeff

Wheeler

Susan Whiteside
Tom Williams

Doug Young

Jeanette Zofmski

GinnyCarrera

Anna-Margaret Yun Bruce Zuchowski
Judith Zilch
MikeZunini
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ER
it

the i4^orld

destabilized (helped to overthrow)

the allende government

long

hot

summer

for

nixon

lovers... new president ford let's the

press

know which

side his english

muffin is buttered on... ford pardons
nixon for anything he did do, didn't

might be thought to have
done by anybody... u. s. admits that
do,

or

chile...

work/compensation
program... moscow police break up
return

a

in

the president asks draft evaders to

under

an exhibit of modern art... school
busing comes to boston, and racial
violence comes with it. west Virginians protest "dirty books" in the
classroom... theory of the month
.

club meets at economic

summit

in

Washington... first lady betty ford
has cancerous breast removed...

kennedy withdraws from '76 presidis one bridge he
will
cross before he comes to
it)... frank robinson becomes baseential contest (this

ball's

first

black

manager... con-

gressman Wilbur mills, chairman of
house ways and means committee is
caught driving under the influence
with "argentine firecracker" fanne

fox.leon jaworski resigns as special prosecuter and is replaced by
henry ruth...harold wilson wins a
thin majority in parliament and
another term as britain's prime
minister... people

begin

testifying

about

how

was

the Watergate coverup...not

in

guilty

only can't you

everybody else

keep a good man
down, you can't even keep charlie
finley down as his Oakland a's win

baseball's world series once again...
it's

a

good election year

democrat... one-time

santa

to

be a

clara

one of the many
democratic winners on election day
picking up on of the biggest plums
of all, governor of California... ford
goes to Siberia and returns with a
nuclear disarmament
agreement
frosh jerry

brown

is

addresses u. n. general
assembly... U.S. opens anti-trust suit
against ma bell... non-news event of
the year:ford admits there is a
arafat

,

recession on...nixon

is

excused from

the Watergate case...
japan premier kakuei tanaka resigns
testifying

in

because of scandal, and is replaced
by little-known takeo miki... having

member

signed with the soviet union... Pales-

become

tinian liberation front leader yassir

group, the u.s.

a

of

a

lectures

minority
the

u.n.

I

,

,

dAvid

haIderstaivi
fronn
talk
covering
everything
to the future of Vietnam, Pulitzer
Prize-winning journalist David Halberstam
spoke to over 300 listeners in Benson on
September 26. Blaming "the electronic
In

a

Watergate

presidency," a phenomenan caused by the
ever-enlarging power of TV, Halberstam
claimed that the United States had relinquished far too much authority to the
Presidency since the advent of the Cold War.
Warning that huge imbalances of power still
exist in Washington, the journalist urged that
the Senate not relax their guard now that the
War and the Watergate controversy are over.
"We have become the most manipulative
society in the world where reality is what you
can project it to be, not what it really is."

IkJi^'

880 freshmen enroll at santa clara, the second largest and brightest since 1969. ..orientation called one of best

in years... construction

begins on cowell infirmary.

:

pipe^taqe

yearbooks
dbtributed
activities center

causes parking problenis...fr. donnelly

is still

acting academic

homecoming ...spencer

FaLI

quarter

ELECTIONS
VOTE
HERE

vice president, but

meanwhile the academic vp search committee continues

to screen

applicants for the position... goals committee issues statement

e-emphasizing both academic and religious aspects, as well as community

spirit... roger

telschow takes over direction of norcalpirg...journalist david

€t\RTH-QUM<€
halberstatn speaks on dangers of "super enlarged presidency" and influences of media. ..music-ballet building opens, everyone happy. ..jose a. debasa

Play
Strindbers
Ihe Lifeboat Studio Theatre opened its 1974-75 season on
Friedrich Durrennnatt's twelve-round farce,
PLAY STRINDBERG. Brilliantly directed by Stephen Schultz of
the Theatre Arts Department, the production offered unique
opportunities to perfornners and audiences alike. Stephen Saiz
and Donna Thonnan as husband Edgar and wife Alice battled their
way through a nnarriage already 25 years-gone-stale, while
onlookers kept score. The loud-nnouthed vendors circulating
through the seats, as well as the actors' warnn-up punches and
deep knee bends before each of the short, bell-punctuated scenes,
added to the deliberately-created atmosphere of a prizefight.
Intended to be a "comedy about bourgeois marriage
tragedies," PLAY STRINDBERG has much to say about failure in
human relationships. Neither Edgar, Alice, nor her cousin Kurt
(played by Nick Nichols) are able to cope with themselves as
people; they are now only caricatures of personalities that used to

October 24 with

exist.

^^^^

1

appointed to vice president for finance... typesetter for

REDWOOD commits

suicide after destroying machine... henry nettesheim

is

elected

new

faculty

dAviddukE~
That week there was violence in
South Roxbury, a district of Boston,
over school busing. Two Ku Klux
Klansnnen had been arrested in New
Orleans the previous week for a
busing connected school bombing.
And at Santa Clara, ASUSC announced that David Duke, the young

elevators-all

aiming for a cancellation of
the speech, compromised and decided to ask ASUSC to move the speech
after first

off

campus.

At a meeting

of the administration,

would be speaking on campus.
"David Duke," ASUSC Social Vice
President Jose Lopez said, "meets the
standards of our speakers program:
he is interesting, articulate and
man." Bob Dawson,
informative

for the

for

the

ASUSC

President, said, "Mr. Duke
will be a true test of our strength...
because he is controversial, because
he will say things that will be new and
for many, profoundly disturbing. He
is brought in the hope that this might
be a positive force. And at that time,
said Lopez, no one had protested his
'

'

scheduled appearance.
Lopez spoke too early. The announcement had come in a Friday
morning newspaper. That same after-

began

Monday

afternoon

between ASUSC, BSU and members
agreed

director

Klan-inspired.

clearly

The Black Students Union met and,

Klan,

information

to the

ASUSC

officers

compromise. Sentiment

compromise lasted less than
45 minutes. Given a chance to explain
their objections to Duke's scheduling,

BSU members made
while

they

were

it

clear that
as
a

willing,

compromise, to let Duke speak off
campus, they would prefer that he not
speak at all. "We just don't want this
man to speak at our home," BSU
representative Gerald Simon said.
Lopez, who by his own account had
entered the meeting determined that
Duke would speak at Santa Clara,
declared he had been wrong in
scheduling Duke in the first place. A
week after the meeting, Lopez wrote,
"During the course of the meeting...!

became more and more aware

my

that in

flooding the
ASUSC office. The following weekend, blacks on campus were victimized by a series of racist incidents-in-

decision
scheduled
(to
Duke)
had miscalculated both the
insult to the black members of our
community and the maturity of the

cluding^ threatening

average Santa Claran."

noon,

m

messages scrawled (or carved) on
and harrassment in the

their doors,

protests

phone

calls.

initial
I

4
Santa Clara's October lecture was kicked off on October 15

series

with a presentation on interspace
astronomical observations by Dr.
of NASA. The talk
Astronomy Night, sponsored by the physics department and

Hugh M. Johnson

was

part of

Ricard Observatory. Another early
October speaker was Arthur Katz,
who spoke on Christian Jews in
America. Later in the month, as the

November

gubanatorial

elections

drew near, candidate Houston Flournoy answered the questions of an
afternoon crowd in Kennedy Mall.
The members of Dr. William Parent's
Philosophy of Law class had the
opportunity to participate in a series
oif
heated debates on contemporary
social
and ethical problems. Dr.
Parent presided over the hearings as
Supreme Court Justice, and the
members of the jury, known as the
Court of Jurisprudence, made definitive decisions on the cases presented. The issues included amnesty,
privacy,
suicide,

prostitution, abetment
and euthenasia.

of

Finishing out the month in appropriate style, Drs. Merwin and Mosey
detailed the attributes of Dracula and
Witchcraft in the first annual Halloween Lecture, sponsored by Phi

Alpha Theta.

senate president... fraternity sigma phi epsilon gets started on campus, charters tenatively in Jan.. .also, affiliated golden hearts gains in membership.

OCT.

October witnessed a variety of music concerts for SCU
audiences. De Saisset Art Gallery sponsored an early
October concert by Michael and Lauretta Sellars, a
husband and wife teann, who provided a twin piano
concert. Performing such pieces as Mozart's "Rondo in A
Minor," the Los Angeles artists were well received by
Gallery listeners.
An October 27 concert featured Susan Snook, SCU
faculty member, on the oboe and piano. Ms. Snook's
concert, including pieces by Bach and Vivaldi, provided
solo performances by Lynn Shurtleff on the Violoncello
and by Baritone Bert Neeley. An instrumental ensemble,
composed

of

many SCU

faculty

members, accompanied

the soloists and thus added to the variety of the evening

performance.
SCU music students gained the attention of a November
25 audience when the Music Department sponsored a
Student Recital. Student artists included: Melissa Maier,
Pianist; Gordon Jensen, Tenor; Robert Duffy, Pianist;
Timothy Shanahan, Baritone; Janice Tagami, Pianist;
Constance Howard, Soprano; and Martha Buskirk,
Organist.
The recital culminated many hours of
preparation by the students and provided an enjoyable
evening of music.

The University
municipal park

of Santa Clara can now boast that it has a
named after one of its officials-Henry
On November 16, the veteran football trainer

Schmidt Park.
was honored at ground-breakitig ceremonies for a new, 8.5
acre park on Sarotoga Avenue and Los Padres Boulevard.
The park, which is scheduled for completion in July of 1975,
include a large community center building, six lighted
tennis courts, a football-soccer field, a Little League baseball
diamond, children's play area and other turfed play areas.
Schmidt has been trainer at SCU for 48 years, longer than
any other athletic trainer in the history of NCAA four-year
colleges. Present at the ceremony was a host of dignitaries,
including Bing Crosby and his family; the Rev. Thomas D.
Terry, S.J., University President; the Rev. Patrick Carrol,
will

SCU athletic moderator; and Mr. Buck Shaw, ex-SCU
and San Francisco 49er football coach. Asked to remark on
the honor, Schmidt assured the audience, "This park is the
greatest thing that ever happened to me."
S.J.,

Dedication of

HENRY
SCHMIDT
PARK

fr.

terry,

dean giacomini publish manual of student

r

discipline. ..fall quarter movies: the reivers, executive action, easy rider, a

man

called horse, one day

m

the

life

of ivan denisovitch...a grand dragon of the ku klux klan

is

invited to speak on

campus, and agreement

is

reached with asusc social

veepjose lopez..

a lot of other

people aren't so agreeable, however, and violence threatened. ..after a meeting with representatives of bsu and the administration, lopez cancels

araham
DO/iT DANCE

Charlie

the grand dragon's speech... sculptor gaston lachaise exhibit opens social event of the year at de saisset

when

all

the beautiful people turn out for the

Ballowccn
TD

0^

^

O

CO
03

q;

black and white balI...kids-on-campus given $6,000 grant.. .henry schmidt

is

honored by park

dbdication... 'play strindberg'

opens

in the studio theatre;

Article b/:
Kevin

Motheny

In the comparative light of previous
seasons of recent memory, 1974 was a

return to glory for the University of

Santa Clara Broncos. The schedule
wasn't the magnitude of the great
Bronco bowl teams, but just the same
the team rallied themselves in the
fine tradition of Bronco football and
demonstrated the character of a
bonafide winner.
The 7-3 record posted by the
Broncos was a testament of their

soaring for a victory the following
week over the then 9th rated Las
Vegas. However, the Broncos were
again hobbled by penalties as the
Aggies posted a 23-22 victory. SCU
led by a 19-3 count at the half but
mental mistakes devastated them.
Pip Livesey was again outstanding at
his halfback spot as he streaked for
140 yards on 23 carries including a
dazzling 55-yard run that set up the

Bronco T.D.
Things couldn't have gotten much
worse than they were the following
third

Six Bronco aerials were picked off and
of them led to a Vegas score as the

all

Broncos were literally clobbered.
Halfway through the season the
Broncs were struggling with a 2-3
record. A group of quality ballplayers
were playing like they had never seen
a football before. A reversal of the the
current trend was contingent on
whether the team could play as a unit
and forget their past mistakes. What
transcended in the next five games
was beyond the casual observers
wildest expectations.

week against the Las Vegas Rebels.

work and
themselves up off the canvas
when the going got tough. It was the

ability to take pride in their

pick

school's best grid record since the
1967 club posted an 8-1 mark.
The season began on a less than
ominous note as the Broncos took a
47-10 drubbing at the hands of

cross-town rival San Jose State. Two
missed scoring opportunities in the
early going prevented the Broncs
from making a game of it and the lost
momentum paved the way for the SJS
onslaught.

amazing
season...
In their second outing
Northridge the Broncs

Cal-State
again had
trouble getting their offense untracked but the defense got things
punt by
rolling
on a blocked
linebacker Pete Yorkowski as SCU
rolled away to a 31-12 victory. In what
could have been an even bigger rout,
the offense finally got going but
penalties nullified four other scoring
opportunities including a spectacular
55-yard run by senior halfback Pip
Livesey to the Northridge three.
Playing Sacramento State in their
third game, the Broncos gobbled up
yardage between the 20-yard lines
but scoring plays were few and far
between. The defense again gave the
impetus for the offense by forcing two
crucial turnovers which set up both
touchdowns in a 14-9 victory. Penalties again plagued the Broncos efforts
Against UC-Davis all the mistakes
of the first three games could have
been forgotten with a victory. Davis
could have been considered a "crucial" since a victory would have sent
the Broncos record to 3-1 and hopes
at

<!^BR0I1(0

started innocently enough. In
game against the Portland
State Vikings the Broncos rallied for a
27-26 victory. Behind 26-21 with 9:10
left in the fourth quarter, the Broncs
started a drive from their own 20.
Playing despite a painful hip-pointer,
Bobby Barnes keyed the drive with
runs of 7, 8, and 9 yards to set up
It

all

their sixth

first
downs. Joe Oddo's
two-yard run off left tackle with 1:30
remaining was the decisive factor.
The Broncs rolled up 404 yards
offensively, 264 of them coming on
the ground. Pip Livesey again led the

crucial
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charge with 107 yards on 30 carries.
Quarterback Kaipo Spencer completed 11 of 22 for 140 yards.
With their record evened at 3-3
the Broncos looked with renewed
confidence to the seventh game
against the University of Puget Sound
Loggers. In another cliff-hanger, the
Broncs nailed down a 20-13 victory
behind the late game heroics of
back-up quarterback Mike Nott and a
staunch defense that held UPS to 256
yards in total offense. The crucial
break in the closely fought contest,
which saw the list of injured players
rival that of the healthy ones, came
with 4:56 left in the game. Glen Fortin
forced a fumble at the Loggers 34 and
Pat Coughlin fell on it at the 36.
Nott's pass to Livesey for 17 yards to
the Logger seven set up the eventual
score by Nott on a one yard plunge.
After a week's layoff the Broncos
returned to action against the CalState Hayward Pioneers and obliterated them by a score of 35-13. Led
by Kaipo Spencer, the Broncos rolled
up 512 yards in total offense as they
roared off to a 35-0 lead and then let
the subs mop up. Coach Pat Malley
put it wryly when he said, "We put it
all together." The Broncos took their
5-3 record and hit the road for the last
two games, looking for all the world
like a different ballclub than they had
four weeks previous.
Playing defense like they invented
it,
the Broncos moved away to an
early 20-0 lead and then staved off a
late University of Nevada at Reno
rally to dump the Wolfpack 20-12.
Three quarters of play netted the
Wolfpack one first down and four
yards passing. Steve Lagorio played
outstandingly and Tom Gallo and Tim
Silviera led a secondary that blanketed the UNR receivers so well that
Reno managed only 12 completions in
44 attempts.

continued on page
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and done
they could

said

hold their

heads up
high.
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Hopes were

riding

high that the

Broncos could connplete their surge as
they entered their last game at
Honolulu against the University of
Hawaii Rainbow Warriors. A victory
would give SCU a 7-3 log and an
incredible

boost

for

the

football

program. As they had done in the
previous four triunnphs, the Broncos
went out and did just what they had to
do to win. Nothing more, nothing
less. In

rain the

opening

a

muddy game

Broncs scored
kickoff

and

played

in

the

just after the

never

looked

Sophomore linebacker John
"Hoss" Cartwright fell on a UH
fumble at the Rainbows 26 and three
back.

plays later Spencer threw 26 yards to
wide reciever Mike Mothershed for
the touchdown. Lou Marengo later
added a 33-yard field goal to make the
final
score Broncos 9, Hawaii 3.

In light

of

previous
seasons,

Malley called the victory "one of our
greatest wins since 1959." Indeed it
was. Incredibly, the Broncos had
turned around what seemed to be a
certain losing season into a picture of
success. "This has been an amazing
season by a team which showed great
character when the going got tough,"
said Malley.
Individual standouts during the
season were Pete Yorkowski, who
was named to the Assosciated Press's
Little Ail-American team, Jim Sarti,
who was named to the Little All-Coast
team and Livesey, who rushed for 804
yards and set a team record with his
195 rushing attempts. Lou Marengo
set a team record with his 48 yard
field goal against Nevada-Reno and

two other standards
by booting six field goals and by
making 13 attempts.
Individual performances aside, it
was a great team effort. The team
itself were the only ones who had to
live with the season after it was over
and forgotten and they made the most
of it. When all was said and done they
could hold their heads up high. They
were winners.
also established
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SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU

10
31

14
22
19
27
20
35
20
9

San Jose State 47
Cal-State Northridge 12
Sacramento State 9

137-4

UC Davis 23
Las Vegas 51
Portland State 26
Puget Sound 13
Cal-State Hayward 13
UN Reno 12
Hawaii 3
UN

was

return to

a

glory for

the Broncos.
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powderpuff football featured
rule changes all designed to
reduce injuries which had become a serious
problem the previous two years. While there
was some criticisms from the participants
and coaches, it did accomplish its purpose.
There were no serious injuries and all the
This year

several

in

new

seemed to
maybe because

enjoy themselves despite
of) the rule changes.
For the second straight year, the title went
Led by quarterback
to the Screwdrivers.
players

(or

Linda Bernatz and split end Barb Miehaus,
they overwhelmed five opponents by a
combined score of 97-0. The Screwdrivers all
year had the advantage of experience with 6
girls, Dorothy Cloud, Nancy Huber, Joan
Healy, Barb Burns, Nancy Pohlson, and
Cathy Paviglia, completing their 4th season
together. In the championship game, the
'drivers whitewashed the Foxey Ladies, 29-0.
The Ladies won the 'B' division by beating
the Brewsers and Hot Rocks by 6-0 scores
and the Gang Green 24-14. After defeating
the Crunch Bunch 12-6, they earned the right
to meet the Drivers. The Ladies were led by
their
middle linebacker Mo Foley and
quarterback Margie Oliva.
Although there was a considerable dropoff
in talent from the two top teams, this did not
seem to damper the players enthusiasm or
competitive spirit. All the games were close,
and hard fought. The one dissappointment
was the general lack of interest of
the student body. Those that did
come to watch saw good, spirited
powderpuff football played by up

and coming teams that
factor in the next year.

will

be a

WRI\
WRA activities this fall were highlighted
by

both

sports.

teams

intercollegiate

Santa Clara
in

and

women

intramural
faced tough

NICAC swimming and

volleyball

leagues. Handicapped by a large turnover
each year, and Santa Clara's policy of
non-class credit sports,
Coach Trish
Moore's volleyball team played an enthusiastic, if not winning, season. More girls
than ever participated this year in one of

SCU's

growing

fastest

intercollegiate

women's swimming program, sophomore Darlene Mitchell, freshman Sue Harris, and outstanding performers, seniors Mary Cooke and Margie
sports.

In

the

Oliva led the 1974 team's efforts. Ms.
Mitchell swam in seven events in the
December 6-7, Northern California Women's Intercollegiate Athletic Conference

Championships

Men
sports

at

joined the
this

fall

San Jose State.

women
in

for

co-rec

intramural
tennis and

2-man volleyteams played against each other in the
first tournament of this kind
at Santa
Clara. A division into "competitive" and
"recreational" sections helped to even up
the competition in both the volleyball and
tennis tournaments. Man-woman teams
signed up for mixed-doubles play, and the
volleyball tournaments. Six,
ball

men took the courts by themselves for
singles and doubles action.

For the University of Santa Clara
Broncos, the 1974 soccer season
began with much promise but ended
with disheartening mediocrity. September's high hopes were reduced to
ashes by the time the Broncos wound
up their season in late November
against the alumni. At one point in
early October the Broncs were 7-2-2
and rated seventh in the Far West,
but by the final game they were
10-7-3 and in fifth place in the
Western Intercollegiate Soccer Con-

BROMGO

ference.

Coming

a 1973 season in which
14-4-3 and made the
Western Regional play-offs, the
Broncs looked to this season with
great expectations. They were beginning to be recognized as a soccer
they

off

were

power on the West Coast and Coach
Dave Chaplik could honestly be hailed
a genius. Overnight he had taken the
Broncs from a 3-10-2 record In his
season to the Western Regionals
in his second.
In 1974 though, the Broncos were
not to be the sleeper of the league.
The other clubs no longer regarded
them as a patsy and, in some
quarters, regarded the Broncs with
awe. An early season tie with
first

perennial soccer power UCLA did
nothing to dim their image as a
potentially explosive team. Consequently, though they fought long and
hard to maintain this image, the other
scholarship-endowed schools in the
conference and on the non-league
schedule rallied to dump the nonscholarship Broncos. That the Broncs
played as excitingly and determinedly
as they did is a tribute to both the
team and Chaplik's- dedication to
bringing excellence and class to the
SCU soccer program.
If
the 1974 season were to be
captured in the playing of one match,

then a finger would immediately be
pointed to the UCLA game. Here the
Broncos were playing against the
team that makes it a way of life to
bring in international players for their
soccer team. SCU, on the other hand,
has no scholarship soccer players and
its team members are, for the most
part, home-grown boys. The game
was a classic case of David and
Goliath with the underdog Broncos
playing their role to perfection. It was

an exceptional performance as the
Broncs rallied from a 1-0 deficit to tie
the Bruins late in the game. However,
the Broncs clearly looked to be the
better team as Bruins were worn
down by the Broncs' hustling attack.
Goalie Terry Weeks was brilliant as

...but ultimately

the Broncs lived

and died on
their team ploy.

socaR
/Irfcle

b/:

Kevin Motheny
Bears, the Broncs were in command
by a 2-1 margin midway in the second
half. Suddenly, the Bears struck for
two goals within minutes, and it was
all over. From then on it was all down
hill as San Jose State eked out
a

narrow

2-1 victory later that

Stanford

came on

week and

administer the
clincher the following week, 2-1.
Tom Fleishli and Santoro Salerno
combined in the season to give the
Broncs one of the most devastating
1-2 punches in West Coast soccer, but
ultimately the Broncs lived and died
on their team play. In that respect,
they gave everything they had to the
program. Responding to a new
interest by the students in the sport,
the Broncos impressed their following
with their play. Santa Clara soccer
may have had, in some respects, a
down year in 1974, but with Dave
Chaplik building a program of topnotch stature and pride, it will not be
long before efforts such as the 1974
season will be rewarded with championships instead of narrow losses.
to

he turned back 21 shots on goal.
From that point the Broncs rolled
away to a 5-1-1 record and took off for
the

Husky

Invitational

in

Seattle.

Seeded against the then-number one
team in the nation,
St.
Louis
University, the Broncs lost in the
opening round 4-0. However, the
Broncs came
back to
cop
the
consolation honors by defeating the
University of Hawaii and Seattle
Pacific.

As the action swung into the
league, the Broncos looked to be a
serious contender for the title. Their
record stood at 8-2-2 and they were
playing
good,
aggressive soccer.
Then disaster struck. Playing the
University

of

California

Golden
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A

potentiolly

explosive team...

Q season

of

promise unfulfilled

SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
SCU
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1

2

Sacramento State
San Francisco State

UCLA
use

1
1

3
3
3

St.

UCSB
UC Davis
Seattle Pacific

USF

1

1

6
1

3
1

Louis

2
1

4

Hawaii

1

3
2
2

1

2

Mary's

St.

3

1

1
1

Stanford

USF

5

UC

Berkeley 3
San Jose State 2
Fresno State
'..Stanford 2
Cal-State Hay ward

UOP

1

Chico State 2

Dave Malloy captained this year's
water polo team and, as he had in his
three previous years at Santa Clara,
won the Most Valuable Player honors.
He averaged six goals per game this
season.
This year the Bronco mermen faced
some big teams: Cal Poly, the Air
Force Academy, and Humboldt State.
After getting off to a slow start the
team bounced back to beat the
favored Humboldt team by a margin
of 14-12. Then, in quick order, the
SCU mermen knocked off Loyola and
San Francisco State by identical 9-7
scores.

The

victories can

be attributed

part to

and

MaMoy's goal-scoring

in

defense,

part

to

the

made up

of

abilities

Santa
Rick

Clara
Curry,

Glenn MacDonnell, Ron Lamb, and
goalie *Pat Killen. Other scorers for
Coach Bob Wegmet's team were Tim
Redding and Tom Carey. Backing
them up were Spero Kinnas and Walt
Fronsdahl.

The team closed out the season
with a disappointing 3-5 record. But it,
did quite well towards the end,
sweeping three games in a row, and
looks forward to a new season outside
the old Seifert Pool and in the new
Leavey Center.

in
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The most popular guest speaker

this Fall

Quarter was

feminist leader Germaine Greer. Her lecture on "Population
Control: The New Fascism" drew a standing-room-only
crowd in Benson on November 15. To a generally receptive

audience, Ms. Greer emphasized human liberation through
creative morality rather than by compulsive limitation of
family size. Each woman, Greer stressed, should be free of
social pressure when she decides how many children she will
have, but also well-informed as to the consequences of each
of her possible decisions. "It's about time we learned there
are no lines to be drawn." Mandatory birth control is just as
offensive to human dignity as the life of an unwanted child
born into an already large, poor family would be.
Speaking out against the Catholic Church's position on the
birth control issue, Greer cited Italy as a prime example of a
society in which the rich know how to "play the system" of
obtaining devices they need to stabilize their birth rate,
while the poor are forced into a situation that accelerates
their economic decline: ever-increasing population growth.
Ms. Greer returned again and again to her theme of
human dignity, stressing that a rise in the standard of
women all over the world is the only practical solution to the
problem. Neither the "new fascism" of enforced birth
control, nor the current apathetic acceptance of the situation
will prevent man's eventual destruction through over-popuation.
^a play

about

life

as a boxing match. ..new director for affirmative action committee

is dr.

genevieve mcgloin...sccap offers old, new programs for area help
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j-psych

SERIES
Dr. Peter Koestenbaum, jointly sponsored by the Pschology
Club and psychology departnnent, opened the lecture series
on November 12 with a talk entitled "Anxiety and Sexuality:
An Existential Approach." The well-known existential
philosopher and
psychologist
believes
that
existential
philosophy can provide nnodern nnan with a basis for dealing
with anxiety-laden issues of everyday life. Koestenbaunn
stressed nnan's freedom in matters dealing with his sexual
personality; the person himself must choose "the respective
meanings that love, sex, marriage, and children are to have in
his life." The lecture was the first of a series designed by the
psychology department to expose the University to a wide
range of work within that field.
Speaking on "Hypnosis and the Treatment of Pain in
Terminal Cancer," Dr. Ernest R. Hilgard was the Psychology
Club's second guest lecturer this Fall. Focusing on the
experimental material on pain research that he has performed
in this Stanford Laboratory of Hypnosis during the past ten
years, Hilgard commented that "the topic is certainly relevant
to everyone because we all experience pain at one time or
another." Already well-published, Hilgard and his wife have
recently completed the manuscript for a book on the hypnotic
control of pain which is expected to come out during the
summer of 1975.

-
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Noted author and native Santa Claran Jose Antonio Villarreal spoke in
De Saisset on Thursday, November 19. Fifteen years ago he became the
Mexican-American to have a novel published and this winter he
joined the teaching staff of Santa Clara University as a member of the
department of English. Villarreal's work POCHO, the story of a young
boy growing up in two cultures, which is modeled after his own childhood
in Santa Clara in the 1940's, established a new literary genre of what has
been called "Chicane literature." POCHO is now used extensively on
American college and university campuses. His other publications
include a second novel, THE FIFTH HORSEMAN, and short stories.
Villarreal has worked for several universities as an assistant professor of
English, as well as for aerospace companies as a technical editor and
supervisor and an editor and translator for Stanford Research Institute.
first
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In

an

effort

to

expand

its

lecture

Clara played host to
Regina Dixon, a member of the Ogala
Sioux tribe and representative of the

series,

Santa

American Indian Movement. Ms. Dixon
to a small group in the Parlors on
November 12, emphasizing the role
native Americans could play in modern
day society.

spoke

.cain radio

has world's

first

quadraphonic broadcast... saga

initiates effort to cut waste... students

feel

it is still

being served

in excess...

powder puff

Department's November
opened with a joint
performance by guest flutist Alexandra
Hawley and pianist Robert Hagopian. The
two artists performed a variety of works,
including sonatas by Hummel, Poulenc,
and Prokofiev; and "Three Romances" by
Robert Schumann. Hagopian followed this
initial concert by treating an SCU audience
to a solo performance on November 14.

The

Music

Concert

series

Presenting his interpretation of piano
pieces by composers Hadyn, Schumann,
Dukas, and Stravinnsky, the SCU faculty
member prompted interesting conversation at a reception immediately following
the performance.
Always a highlight of the concert series,
organist Roger Nyquist offered a Nov. 24
audience such organ compositions as
"Introduction and Toccata" by William

Walond, and "Choral" by Joseph Jongen.
Adding spice to the evening's performance
was the "Concerto in G Minor" by Francis
Poulenc. The "Concerto," calling for
organ, strings, and timpani, featured
Nyquist and SCU faculty member Lynn
Shurtleff who conducted the piece.
Shurtleff stepped into the spotlight
alone on December 5 and 6, when he

conducted the University Chorus in a
performance of Handel's "Messiah."
Eagerly anticipated by many SCU students
and faculty, the performance culminated a
quarter's worth of rehearsals by Shurtleff
and the 100 voice Choir. Included in the
concert were soloists Marian
Marsh,
WilleneGunn, Ralph Peterson, and James
Tippey,
and a 17 piece orchestra.

football
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winds up season, screwdrivers take

title

noK>MUSIC

over foxey ladies... rector

fr.

william rewak elected to board of trustees... enrollment [induction?] increases for

Caesar

and
Cleopatra

rote...

feminist germaine greer speaks to

full

house, calling for

"human

liberation through creative morality "...new tenure proposal voted

down by

''...striking

costumes,
impressive sets,
a clever bit of

machinery
and a cast of
thousands."

f acuity... caesar

and cleopatra opens

in lifeboat... norcalpirg

Caesar
and
Clcopalra
Ancient Romans walked again on
stage of the Lifeboat, as the
its 1974-75
season with Bernard Shaw's
tine

Main Theatre opened

CAESAR AND QLEOPATRA.
William James

of the

Theatre Arts

Department directed the production, which featured striking costumes,

an impressive set, ingenious mechanics, and a "cast of
thousands." Guest artist Joe Glasner portrayed the aging Caesar,
sophomore Lisa Cross starred in
the role of Cleopatra, and Kit
Gross, 13-year old son of Ted Gross
of the University's English Department, played the young king,
Ptolemy. Other principals in the
cast were Jim Coyle as Caesar's
general, George Kornievsky as
Britannus,
Michael Sims as Apollodorus,
Denise Myers as
Cleopatra's domineering adviser,
Charlie Lampkin as Pothinus, and
Mark Ciccone as Ptolemy's tutor.
In a brief appearance that threatened to steal the show, Steve
Hofrendahl played a bumbling
sentinel.

goes

to

Washington

to protest inaccurate

mileage

figures

quoted

by

car

salesmen.

JnternaHonal

board

of

trustees

reject

reform

of

constitution,

governmental

procedures. ..Washington post correspondent lou cannon refers to 1974 as the 'day of the

rxi

Liifc.

^
dollars collected during the day. The
effort was not limited to University
students alone, however; professors
contributed over 35 dollars to a
collection box in the faculty dining

room.
Originally proposed by SCU freshto aid overseas
famine victims, the fast became more
than just a fund-raising drive; it
provided a chance to affirm
a

man Martin Gorey

E4Sr
SCU

students,

faculty

members,

and members of the Jesuit Community lost a few pounds on Tuesday of
Dead Week when Santa Clara observed a special Thanksgiving Fast.
Sponsored by the ASUSC, the fast
generated almost 600 dollars in
famine relief funds from Saga Food
Corp. and from other University
sources.

Both Boarding and Off-Campus
students joined in the community
effort. 445 boarders turned in their
meal cards on Monday night, prompting Saga to donate one dollar for
every meal card collected. Off campus
students did their part by donating
money to a collection box located at
the Information Booth. Many boarders who held eating too dear to their

hearts chose this alternate
plan
also-thus contributing to the 100

political loser'... r.

donald mcneil, a san jose attorney,

collective spirit

among

all

members

of

the University Community. "This fast
was a test of how united we are in our
Christian ideas and brotherly sensitivity," ASUSC President Bob Dawson stressed. For those community
members who participated in the fast,
these Christian ideals took on fresh

meaning.

More than any other element of the
University, the Jesuit Community
stressed the significance of the fast.
Father William Rewak, S.J., Rector of
the Jesuit Community, announced the
full participation of the Jesuits in the
one-day observance. "We are reminded every day through our news
media of the great social and
economic inequities that exist in the
world," he commented. "A Christian
conscience must be sensitive to such
inequities and must try to bring into
our world the justice and mercy of
Christ."

is

To remforce the true import of
Christian responsibility and awareness, the Jesuit Community sponsored an hour of prayer in the Mission
Church from 5 to 6 p.m. -the ordinary
time for dinner. "Let us pray,"
Rewak said, "for those who have so

much

less than

we do."

fast was a unique
experience for those involved. The
quiet witness to the plight of the less
fortunate peoples provided a chance
for reflection and contemplation in
the worried and confused atmosphere
of the week before finals.
All

told,

the

The

quiet
witness to the
plight of the
less fortunate

people...

elected national president of the scu alumni council... students fast for thanksgiving observance of

'f

famine victims, money donated to charities. ..'74 football gives

much needed

boot

to

sagging santa clara fortune, goes 7-3 in season. ..and the soccer team

RE!
Flames, smoke, and excited late night studiers
poured out of Sanfilippo Dorm, when a fire of
undertermlned origin broke out on the third floor
women's wing. The fire, causing 60,000 dollars
damage, completely destroyed one room and caused
serious

smoke damage

to the entire third floor. Since

it

was Thursday of Finals Week, most of the dorm
residents had left for vacation; those that stayed for
Friday finals were slow in evacuating the building,
by dozens of false alarms pulled by
irresponsible students. Firemen controlled the blaze,
and work immediately began to repair the damage in
conditioned

achieves national ranking, but slips in end of season, final scores 10-6-4. ..chorus hallelujahs again

all

the

way through handel's

messiah...iifl-afl

general assembly on the "tyranny

once and
no bar to

of the majority"... proving

for

all

that

money

is

success, congress confirms nelson
rockefeller

as

vife-president...ira

"sympathy" by blowing
up public places,
usually
not
vacated by public. .as kissinger
works for mediterranean peace,
turkey invades crete, and greek
government topples... foreman wins
million
5
dollars
by losing to
still

getting

muhammed

titles

go

to

ali...

pioneer

ii

passes

minnesota vikings and pittsburg steelers, who

Jupiter,

sending back historic

tures and exciting data;

rumor

of

ists... this

disaster

green

cheese

was year
movies;

of

still

the

towering

airport '75, earthquake,
gatsby...if girls are

pic-

however
ex-

great

inferno

the great

made

and spice, then the price of
went up... free enterprise

of

sugar

girls just

at work;
Wisconsin ranchers protest prices by
killing
calves
and 1. a. dairy
distibuters pour milk down sewers
while bangladesh and india and

american ghettoes starve... and is it
any wonder that the developing
nations distrust american system of
capitalism. ..all the president's men,
tinker

tailor,

soldier

spy,

alive,

best and the brightest
dominate the best seller lists. ..u
thant, former secretary general of
jaws,

the

the

u.n.,

dies

of

pneumonia

at

enjoys ski vacation in vail,
Colorado, disproves rumor that he
cannot ski and chew gum at the
65... ford

same

time...u.s. coal strike upsets

will clash in the superbowl... inflation of activities center roof is

postponed

until winter,

.

many

people, especially those

who

prefer starving, rather than freezing

another
and con-

it... world
food conference opens,
advises developed nations to eat

maybe

to death... the arabs, in yet

less;

attempt

had the right idea after all... jack
benny dies of cancer at the age of
80, a great loss to the world of
comedy... "marty" the marijuana

gain

to

peace

fidence of israeli people,

suprise

attack

pur. ..chico and the
rating

on

hit israel in

during

man

yom

kip-

gets

top

along with
rhoda and kojak...marlon brando, to
show his respect and admiration for
the american indian movement,
television

donates land
the

to

mouse

the Wisconsin ranchers

raids supply

in

police station;

santa clara students think of
possibilities for training rats.

new

.

them, also donates

immense mortgage along with

construction delays. ..sanfilippo

dorm

fire

chases out partiers and students

at

end

of finals week...
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march 26,
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december 20, 1974

Lives can have length but few have breadth-Jeff's had
breadth, this then has been his gift to us. Don't sorrow
too long for the length

And ye now therefore have sorrow: but I will see
you again, and your heart shall rejoice, and your
joy no man taketh from you.
John 16:22

i

toUS:
"providing

space
to be
our

elves"

innisnif

by ran Campbell

He/p/ng students adjust
in

the

who

to life

dorms... counseling

feels like

an utter

one

failure...

preparing a quiet Mass for the
Mission Church... sponsoring
overnight and weekend retreats
on which people who didn't know
each other at the start become
friends. ..providing ideas and

hands to a group of volunteers trying to put on a faire...
leading a group in meditation...
willing

helping to sponsor a "pre-kindergarten" day-care center for the
children of santa clara students,
faculty, and staff... sponsoring a
World Food Day to raise consciousness of the earth's hungry
millions. ..giving moral support to
scu athletes when they need it
most... aiding freshmen towards a
new perspective on themselves
and the University. ..hosting
small social affairs in the dorms
at which people can "be themselves."
There's one office on campus
that tries to do all these things.
It's the Chaplain's Office and a
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Implementing a Vatican
concern for

all

dimensions of

good, one-word description of its
purpose would be the one word
"helping." Varied though its
works are, Chaplain Fr. Dan

Germann

says,

ways

ferent

of

"They're difdoing the same

thing."

"Doing the same thing" with
Germann, who has been a
chaplain since 1971, is a team of
nine people, each doing relatively
different jobs, yet, at the same
time, performing very much the

same

job.

Associate

Chaplain

Konecny coordinates the
weekends and overnight retreats,
coordinates
schedules
and
weddings, and provides counselJennifer

ing; in her spare time she also
moderates Women's Center, is a
prime mover behind Kids on
Campus, and works with offcampus groups dealing with the
problems of campus ministry.
Associate Chaplain Fr. Gerry
Phelan conducts a number of
retreats each year, including a
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Il-style
life.

Chicano Retreat. Fr. Pat Carroll,
known as "Marrying Sam" for
obvious reasons,
things, chaplain
University's

is,

among

to

all

athletes.

other
the
Jerry

of

Fr.

Overbeck works on individual and
group counseling as well as
liturgy and the never-ending task
of making dorms liveable. And
there are Sister Ann Wittman
(who directs liturgical music), Fr.
Philip Oliger (who provides counseling and liturgies, hosts small
social gatherings, and provides
the women of Graham 300 with
roses), Fr. Tenny Wright (liturgies and retreats, particularly
meditational retreats), John
Sinishta (director of the Mission

and self-described "visible head
of the church"), and Mrs. Pat
Bowdish (secretary and "mother
superior").
Fr.
Dan Germann mans
durmg Food Day in April

an

information

[right]:

[below,

table
left

to

student Cat Ferri with Fr.
Pat Carroll.
Jennifer Konecny,
Fr.
Gerry Phelan.
Fr.
Dan
Germann. Mrs. Pat Bowdish. Sister Ann Wittman, Fr. Tenny Wright and Fr. Jerry Overbeck.
right]

one wonders why
working in the same
place. The weekend and overnight retreats, for example, may
be contemplative, "traditional"
retreats or they may be outings in
which the word God is never
mentioned, save perhaps at
grace. But as Germann explains,
"What's said in one way in a
Mass is said in other ways on
At

first

they're

such

all

weekends." Ideally, the
weekends,
the
the
events, and other activities

liturgies,

social

which the Chaplain's Office sponsors help people develop more

human relationships-and this
mean developing a better

can

relationship with God. The Chaplain's Office is doing so many
different jobs because it seeks to

provide opportunities for contact
with God in what Germann calls
"the kaleidoscope of what it
to be human."
wasn't always this way.
There was a time when certain
practices, such as religious indoctrination, compulsory retreats, and Masses, could be
taken for granted. But the Chaplain's Office today is not simply a

means
It

provider of religious activities.
Rather, it seeks to implement a
Vatican ll-style concern for all
dimensions of life, "since," as

Germann says, "the presence
God permeates the whole life

of
of

the University community." The
St. Clare Faire in May was a good
example of this concern for the
whole. When one of the perennial
crises in ASUSC financing left the
annual May Faire without funds,
Germann and a fe>v others said,

"This faire is important
community; it's something
need." And so, during the

in effect,

to the

we

all

What we did
by holding the Faire
was

to

provide spaces
to

be ourselves.
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What
in

is

said

one way

in Mass...

1

^

J
1

Jr.'SH-'

month

of April, a small

group

of

people worked to create a faire;
the Chaplain's Office provided
both inspiration (the idea that the
faire
should be a community
expression, not merely a model
Renaissance Faire transported to
the Mission Gardens) and work
(making banners, planning entertainments and liturgies). They
were involved in it not only for the
sheer fun but because it was
linked to their goal of providing
opportunities for people to respond to God. A prayer at the 10
p..m. Mass on the day of the Faire
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summed

it all up: what we did by
holding the Faire was "to provide
space to be ourselves... Incredibly, this is what You call us to be.
Help us, make us new."
Of her work, Jennifer Konecny
remarks, "A lot of it just comes
out of seeing needs and meeting
them on a very human level."
This is the reason why the
Chaplain's Office is involved in

projects like Kids on Campus,
which Jennifer moderates. Here
was a case of a real need-daycare for the children of people at
the University-which no one else

...is

said in

another on such
weekends.''

was

willing to face. Jennifer

one

of the

was

founders of Kids and,
over the last four years, she has
stayed with it, helping both the
kids, by providing them with
good day-care, and their parents,

who

are free to receive, or give,
education during the day.
The overnight and weekend
retreats are often cut from the
same cloth as Kids on Campus-not always ostensibly religious,
but meeting a genuine human
need: the need for simple contact
and communication outside the
alienating pressures of school and
work. During the past year, the
chaplain's staff led retreats over
nights or on weekends to Applegate (in the foothills of the
Sierras), Villa Maria del Mar (on
the beach at Santa Cruz), Villa
Angelica (in Carmel), and the
Jesuit Novitiate (in the hills above
Los Catos). In addition to open

weekends
special

and

retreats

overnights
for

women, engaged couples,
Chicanos,
Intensive
privately

and

freshmen,

and

the
office
led
an
Journal Weekend, a
directed retreat, and

An

opportunity for some students

to take

a fresh look at their

lives.
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two overnights for the R.A.s.
These last were a chance for the
R.A.s to relax, to escape the
tensions of their jobs, and also to

some of these tensions out.
"We're really trying to support

talk

the people who are doing important things," Jennifer says.
Much of their work with the R.A.s
does take place in the more
officeformal setting of an
discussing problems peculiar to
an individual resident or to an
entire floor or to a whole dorm—
but the fresh, open setting of an
overnight or weekend in the hills
or at the beach often helps people

become more human.
That's the idea behind the
backpacking weekend as well.
There was nothing in it at all like
the

traditional

according
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to

"retreat," but,
it
did
Jennifer,

provide an opportunity for some
students to take a fresh look at
their lives. For some people, of
course, this might have happened
after or during a liturgy, or
during a talk with one of the
chaplains, or during a small social
get-together. And the Chaplain's
Office provides all these opportunities.
"My job," Jennifer
says, "is facilitating new spaces
for additional education." "To
provide a lot of different spaces,"
Cermann adds, "in which people
could surface what is involved in
sharing, as brothers and sisters in
Christ, in his death and resurrection as lived out in a 1975 world."
The Chaplain's Office is hardly
alone at Santa CIra in providing
these "spaces." The chaplain's
staff thinks of its "ministry" as
one directed to, and shared with,
the University community. As
Cermann notes, "The other
Jesuits, the faculty and staff, and
the students all have the opportunity to provide spaces for one
another to grow to be more fully
responsive to Cod in the midst of

everyday lives." And help"provide
ing other people
comthe
University
spaces" for
munity is part of the Chaplain's

their

Office ministry.

A cheese and bread get-toaether in the Living/
Learning Dorm, sponsored by the Chaplain's
Office.
IS
one way it's involved in the dorms
[above].
Fr
Jerry Overbeck in a rare moment,
with Roman collar [left]: l^rs.
Pat Bowdish on
her birthday

[below].

Seeing needs

and meeting
them on a very

human

level.

teUS:
providing

an
excep
tional opportunity
for
nnotivated
.

students.
by ron Campbell
"It's

Dean

imperative," reflects

John

College
college

of
to

Drahmann

of the
Sciences,
"for
a
have not only good

classroom instruction but, for
those students who are qualified
and motivated, that we provide
them with exceptional opportunities."
Well over a hundred
students received such "exceptional opportunities" this year,
doing practicums or engaging in
undergraduate research.
Fifteen years ago, practicums
and undergraduate research were
ideas
in
the
midst
of
the
educational wilderness.
Today
many if not most colleges and
universities have embraced them,
and Santa Clara is among the
more eager innovators. The practicum (or internship)— which pro-

vides practical experience in the
application of a particular academic discipline-is emphasized
in several departments,
in the
social sciences most of all; while
other schools are moving to

devalue

it

academically and push
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"

Fifteen years agOy

practicums and
undergradua te
research were

explains, "In mathematics, you
often tackle a problem, you don't
know whether the problem is
solvable, you don't know whether
you can solve it." No solution, no
publication.

ideas in the

Classic research, Alexanderson
notes, is normally published in
such a way as to mystify its
origins, obscuring the long hours

midst of

and dead ends, emphasizing inspiration. "When mathematics is

the educational
wilderness.

presented in class, it's all tidied
up," Alexanderson says. Messying it all up again, presenting
problems and asking students to
solve them, is the task of the
problem seminars which the
Math Department runs on a
year-round basis. The seminars
in turn encourage students to get
the department's
involved
in
research program. All of the
problems presented in the seminars have been solved; but when
students ask for it, the math
gives
them unsolved
faculty
problems. Thus in the Math
Department, as elsewhere in the
University, students screen
themselves for research opporWhat screening the
tunities.
students do not provide the
faculty members do, by deciding
which students are really talented
as well as which students are
really eager to do research.
because
vital
Screening
is
money to support research is
scarce. NSF grants, which once

as a tool of career education, it
vitally academic here.
Undergraduate research--still

it

remains

denigrated by some in the more
graduate school-oriented universities-flourishes here.
his
own
to

ence

In

refer-

college,

Drahmann

remarks, "Virtually
the departments have some
students involved in their professional research." "Student self-

all

education," whether through
practicums or research projects,
seems to be here to stay. That an
idea so recently considered radical should have become established at a conservative school
like Santa Clara is remarkable.
But its success here is still more
remarkable.

"The

comment

is made,
research
'Students can't do
don't
know
because they
enough,'" notes Math Department Chairman Gerald Alexandon't think they
derson. "But
need to know everything. They
can still do part of a problem."
And since 1961 that's what some
of the Math Department's most
have been
talented
students
doing. Aided by grants from the
National Science Foundation
(NSF), math faculty and students
have jointly worked on many

usual

helped the department hire its
most talented students for research projects during the summer, have now, in Al'exanderson's words, "fizzled out." As a
of the Administration's
much-publicized
Project
Independence (designed to give the
nation sufficient domestic sources
of energy to meet the demand),
NSF now restricts its grants in
mathematics to energy problems,
a highly esoteric area by mathematical standards, according to
Alexanderson. Inevitably, the
loss of NSF grants has curtailed
undergraduate math research at
Santa Clara. "It really means we
have to work harder," Alexanderson concludes. "We're not
going to abandon it."
Undergraduate research has
always been done in the School of
Engineering and
it
probably
always will be. "Engineering is a

result

do-it

profession,"

Professor

Richard K. Pefley explains. "You
just
learn
it
from the
books." So, having spent three
years learning engineering from

can't

the books, seniors

in

the School

spend much of their last year
working on projects under faculty
supervision. Several of them have
worked on long-term projects of
the School, such as the methanolpowered car. In most respects,
it's a basic 1970 model Gremlin,
is, except for its fuel
system. The car was first modi-

basic, that

I

problems. As a direct result of
research, 20 papers were
published in the years between
1963 and 1975 bearing the names
of student authors. This is the tip
of the iceberg; as Alexanderson

this
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^Hh^ <^ JPIHH they need to know
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^^^^^^^^^^M part of a problem.

by researchers at Stanford to
methanol, a low-polluting
fuel sometimes viewed as an
fied

use

gasoline.
After
alternative to
entering it in a cross-country race
in 1972, Stanford lost interest in
the car and, at Santa Clara's
request, gave it to the Santa Clara
Engineering School.
Since then the car has become
a golden opportunity for student
researchers. Students installed
an overdrive, adjusted various
commercial instruments for use
sophisticated
emissions
as
measures, and then entered it in
for
low-polluting
a car rally
vehicles. They took several first
places in the 1974 rally. This year
the students tried a new fuel
injection system, but, as Pefley
notes, "Their efforts were not
totally successful." Next year,
Pefley says, students will try
again, rebuilding and testing the
fuel injection

system during

fall

and winter, then racing

it in the
the spring.
Tests conducted during the 1974

low-pollution rally

in

''Faculty cannot

draw on the usual
pool of research
assistants, which
means they rely
on undergraduate
students.

rally show that the Santa Clara
car produces considerably less
polluting
emissions
than
the
federal emission standards that
will

go

new cars in
more than half the

into effect for

1977: rather

permitted level of nitrogen
oxides, less than six per cent of
the legal level of hydrocarbons,
less than four per cent of the
permitted

amount

monoxide.
Student research

J
''If

the students

can't be involved,

we don't
want to do

it

of

carbon

a burning building. According to

the metabolic behavior
project has been researched by
about 20 students per year, and
six theses have resulted from it.
Each year, the Engineering
School receives about $200,000 in
research funds and, according to
Pefley, "If students can't be
involved, we don't want to do it."
Pefley,

Dr. DeMartini recalls "a comthat is quite frequent and

ment

other enwhile
less
gineering projects,
spectacular in its results, has
involved several interesting
areas. For example, several students have worked each year
since 1964 on a human metabolic
behavior project. The experiments, which take place at a 15foot tower partially draped with a
large b'ack sack, test human
response to various temperatures
and humidity levels. Using many
volunteers over the past decade,
ranging in age from 9 to 57, the
project has led to a promising
idea for highrise fire safety.
Under the Santa Clara proposal,
highrises would be so constructed
that a ventilator shaft connects all
bathrooms in the building, providing them with a separate air
supply; in the event of fire,
people would be told to take
refuge in the bathrooms. Tests in
the metabolic behavior project
show that such bathrooms could
in

keep humans alive and well for
six to eight hours in the middle of

almost always comes from students from large schools: 'At our
schools the professors are so busy
with the graduate students that
we're ignored.'" The lack of a big
DeMartini
graduate program,
for the
reason
major
explains, is a
popularity of undergraduate research here: "Because of the lack
graduate program, and
of
a
graduate students, faculty cannot
draw on the usual pool of
research assistants," DeMartini
says, "which means they rely on
undergraduate students." Several students in the social sciences
benefit from this reliance. Dr.

Undergrad
research has

always been done

Engineering
and it probably
always will be.
in
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Eleanor Willemsen, who coordinates practicums for the Psychology Department, notes for her
department that "every faculty
member is involved with several
students a year doing these
things." In both the Psychology

Sociology Departments,
undergraduate research can culminate with an invitation to read

and

(<

The one thing

that

12 to 15 students per quarter.
This year, says Dean Drahmann,
in
leader
Sociology was the
students
with
41
practicums
enrolled. Psychology

was second

with 35, and Political Science next
with 11. In some cases, such as
Science's Washington
Political
internship program, there are
rather more applications than

makes the program

popular with the agencies is the
quality of the students we send them.
the results at an annual undergraduate research conference;
the two departments each sponsor one, and their success is
reflected by the facts that participation in the conferences continues to expand and that Santa
Clara continues to retain the
honor of hosting the conferences.
"I think the practicum has a
very central place," DeMartini
says. It's often the first course a
student takes, he notes, which

makes him

relate class

work

to

the real world. The practicum, in
short, is designed to make the
student analyze, determine what
he or she has seen and how it
squares
with
textbook
social
science. For most students who
take one, that's exactly what

openings. But elsewhere, closer
to home, practicum openings are
fairly easy to develop. DeMartini
had thought differently when he

began coordinating Sociology
practicums. He soon found that
getting sponsor agencies was not
done "with great

difficulty at all

terms of interested agencies
and individuals and ideas. Esin

sentially I'm providing them with
an intelligent and highly-motiva-

ted adult who's willing to work 12
to 15 hours a week at no cost to
the agency. The agency in turn
provides the student with
a

^^^^r^

who
to

"most definitely" recommend
the practicum to other students.

The

program has expanded
tremendously in recent years.
It
began in Sociology in
the fall of 1969; two years later
there were only six practicum
sponsors and an average of two
students enrolled in the program
each

quarter.

Since

then

the

program has mushroomed to
include two dozen sponsors and

very well informed member of the
College of Humanities says that
"the Fates design practicums."
When the request arises, and
when there's an opportunity,
practicums can be, and have
been, established for Humanities
students; but the instances are
comparatively rare. One major
exception to the rule is the
writers' program under Professor
James Degnan of the English
Department. There, practicums
are viewed as a vital part of the
curriculum: ideally, according to
Degnan, a student will go on after
two or more quarters in the
program to internship training.
Currently almost a dozen students take a practicum each year,

and Degnan hopes to expand the
program in the future.
The other major exception to
the

dearth

of

practicums

in

Humanities is the Theatre Arts
Department which, during Fall
and Winter Quarters this year,

was involved

in

disciplinary"

program with the

a truly

"inter-

proaches to egocentric childrenincluding teaching them dramato see whether educational programs of this sort could reduce
egocentricity. Four Psych students and six
Theatre Arts
students joined forces on the

90

per cent of them said that their
practicums caused them to reflect
on the subject matter of sociology
to a degree or to a great extent;
four out of five said they would

developed undergraduate research and practicum programs
in Sciences and Engineering, a

Psychology Department. The
program involved various ap-

happens. Recently DeMartini
surveyed sociology alumni
had taken practicums: close

supervisor and data. The student
in turn gets five units credit." De
Martini adds, "The one thing
that makes the program popular
with the agencies is the quality of
the students we send them."
In
contrast with the well-

B
*'It

can be

and

is

project.

—

—a

ery valuable par t
of our program,

Undergraduate research and
practicums challenge the traditional view of education as something which takes place at a
particular time in a particular
place under very particular con-

Dean Drahmann
done properly, with

ditions. But, as

notes, "If

it's

the proper safeguards, it can be—
and is-a very valuable part of our

program."

fSXB
making
the

IflD) adjustment
difficult

runotUf

to a new
language and
culture
by dermis mclaughlin

Going away

to

college

is

a

chance to get your bearings, an
opportunity to taste independence
while your
parents
are
still
available for help in tight situaright? Wrong--at least if

tions,

you are one of the 600-plus Santa
Clarans whose families reside in
foreign countries.

Independence is the quality
which most typifies Santa Clara's
international
jority

of

nations.

students, the maare from Asian

whom

Dependent upon

their

parents mostly for financial assistance alone, these students live in
a foreign nation and a foreign
culture for four years, often with
only occasional visits home. Even
the money is accepted reluctantly;
many of the students wish for
employment in the United States
but Immigration Department regulations, the tight job market,
and the difficulty of studying in a
foreign

make

language combine to
such employment near-

impossible.

Considering the incredible ex-
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pense involved

attending col-

in

a foreign country, why do
these students travel thousands of
miles to a small, Catholic school

lege

in

California?
Many students
in
heard of Santa Clara either
through relatives in the Bay Area,
from relatives who graduated
from here, or through one of
Santa Clara's foreign campuses.

The excellent worldwide reputations of Santa

and

Clara's Business
Schools also
foreign students

Engineering

serve to draw
here.

Perhaps the primary reason
these students left their own
country, however, is curiosity.

"The

interactions

I

go through

here with other people matures
can see how
me faster, and
differently things can be looked
at," says Rene Goiangco, a senior
I

Rene Goiangco
national

Pipestage

[below] is president of
Club:
International

Students

the

you are

'\., unless

exposed

to other

cultures,

you

develop a
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one-track

mind

on many

things.

Inter-

Night

[right].

'

in

finance

major from the

Philip-

"Not too many things have
just one answer, and unless you
are exposed to other cultures, you
develop a one-track mind on many
things-it becomes hard to appines.

preciate other points of view."

President of the International
Students Club, Rene agrees that
college represents a chance to be
"on your own." "It is an
opportunity
not
many people
get," he observes. "To choose
completely different surroundings, to discover your potential as
a person without depending on
your family for help, is an opportunity to mature faster than by
remaining at home."

Yet there seems to be a price
such rapid maturity: the pain
and difficulty encountered in
for

Perhaps
the primary reason
these students left
their

own country
is

curiosity.
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Numerous problems

exist for the foreign

^i^^^^B,

student: learning at the college level in a

^^^^

foreign language, pressure for top grades,

and

the difficulty in bridging the

gap

between cultures.

|p^:^^i£^^

being
transplanted
from one
world to another. Gladys Stark,

tionary," he laughs. "It
hard in classes where

who

Math and economics
were easier, since numbers are
the same. But as
made friends,

serves as the liaison between
the international students and the
school, cites

numerous problems

such as learning at the college
level
in
foreign
a
language,
pressure for top grades and the
fear of being sent home in failure,
and the difficulty in bridging the
gap between cultures. Serving as
distributor of information, a
soother of feelings, and a solver of
problems, Ms. Stark believes the
problems of adjustment lessen as
time goes on, and as the students
make friends-especially American friends.
For Oki Liu, a Taiwanese
student graduating this June,
language was the greatest barrier
at first. "I always carried a dica

MBA

The

foreign
students advisor is
[leli]:
International Night [above]
national House [above right].

Gladys

and

the

Stark
inter-

was very
I

had

to

participate.

I

my

English improved and things
became easier."
Different subject matter is the
greatest problem for other students like Jane Pinsukanchana,
senior accounting
major from
Bangkok, Thailand. "The teaching is also different here," she
explains. "If you don't read the
book, you don't learn. At home,
the teacher told us everything.
Here, it's all up to you."
Adding to the difficulties foreign students encounter in the
classroom is the problem of
making friends in a strange land.

Complaints have sometimes been
voiced about American students'
lack of interest towards inter-
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national
students.
Ms. Stark
believes young Americans are not
as involved with the newcomers
as they should be. An increase in
interest by American students
might lead to a better and more
enjoyable learning experience for

involved.

all

Santoso Symkoputro, third-year
student from Indonesia,
thinks communication with American students is difficult. "I
just don't know how much they
are interested," he speculates.
"Maybe they just don't have the
experience with people from other

MBA

countries, which makes them look
at other countries as inferior.

We

need a place

become

to get

together and

community."
Adjusting to America took
three to six months for Oki Liu,
a

but he insists, "It's easy to

''There

is

make

the

great danger of

trapping yourself
inside a clique of
''

Promoting a community

foreign students.

I

You
if you are outgoing.
have to go out and do it

friends

yourself."
"Be yourself,"

recommends
Rene Golangco, "do things ac-

cordingly, and friends will come
along. Some people go out of their
way to meet foreign students and

some avoid them. The world

made

of different people,

so

is

we

can't help that."

Yet Jane Pinsukanchana points
is the great danger of
trapping yourself inside a clique

out, there

of foreign

seems

students.

me

easier for

to

difficult

"It's

a

meet Orientals.
for Americans

lot
It

to

understand

foreigners."
Jane,
treasurer of the International Students Club, laughs, "I

who

is

would

like to

friends

English.
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so
I

have more American

could practice my
wish they could be a
I

a goal of the
some of the

which are pictured here: above.
Club Treasurer Jane Pinsukanchana and

friend.

just

is

International Students Club,
activities of

Communica tion
with American
students
...

We

is

difficult

need a place

to get together

become a
community.

and

friendlier. Some seem to
down at us."
Rene agrees; "there is the

little bit

look

danger
and

student

foreign

a

of

come

clique. But to

way

this

all

cling to people with the

still

same background-then

don't
see the point in coming. It is my
personal
preference
interto
mingle.
try to learn from as
many different people as posI

I

sible."

Friendly
or
not,
American
students have left impressions
upon their foreign counterparts as
varied as the countries from
which they hail.
"People in America are more

educated and

understanding of
my country,"
comments Oki. "They have more
freedom. If they work hard, they
can go where they want to without
anyone to tell them no."
than

others

"You have

in

have a car to go
California,"
observes Jane. "I like the indepen-

anywhere

to

in

dence—everyone does what they
want. If they think something is
right, they do it no matter what
anyone else thinks. Still, feel sad
I

means

children don't take
care of the parents when they're
old, after they have done so
this

much. Here, they have
life and want to live it

own
own

their
their

way.

Rene

also

lauds the freedom

enjoyed by American youths. "Of
course, there is always a limit to
freedom, even freedom of thought
and speech," he says. "But feel
a greater urge to stand up for my
I

Costumes
of Santa

[above

and

Clara's

left] is

I

faces
foreign

represent

the

diversity

students:

Fumi

Nistiiwalfi

Club vice president.
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Despite the difference in cultures,
the international students remind us that

we

are

all

much

i\-W^

beliefs

ounce
is

a

and

rights.
For every
freedom, however, there
corresponding ounce of

of

and among young
corresponding
ounce seems to be diminishing for
one reason or another."
Besides the freedom of Ameri-

Various scenes at International Night and in the
International House
[above and right]: Fr.
Richard Coz. director or Study Abroad {right].

responsibility,

Americans

this

the foreign students carry
other impressions of this country
with them. Jane believes Americans are good dancers, but do not
ca,

know how

to

cook well. Oki

likes

"But

to

things

which

cannot be bought, like
conscience and principles, is foolwould lose
hardy. By doing so,
my perspective as a human being,
I

lose

my

of the

self-respect, which is one
most important attributes
I

the highways and the scenery,
and both he and Rene were
impressed by the system of

can cling to, that can cling for."
Despite the difference in cultures, the international students

government,

remind us that we are all much
the same. Their intelligent, varied
opinions defy our stubborn at-

especially

the

power

after

smooth transition

of

the Nixon resignation.
Rene believes Americans

are

materialistic but, being born into
a high level of technology, can't

help

it.

He

traces

the

lack

of

America as
spiritual gap that is

religious learning in

the cause of a
filled by technology.
"Material
things are necessary, they are
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part of survival," he says.
other things,
sacrifice

I

tempts

to

lump them

all

in

one

category as "foreign" (read "different") and shove them aside.
To do so would be to reject the
knowledge they offer us through
the opportunity to live, listen, and
learn with our neighbors and
4^riends.

\:

the same.
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on the part
Though

itsdf

only a small part
Santa Clara is
a unique place. People,
particularly the sophomores and
juniors (who are midway
it is

of the outer world,

between

their arrival

and

departure), can involve
themselves here for a while and
give themselves wholly to this
small part; and in turn they can
develop through contact with the
people here, with the events that
occur here, with the
organizations here.
In Winter Quarter, the
University is an introspective
place. Midway between the
return in fall and the prospect of
departure in spring, people tend
to concentrate on what seems
.

important here and now: whether
that be taking their classes
seriously or "getting into"

more

things on campus.

Focus:
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Ministry

Undergraduate Research
International Students.

Part II
Living at
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Living at

SCU
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mike malone

I hat does it, thought Eileen
as she gingerly stepped out into
the rainy November night, I'm

never going to study in the
No way. You just

library again.

can't win.

She pushed the WALK button
at the Alameda. Nope, you just
can't win. You try to study at a
table and some friend always

comes up and starts chattering
you or some jerk tries to pick

at

up on you.

^

^

^^

.^^i^

But

if

you

try to study in those

you open your book
and the next thing you know it's
midnight and you've been
soft chairs,

asleep for four hours.
Eileen climbed the steps up
to Benson. So finally you give
up and go and sit in one of those
wooden study cubicles. About
the time you get going on the
classwork, some guy always
arrives and sits in the booth

behind you. Inevitably, he has a
healthy cold and sniffles and
sneezes and blows his nose until
you can't even read a line
without losing your concen-

tration.

So Eileen bought a cup of
coffee in the Bronco Corral and
went over to a booth. On the
table in front of her, she

arranged her notes
cards

like

playing

game

of solitaire.
Then, beginning from the left,
with a sigh, she started in.
in a
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|V\ aryanne was getting a bit
frustrated because her boyfriend Rod was so busy being a
biology major that he wasn't
spending any time with her. So

one evening when she wanted to
see him and he said that he had
some lab work that had to be
done, she demanded to be taken
along. "I won't bother you,"
she said. "I'll just read a book
while you work."
"Alright," Rod said, "but
don't blame me."
was Anatomy and the
class had just entered the section on mammals. On every
table were three or four dead

The

lab

and preserved cats, all on their
backs with mouths open in a

eternal cry. Maryanne had
a pet cat at home. Students,
under a cloud of formalin, were
busily cutting away at these long
deceased creatures, pulling out
organs and tissue samples and
rubbery blood vessels.
final,

right. She was
no bother at all while Rod
worked. In fact, she never even
looked up from her book.
Not once.

Maryanne was
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I

remember

college well.

that first

The

day

class

first

at

was

Chemistry and Dr. Nathan
began by saying, "I expect to
have a third of you gone by the
end of midterms." My second

was English, where Dr.
Lievestro said apologetically, "I
hate to tell you this, but
department policy dictates that I
can only give out one 'A' this
class

quarter." Then,

in

Calculus,

Prof. Kiosinski...but

1

needn't

continue. By the time the first
day was over, it was taking all of
the concentration that I could

muster just
crying.

to

keep myself from
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C hris was lying on his bed on
the

dorm room

floor

piles of trash

amidst

and empty

The bed creaked as I
down and he opened his

bottles.
sat

eyes.

"What's goin' on, Mike?"
"Not much. Just checking to
see if you were still comatose."
He raised himself up on one
arm. "Naah, I'm fine."
"How was the party?"
Chris rolled over onto his

back again and stared at the
"Aww Mike, you should
have been there. It had to be, I
mean it had to be the greatest
party of all time. Four keggers.
And then this guy shows up

ceiling.

with a

fifth

of Scotch

body

and every-

starts drinking

boilermakers. That's when
things started to really get out
of hand. There was this one
chick who started taking off..."
He closed his eyes and his
mouth slowly curled into a wry
smile. Then he began to snore.
I put a blanket over him and
collected a few bottles

around

the room and replaced their
caps. Chris was still asleep
when I closed the door behind

me.

One

of those unpredictable
Sierra thunder storms
splattered down with a rumble

tuned headers. It caught
Matt completely by surprise
because, being a Los Angeles
boy, he didn't think that these
things happened--even in the
mountains. So, as the box of
Ritz crackers between his knees
began to dissolve and the
windshield went opaque with
the splashing, he decided that it
would be a good idea to get
under some cover.
The first town he entered was
like

Sierraville or Sierra City or

something--a couple of gas
stations, a dark old movie palace
(of the "mighty Wurlitzer"
variety) and a soda fountain.
The last one looked the
friendliest, so he parked under
the eave and went in.

The interior matched the
white, Victorian facade. There
was a stand of red and white
chairs, a long gold-flecked and
stone bar with a chromium edge
running around it. No one was
around, so Matt wiped his face
with his shirt tail and went over
and sat at the bar.
About the time he started
twirling the salt shaker, the

saloon doors to the kitchen

swung open and

a

man,

apparently the owner,
appeared. He was a solid, baldheaded man with a white shirt

that fought to contam a
struggling to be free.

"How

stomach

ya doin'," said the

man.
"Not bad, not bad. I'd like
some orange juice."
"You're on. By the way,
where ya from?"
"Well, L.A.'s home, but at

moment I'm playing student
Santa Clara U."
The man scratched his
stomach. "Really? That's my
old alma mater."
the
at

"Yeah?"

"No kiddin'. Class of '47.
Went on the G.I. Bill. How's
that for a coincidence? Here, let
me get that orange for you.
Don't wanna keep a fellow

Bronco waiting."

He returned after a few
moments with a tall glassfull.
Matt took a long gulp--and
nearly drowned.
"This stuff's half vodka!" he
choked.
"Well, of course

it is," said
the man. "You don't think I'ye
forgotten, do vou?"
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hver notice how once

in a

wliilc--maybe during a
or

dead wcek--peopie

full

moon

start to

go

crazy?

liS^gR'sir

cia

charged with spying on 10,000

U.S. citizens... people are

allowed to

in

purchase gold but they'd rather not

million of art
in

comes

to an end when
Watergate conspirators h.r. haldeman, John ehrlichman, John mitchell
and robert mardian are all convicted
...nixon says he feels 'deep anguish' for them... catfish
hunter
makes a winning pitch for a
trial

five-year $3

the

million

new york

contract with

yankees...ford

an-

billion tax cut plan...

the culture scene, thieves took $5

at those prices... the nation's favorite

104

nounces a $16

works from a

museum

italy...kissinger says that the u.s.

will

invade arab

some

oil fields

if

'there's

actual strangulation of the in-

world'... so, the pentagon
employs a private company to begin
dustrial

training saudi

arabian

soldiers

to

trade agreement with
than
remove limits

emigration.

..a

truce

on
in

rather

Jewish
northern

was broken after 26 days...
bombings throughout the bay area
by 'new world liberation front' and
ireland

'chicano liberation front'. ..the administration

now

thinks that high

prices are a blessing

in

to

us. house of representatives depose three powerful committee

all,

chairmen... moscow

revealed that the

ford

increase

orders
in

a

crude

$1
oil

fbi

oil

disguise, so

remove the disguise once and

protect the oilfields... rebels in the

repudiates

u.s.

per

for

barrel

tariffs... it's

has collected

many

known subver-

sives such as eleanor roosevelt, the

team, dies at age 73. ..some things,
though, never die; zsa-zsa gabor

kennedy

weds

files

on

well

brothers,

nixon... congress

and

decides

richard
its

own

economic plans, including a tax cut
a few billion dollars higher (lower?)

number 6, millionaire jack
ryan... unemployment reaches 8 per

cent

nationwide... even

California,

where the

rate

worse in
is over 10

than the president's. ..replica of sir
francis drake's 'golden hinde'

dential candidates from lining

comes

take

good
thomas hart
benton dies after finishing his mural
of country music origins... and larry
to

berth

for

in

san

francisco... famed artist

fine,

of the three stooges

comedy

percent... but

away the

it

doesn't stop presi-

up

to

job from gerald ford,

democrats (moris udall,
jimmy carter, george Wallace, henry
and lloyd
Jackson, fred harris,
bentsen) and republicans (ronald
including

reagan,

maybe)... britain's conser-

woman as its
leader, margaret thatcher. .p.g.
wodehouse, that bounder, ups and
dies before the good queen has a
chance to knight him...arab investors don't believe in equal opportunity, at least where Jewish
employees are concerned, and set
up a blacklist of companies that they
vative party elects a

.

will

not deal with... armed indians

take over varied places around the
country, one

is

a monastary built on
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jose lopez resigns as social vice president after he's academically 'disqualified' from santa clara...so greg dowell goes in, then

106

is

out, then

Dowell and

betsy aulik

social vice president this week? A
people were asking that question
during January and early February, Jose
Lopez (1), who had originally been

Who's

lot of

elected the officer who plans, contracts,
and brings off social activities, was forced
to resign as social vice president at the

beginning

of

Winter Quarter, after he
disqualified from the

was academically
University.

In an election held by the Board of
Governors, senior Greg Dowell (2) then
won the position by a majority vote. But
not for long, as the next week he learned
that the ASUSC Constitution requires
new ASUSC officers to win confirmation
from BOG by a two-thirds vote.

"who's the social vp
this week?"
when it met the next week, BOG
couldn't decide between the two candidates, Dowell and junior Betsy Aulik, so
it elected them both to the post (3).
As satirist Mark Marnell put it, unable
to decide who should be Vice President
for Fun and Games BOG had elected a
Vice President in Charge of Fun and
another Vice President in Charge of
Games.
The arrangement

lasted for three days
the Board of Constitutional Review
declared it unconstitutional. At this point
the post was empty (4), although Lopez
functioned unofficially as social vice
president. Then BOG met again and,
after an hour-and-a-half of debate and
seven stormy ballots inside a locked and
barred ASUSC office, elected Dowell to
the job (5).
until

are in, then out, finally dowell

is

in for good... the

annual announcement of the big (11.3 per cent) increase

in tuition is

given for next year... the big 'blow-up'

humanities forum
The Humanities Forum--an imposing

name

for a series of five lectures on
various aspects of the Humanities-

provided
interesting
listening
for
University students during the months
of February and March. Sponsored by
the de Saisset Art Gallery, the Forum
provided presentations by University
professors,
slide shows,
and full
length films on a variety of subjects.
Mark Vitale, the Gallery's Special
Events Coordinator, organized the
Forum with several objectives in mind.
"We felt there was a need to showcase
the scholarship going on here," he

commented. "We also wanted to
stress our committment to the larger
community outside the university.

<<a

Century
bit.

the

Cinema

Most people don't really know the
Jesuits and the job they are doing. The
Forum should help change that."
Fr. Ted Rynes kicked off the Forum
with a review of Eighteenth Century
Literature. "The Eighteenth Century
was energetic and chaotic," he said,
"and most of the great literature of the
age is filled with violent emotion."
Rynes' presentation was followed by
the film, "Tom Jones," the 1963 film
based on the novel by Henry Fielding.
On February 21, Dr. K. G. Seely
discussed the history of the Cinema,
and the featured film of the evening
was Rohmer's "Claire's Knee." Mentioning such famous films as "Potemkin," "Rules of the Game," and "The
Caine Mutiny, "Seely traced
the
development of the cinema and
cinematographic techniques. Fr.
Donald Crosby shifted the focus to
Colonial America on Feb. 25th, when
he lectured on religions in America
during the Colonial era. Augmenting
his talk with a New England travelogue slide presentation, Crosby linked
religion, society, and "history into a

the scholarship

for

going on

hssrQ^^

Pierson's talk served as an introduction to Robert Roselini's film, "The
Rise of Louis XIV." Pierson's intro-

ductory

Eighteenth

showcase

filled in

the background of the

cultural and political situation leading
up to the reign of Louis XIV.
The Forum's final presentation fea-

Fine Arts professor Virginia
Jansen's lecture on Renaissance Art a
la Michaelangelo. Jansen's talk provided insights into Michaelangelo'sart
and life, and included a brief analysis
of the artistic techniques initiated by
the 16th century master. The evening
was culminated with a showing of
"The Agony and the Ecstacy," the
dramatic account of the painting of the
Sistine Chapel.
Taken as a whole, the Humanities
Forum was a valuable experience for
those students who attended. The
various lectures and films provided in
depth learning experiences outside the
classroom and also allowed faculty
tured

members

to display their scholarship

areas

of
special
interest.
In
retrospect the Forum was a spark of
novelty in the usually gray days of
winter quarter.
in

Colonial America
the Rise oi

touts XIV

Renaissance Hrt

composite whole.
French culture and history took the
spotlight on Feb. 28, when Dr. Peter
novelist jose
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villarreal

and house judiciary committee counsel jerome zeifman...econ department

January
Saisset

video

brought

to

the

de

Mary Ashley's three-hour
tape

"Eat

your

totems,

Mary Ashley," a stream-of-consclousness presentation of a day
in San Francisco; Don Peterson's
February exhibit continued the
photoSan Francisco theme,
graphing a pair of bare legs from

Fisherman's wharf to Chinatown.
Fletcher Benton's kinetic sculpture delighted February visitors
with their unexpected combinations of light, color, motion, and
texture; and the African Art Show
in March presented a variety of
tribal art, including ritual masks,
fetishes,

nnounces

a

program

in

applied economics... rusty rhodes speaks

in

benson about

'a

O

and wooden sculptures.

decade of conspiracy: from dallas

to Watergate'... black history

week
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JAN. SPMKERS

RUSTy

Rhodes
The tone of January's schedule of
speakers ranged fronn the ridiculous to
the profound. On Jan. 27, Chris Miller
(Contributing

Editor

to

National

Lam-

poon) spoke on
"Toe Sucking in
Albania." Of far more interest to nnost
Santa Clarans, however, was Rusty
Rhodes' speech centering on the assassination of John F.
Nov. 22, 1963, and

Warren

Kennedy

in

Dallas,

the details of the
Commission Report.

Attacking the Warren Report, Rhodes
implicated the Central Intelligence Agency in the murder of JFK. Viewing the
dramatic decisions made by Kennedy in
the months
preceeding
Dallas
(the
nuclear test ban treaty, secret attempts to
normalize relations with Castro's Cuba,
and moves to reorganize the CIA under
Robert Kennedy), Rhodes underscored a
seemingly endless series of unexplained
events in connections with the murder.

Arguing that the Warren Commission's
shot theory" (which assumed
Oswald to be a lone assassin), would tTave
made Oswald "one of the greatest
marksmen in history," Rhodes presented
"three

a contrasting explanation of the event.
"Over 95 per cent of the witnesses at the
scene," he commented, "pointed to the
famous grassy knoll on Elm Street as the
source of the fatal bullets."
Events generally unknown by the public

(the arrest of three
knoll area and their

men

in

the

subsequent

freeing by an imposter, the failure

on Oswald's
the
as
murder weapon, and Oswald's
prior connections with the CIA as
an operative agent in this country)
were tied together to strengthen
Rhode's call for a reopening of the

to find finger prints

1938

carbine

investigation of

labeled

JFK's death.

.natjonaL

lAMpOON's

chRis
iviiLLER
«toe

sucking
in albania^^

draws praise from the

staff of the federal trade

commission. .new faculty
.

this quarter include the

famed philosopher

fr.

frederick copleston, chicano

Santa Clara's music lovers attended
two major concerts during the month
of January. On January 26, Sister
Margaret Dilling performed for an
afternoon audience in the de Saisset
Art Gallery. Her piano selections
included works by Bach, Brahms,
Messiaen, and Chopin.
A Jan. 30th audience listened to the
University
concert of

Chamber

Singers' first
year in the Music
Concert Hall. Directed by Lynn
Shurtleff, this group of 16 select
members of the Music Department
performed a variety of works designed for smaller groups.
The
program included "Christ Lag In
Todesbanden" by Bach, "Lovesong

the

Waltzes" by Brahms, and "Serenade
to Music" by Ralph Vaughn Williams. Accompanying the singers on
the various pieces were pianists
Robert Hagopian, Martha Buskirk,
and Kevin Buttle; instrumentalists
Donna Lerew, Barbara Creger, Fran
Shaw, and
Lynn Shurtleff also
accompanied the group on the Bach
cantata.

poetry

readings
Students had an opportunity to express themselves in poetry
one February evening, at a poetry reading held in Pipestage.
Organized by Las Lopes and Audley Williams, with some
advice from Fr. James Torrens of the English Department,
the small group of writers read, or in some cases, sang their
creations to an audience composed mostly of their
fellow-artists and a few other interested students. Pipestage
was also the seen of the Humanities Department dinner;
Tony Perez entertained this audience with his own poetry
which he had set to original music.

of the activities center

is

delayed again... it's a good month for norcalpirg: one of their reports, this one on false mileage claims by used car dealers and others,

z B/1KER
Baker noted

that,

"Mayor Daly has

nowhere near the amount of control
over the police department as does

FebRUARy
SpEAliERS

Police corruption, the Energy Crisis,
and Philosophy were the three foci of
Santa Clara's February speaker schedule. On Feb. 6, Marilyn Baker--the
reporter who gained fame by covering

the Patti Hearst

SLA

affair-spoke to a

Benson audience on the corruption of
the San Francisco Police Department.
Attacking fs/layor Joseph Alioto,

Alioto.." "It is impossible," she
continued, "to have a corrupt cop
without a corrupt top brass." Baker
also cited the press's desire to reamin
on good terms with the police as one
of the major obstacles to prosecuting
corrupt cops.
Gerald Piel, President and Publisher
of "Scientific American," told a Feb.
26 audience that "there is no energy
crisis." Viewing the current oil crisis,
Piel pointed to coal as a temporary
alternative for energy, but emphasized that "the real answer is nuclear
power." Piel criticized the "dangerous" nuclear plants that are presently
operating in the United States and
advocated a National Energy Planning Agency to exercise long term
responsibility for developing
new
energy policies and technology.
"Free Will and Determinism" was
the topic of a debate sponsored by the
Philosophy Department on Feb. 27th.
Fr. F. C. Coppleston, Fr. James Felt,
and Dr. W. A. Parent argued
contrasting sides of the question: "Is
Man Free?" Presented to a Daly
Science audience, the debate encompassed such famous theorists as
Sarte,
Skinner, and St.
Thomas
Aquinas and left the listeners with
thought-provoking questions.

fallon

PHILOSOPHY
DETERMINISM

DEB/ITE
\is

FREE

is
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expanded

into a

mil

month-long program... two 'hundred year old bones, the remains of a pre-missionary indian, are discovered

in front of the Jesuit resident

ocsa dance

&

seniors in 1F^

MnCEl

jWm'^^
educational programs committee begins review of the ethnic

studies program... the board of trustees approve a statement of purpose for santa clara...the university sells $4 million worth ot bonds to raise

money

for its

own

building program... national

lampoon contributing

editor chris miller speaks in

benson about censored... reporter marilyn baker speaks on corruption of san

black history

week

^'mfrtim

eL hAJj iviALik
El Hajj Malik opened on February 13, coinciding with Santa Clara's Blacl< History
Week; the play represented a joint effort

by the Theatre Arts and Ethnic Studies
Departnnents. The Dramatization of the
life of Malcolm X was staged by guest
director Sandra L. Richardson, a doctoral
candidate at Stanford University. Richardson praised the play, commenting that
"It is to the credit of the playwright N. R.
Davidson that El Hajj Malik does not
become a boring exercise in political
theory and name-calling." Ten actors
made up the cast each assuming the role
of Malcolm X at sometime during the
performance; actors 1 through 10 were
played by Dexter Galloway, Deborah
Hampton, Cy Edwards, Yvonne McGinnis,
Cedric Brown, Margaret Jones,
Nelson Washington, Lamont Allen, and
Nadlne Brown. Each strove to present a
new face of the man who, during his
lifetime,

monger.

was
Ms.

called

racist

and

hate-

Richardson added, "In
presenting this play during Black History

Week, we hope
tion of

to further the appreciaour Black Experience as well as to

entertain." The sell-out crowds that
viewed the play were indeed impressed
by the kaleidescope world of Malcolm X.
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|n a festive atmosphere created by a marching
band, a mime troop, and a theatrical production,
over 1000 students, faculty members and alumni
witnessed the inflation of the Thomas E. Leavey
Student Activities Center on February 28. Boasting
the world's largest air supported roof, the Center
was dedicated with speeches by University President
Thomas Terry, Dean of Students George Giacomini
and ASUSC President Bob Dawson.
Special dedications were given by Thomas E.
Leavey, the principle contributor for the Center and
by Harold J. Toso, the primary donator for the
basketball pavilion section of the Center. Ben Swig,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees, activated the
plunger-type detonator that released red balloons
and signaled the "blow-up" of the Center.
Problems (a late starting time, and an inefficient
public address system) plagued the entire roof
raising. Leavey was struck by a section of theatrical
set when the wind toppled it against the podium. The
Center's namesake, however, was not injured.
The Leavey Activities Center, occupying two acres
of space, will house facilities for the intramural
sports program at Santa Clara and the athletic
department offices and facilities. Space converts
easily from large to small areas for lectures,
concerts, rallies, dances, or other functions as well.
The Toso Pavilion includes a 5000 seat basketball
arena, with two smaller arenas on either side,
handball and squash courts, weight training rooms,
indoor jogging track, shower and locker rooms,
steam room and sauna, varsity team room, athletic
department library, medical offices, and students
lounges are all included in the multi-level facility.
Adjacent to the main structure is a 135 by 130 foot
pool area containing a 25 meter by 25 yard swimming
pool, enclosed under a retractable vinyl-coated
dacron canopy which is supported by air from the
system supporting the main roof. Located next to
Buck Shaw Stadium, the entire center will provide
ultra-modern facilities for generations of future
Santa Clarans.

J^_^-;*it"
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dunne dabblers
decorate
Each wing

of the five floors of Dunne Hall competed
a contest to cover the walls of the dorm with
murals. The winner--the short wing of the fifth
floor-received a keg of beer as a reward. Evidently
the residents of the wing were better artists than
drinkers, because the keg had still not disappeared
by the end of the Quarter.
in

February's music concerts started out strong with
two programs presented on Feb. 2. In the de Saisset
Art Gallery, the San Jose Symphony Chamber
Orchestra, directed by George Cleve, performed five
works by Ibert, Rameau, Poulenc, and Ravel. For
those interested in vocal music, James Bert Neely's
Feb. 2 concert in the Music Concert Hall provided
works by Mozart, Shubert, Ives, and Ravel.
Piano compositions gained the spotlight with a Feb.
23 concert by duo-pianists Marjorie and Wendell
Nelson. Eight pieces, including "Sonata in F
minor," were performed for the Concert Hall
audience. The end of the month brought a Student
Recital which included pianists Evans Ren, Kevin
Buttle, Robert Montes, Janice Tagami, and Patrice
Boyle. Vocalists included Timothy Shanahan (Baritone),
Gorden
(Baritone).

Jensen

(Tenor),

and

Jeff

Flosi

champagne, and high society— with emphasis on the 'high'—invades the

feb.

music

gallery for the fletcher benton opening...

'el

hajj malik,' a play

about the

life

of malcolm

x,

y4rtide
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"What is a basketball season?"
For the Santa Clara fan, it may be a
few months during the winter quarter
in which weekends are spent sharing
in the benefits of a blow-out at the
Alameda; successfully driving to the
grand ole San Jose Civic Auditorium
to view the "big game;" and with all
inhibitions cast off as of three glasses
ago, he and his dat^ proceed to enjoy
the action on and off the court. Every
now and then, he throws out a few
well chosen remarks to the referees
and even a word of encouragement to
the Broncos. For him, the season is,
at most, an outlet for frustrations, a
mode of cheap entertainment.
But for the team and coaches, a
basketball season is a way of life--a
full year routine of blood, sweat and
which they show their
tears in
achieved prowess during a scant four
month period. Practice began for the
Broncos October 15. But for many
players like graduating seniors Jerry
Bellotti, Remel Diggs, and Jerry Piro,
the season consisted of 12 grueling
months of polishing their basketball
Because of this, it seems so

skills.

inadequate, so meaningless that all
the effort and endurance that a team
exhibits should be signified by a
simple win-loss record. But this is the
accepted norm for judging a team's
performance in todays realm of
competive sports, so it goes unchallenged.

''What

is

o

bosketboll season ?"

opens

rm-Tb
in the studio theatre as a joint

production by the theatre arts department and the ethnic studies program. ..alumni office announces

it'll

shift

its

By this definition, then, SantaT
Clara's Broncos suffered an "unsuccessful" 10-16 season,
stretching
their losing streak *o two years. For
head coach Carroll Williams and
assistant Andy Locatelli, this finish
was a disappointment to say the least.
During the pre-season, the success
of the '74-75 campaign hinged on
three key factors. First, the Broncos
would need a top candidate to fill the
center position. Williams hoped he
had solved the center problem with
the recruiting of freshman Korky
6-10,
Nelson,
but
the
expected.

the fan,

...for
...

Nl

mode

a

of entertainment.
*

)M»

-N

Standout dislocated his right ankle,
leaving SCU with no one to fill this
important pivot position. Second,
Santa Clara would have to concentrate on improved rebounding, ball
handling, and scoring and they were
successful in these areas through
much of the year. But mental
mistakes hurt the Broncs in key
situations in many games. Lastly, the
performance of four newly acquired

freshmen would ultimately determine
the degree of prosperity in '75. And
indeed the frosh performed admirably, hinting at a bright future for the
SCU Basketball program. Mike Leslie
and Mark Bruening strengthened the

team

...but for the

and coaches
...

o

way

of

life.

bench and Eddie Joe Chavez and Dan
Malane started on many occasions.
Chavez's ability to hit the long range
jumper at crucial moments earned
him the title of hero in several
contests.
If

the Broncos succeeded

in

these

areas, then they were given a chance
at taking the
crown away from
USF which had held it for three years.

WCAC

But an unusually strong and balanced
Conferance and miserable free-throw
shooting lead to Santa Clara's poor
showing. The charity stripe was a
sore spot for the Broncos all year as
they were outscored by 120 pointsalmost five points a game.
Talent seemed to abound on the
squad. Remel Diggs, SCU's big man,

was again forced

u

for

dominated many

BI^SICTBNi
alumni

to

the second

donohoe

infirmary,

after

present

staff

vacates

and

it

is

into the center slot

year

in

of his

a row and
counterparts

on the opposition, substituting sly wit
brawn he was obviously
for the

remodeled... meanwhile, jhe octagon, a five-year old 'temporary' building

is

given anotner stay ot execution,

at least until the

admissions office goes out of business... and with admission applications rising 20 percent over

last

year's

levels,

that

won't be .soon

either... humanities

forum begins

in

the gallery... there won't be

much

raising cain in dorms, since the student-run radio station

lacking at 6-8, 185 lbs. Senior Jerry
Bellotti broke a Santa Clara individual
mark by making the most assists in a
single season, 112, and was instrumental on the boards leading all SCU
players by pulling down 232 re-

bounds. Sophomore guard Vester
Robinson, a two-year starter, was the
scoring leader and a favorite of the
fans. Vester had a knack for driving
the baseline and sparked the Broncos
to several superb offensive showings.

Freshman Dan Malane was named
the Northern California Freshman of
the Year. Forward Glen Hubbard
supplied plenty of points and helped
out on the boards. Jerry Piro and
Eddie Joe Chavez served as adequate

playmakers.

Three

SCU

team records were
the course of the season.
They include best field goal percentage in a single half (77.4 percent
against Loyola); best field goal game
(65.6 against Loyola); and fewest
turnovers in a game (seven, against
Nevada Reno).
Santa Clara's 10-16 mark may leave
one feeling a bit despondent if he
looks no further than the win-loss
record itself. But three of those
defeats came in overtime and seven
were lost by three or fewer points.
The team's ability to remain a
closely-knit unit in times of despair
and adversity made 1975, for them, a
good season~a winning season.
broken

In

seems so meoningless
that all the effort and

it

endurance should be
signified by a simple
win-loss record.

can't get a cable hook-up into

any dorm besides swig and

a

few rooms

in

dunne...the 'owl' produces

its first

publication of the year. ..'cabaret' talent

show big
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success... rock

duo

cecilio

and kapono play

in

benson...thomas

e.

WCAC

leavey becomes the namesake of the activities center and no, they haven't blown up the

roof yet. ..the university searches for qualified facuhy for

The Women's Recreation Association had a busy Winter
Quarter, fielding intercollegiate teams in basketball and
golf, and sponsoring various intramural activities. The
female half of Santa Clara's basketball players finished
their season with a 5-4 record; Linda Bernatz honored
her team and herself by receiving a nomination to the
Kodak Ail-American Basketball Team. The women's golf
team started

their

season

in fine style,

coming

in

behind

only top-ranked Stanford in the single tournament
during the quarter. Hopefully they will continue their
greatscores into the spring when they play the bulk of

\

their tournaments.

Co-rec Basketball took the form of a doubles tournament
towards the end of the quarter. The team of Roy (Ruth)
Graham and Dan Valanzuela came in first. Particularly
popular on the intramural schedule was an evening
ballroom dancing class; thirty-five couples learned to
gracefully steer themselves across the dance floor.
Available to girls only was a dancing class of another
sort-belly dancing! And continuing through winter
quarter was Jill Purdy's horseback riding classes, which
provide instruction
ship all year round.

in

English and Western horseman-
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icoming years. ..asusc president bob dawson issues a questionnaire

to the

student body... balloons, a band, soft drinks, and the world's largest 'bubble' are the

Most Valuable Back C.J.
Most Valuable Forward
Haupt, and Captain J.T.

Pat Breen,

Maguire,

John

The 1975 version of the Rugby Club
finished as the nnost successful team
since rugby was revived at Santa
Clara seven years ago. The final
record was posted at 16 wins, 8 losses
and 1 tie. Victories over such
traditional powerhouses as San Francisco Rugby Club, Stanford Univer-

UCLA, and Mexican National
Collegiate Champion Universidad de
sity,

Thurau. The quick, smooth, stylish
backs set the pace for this year's team
with their excellent running and
the unsung
kicking. The scrum,
heroes of the team, demonstrated
through their silent, aggressive play

why they were known

as the

"Mute

Wolves."

The partying

of

overshadowed by
win or

lose,

the Club was not
its

play.

Above

all,

Santa Clara was known as

the best after-hours club in the Bay
Area. With 1975 definitely a success.

HK-.'iyifc.^

las Americas established Santa Clara
as one of the top sides in the nation
with a final ranking as the fifth best
collegiate team in the country.
The accomplishments of the Club
are a result of the coaching of Mickey
Ording who is recognized as the finest
forward in American, rugby today.
Ording has been coaching Santa Clara
for three years and in that time he has
molded them into a polished, solid

club.

The Club was led this year by
President and Most Valuable Player

center attractions at the long-awaited "big blow-up" of the roof of the activities center... dr. edwin beilharz, professor emeritus of history, returns to teach one

130

the Club looks forward to 1976.
The success of the Rugby Club is
very gratifying to the Athletic Department as well. Their encouragement and support has paved the way
for the winning attitude that currently

permeates SCU. This team has also
that big budgets don't always
make good teams. Stanford and Cal
spend more on sports than SCU does
The rugby
salaries.
for teachers'
players at Santa Clara, like the Crew
team, support themselves for the
most part. But you've come a long
way, baby.

shown

The most successful
team since rugby was
revived at Santa Clara
seven years ago...'

RUGDV
quarter of California history... film society offers great selection of material: the seventh seal, the servant, the third man, the grand illusion, king of hearts, the
131

D

YouVe come

twentieth century, his

132

girl Friday,

closely

watched

trains, la

guerre est

finie, the bicycle thief, the soft skin,

payday, pierrot

o long way,

le fou...free will or

determination

M
was

the question as philosophy

department faculty

fr.

-r*.

w-

'

frederick copleston, dr. william parent, and

fr.

james

felt

hold an informal debate... gerard

piel, the

133
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SPEAKERS
Kevin Starr, the director

of the

UJ

San

Francisco City Library, entertained his
in the de Saisset auditorium
with his thoughts on the "Problems
and Premises of the Civilization of
Southern California." The author of a

audience

<

two-volume history

of California, Starr
the thing that is Los

is fascinated by
Angeles. Using examples from

litera-

and sociology, he
described the Angelenos' frantic, often

ture, politics, history,

search for a sense of community~a search that has lasted from the
time of the first ranchers and settlers
until today.
"The Journey to the Inner Self" was
described by Joseph Campbell, author
of The Hero With a Thousand Faces.
Campbell explained this journey as a
series of self-revelations, beginning
with the hero-dreams of early childhood, and ending with a mature
acceptance of all aspects of oneself and
the world, both the good and the bad.
The slides he presented along with his
speech underscored his theories of the
confrontation of the conscious and
futile

unconscious selves.
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publisher of 'scientific american,' says there's no energy
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crisis... basketball

becomes

a sad

word as the broncs

fall

into a losing season. ..all's well with baseball

for a

while though, as santa clara goes twelve

games without

a loss...harold pinter's 'birthday party' plays at lifeboat... santa clara senior rusty

hammer

becomes the youngest mayor

in

the country

when he becomes mayor

of Campbell. ..the e.p.a. gives a $200,000 grant to engineering profs pefley and mccormick

fo
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harold pinter's

the binthdQLi
pantij
The Theatre Arts Department ended
Winter Quarter with Harold Pinter's
The Birthday Party, directed by Dr.
In
this
bizarre
Stephen Schultz.
mixture of comedy, suspense, and
horror, Stephen Saiz and Jeff Lavaghetto played, on the surface at least,
two assassins stalking a seemingly
innocent victim, portrayed by Jim
Coyle. Donna Thoman as Meg and
Steve Hofvendahl as her husband
played the owners of a dilapidated
seaside boarding house where the
action takes place. Lulu, a "girl about

town," was played by Sharon Martin.
Student reaction to the production was
mixed; many praised the actors, and
were impressed with the production's
but were
bewildered by
seeming absurdities in
brutal force,

also
the

have

,

plot.

might

This

been

just

the

effect that Pinter was
striving for, however;

Schultz commented
The Birthday Party
is "a unique blend of

that

realism,

familiarity,
puzzling elusiveness."

and

liohn

compositions, a jazz mass and an african mass,
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their winter quarter concert... latin

american week brings films, speakers

to

campus. ..John Stewart and
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Modern

religious music set the
tone for March's concert programs
when the Univeristy Chorus presented its winter quarter concert
on March 14th in the Missioh

Church.

Directed
by
Lynn
Chorus performancfe

shurtleff, the

included Norman Luboff's "African Mass," Gregg Smith's "Jazz
Mass," and Leslie Basset's
"Collect."
"For the winter concert,
usually
try to choose pieces that will
challenge the chorus and audience," commented Shurtleff. All
the pieces included unusual and
I
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Latin

American

^^^^ ^^9^"

Cultural
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1975, with the presentation of
the film Black Orpheus. Phi Alpha Theta, the University's History Honor Society
worked
sponsored the opener; El Frente, International Club and the
together, on the week's other events. Emphasis was placed on all of Latin
America, with the Humanities Professors stressing the importance of Latin
American contributions in their respective classes.
An International food sale on Friday, March 7; a multi-lingual Mass in the
Mission Church on Saturday; another film called Cuba Va at de Saisset on
Monday; a slide show on Mayan architecture by Dr. Matt Meier; a speech on
Cuba and Guatemala by Susanne Jonas on Tuesday; an exhibition by the
internationally reknowned guitarist, Richard Stover on Thursday; and finally,
"Benson Night," featuring Latin American Dancers representing the Centre
Folklorico on Friday evening rounded out the week's festivities.
sold burritos during the week, and the library got into
intq_the
tne spirit aiso,
also^displaying
aispiaymg a variety
books, maps, and artifacts
concerning Latin America during
the month of March.

°"

UFW

UFW

cultural

toiii

w.iits

enliven bcnson for one- brief night

in

the

l.ist

week

coneert of the quarter.

.

students p.iss an

surprising

characterisitics.

Basset's

"Collect" included ah
electronic tape accompaniment for
the mixed chorus, and the accompaniment for the African Mass was

completely re-orchestrated by
Foothill College Music Director
Richard Peterson, to include wood
blocks, drums, and various percussion instruments.

Smith's "Jazz Mass"~combining
elements of renaissance music and
modern jazz-gave student soloists
an opportunity to perform. PattI
Appel (soprano), Annete Frazier
(alto), and Gordon Jensen (tenoO
all
garnered solo parts; Voice
Instructor Bert Neely performed
the bass solo.

anjendment

to the

asusc constitution aboHshing the

ourz

LcTOjy op

LociRDes cboiR

chorus ccxxrert

collect

apRAcam

mass
Daz:2:

moss

corresponding secretary

job... early registration for spring

quarter in midst of dead week-hard to think about

new

classes with old ones

still

to

be

""' ' »

their land. ..'slasher' killer of 9, or

more, terrorizes los angeles skid
row area...howard hughes' 'spruce
goose'

boat

flying

after 28 years,

is

finally

and sectioned

sold
into

museums. ..military situaCambodia becomes critical,

parts for
tion in

supplies and food flown
ly...

in

constant-

ford administration pleads with

congress

cambodia

» «

run

steam. ..hubert
humphrey gets bad news from the
internal revenue service, has to pay
over $100,000 in back taxes... san
jose arts theatre re-opens after first
opening in 1972 literally brought
down the roof...cia accused again,
this time of a plot to kill Cuba's
castro. .literary stylist vincent
sheean dies. ..mariner 10 zips by
finally

out of

.

$200
million in military aid but congress planet mercury for unprecedented
is reluctant... U.S. senate changes its
4th fly-by... actress susan hayward
filibuster
rule as
its
proponets dies, age 55, of a brain tumor. ..good
to

give

friday

of

week

easter

unconstitutional

government.

.

holiday

is

ruled

by

state

.billionare

aristotle

onassis dies...mideast negotiations
break down... king faisal of saudi
arabia is assasinated by deranged

nephew, and mid-east relations slip
movies on the market:
lenny, young frankenstein, murder

further. ..new

on the orient express, the godfather
-part II, and birds do it, bees do it...

completed... charles lampkin, music professor, begins organization of a student jazz ensemble... chris rossi, scu alumni, announced as

new head

for project 50.
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'Anyone got a dime? I need
someone," George said.
"Hey, let me borrow one lousy
dime, okay?"

to call

"Alright, alright... who are

you calling, anyway?"
questioned his roommate.

"A girl in Walsh," George
responded as he left the room.
"Are you kidding? Call
Walsh!? You'll get through
faster if you walk over there
instead," called out his roommate.

"Who uses the

phones this
time of night?" George yelled
back.
In a

few minutes he found

EVERYBODY was using
the hall phones in his dorm.
Well, he mumbled, which way
out.

to

Walsh?

t nough Paul said to his
best friend. "That does it. I'm
getting out of this lousy dorm.
Bad food, bad R.A., bad every! '

'

thing. I'm gonna get me an
apartment--where I can do what
I want to and as much as I like.
I'm never gonna have to sneak
a girl in or out of

my room

ever
again."

So he rented an apartment
Street a ways.
Every morning, the manager's
dog used his newspaper for the
wrong purpose, his roommate

down Benton

made

the kitchen look like the

Second Battle of the Marne, the
baby next door squaked every
time he turned the stereo up
over the barely audible, and the
religious spinster downstairs
caught a girl leaving his

apartment one morning and
gave her such a hysterical
lecture on morality that the girl
would never talk to him again.

C.

male

ckauv'T^is^

beautiful [znS^
ik
I

he music next door was too
Dave decided, tor
studying for his math test the
next day. He packed his books
I

loud,

for the familiar trip to the
library, but the screaming
outside caused him to stop
abrubtly. As he opened the
door, he stepped into the path of
the largest mid-air water
balloon he had ever felt. Test

forgotten, he joined in on the
water fight until he realized that
his room was slowly filling with
water.
But he noticed that his notes

in

were already soggy and decided
that it was too late to study
anyway, so he filled his trashcan with water and started

m
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chasing his neighbors
hail.

down

the

ii#«iiiQefecf

/pecie/
The kid had just moved into
room and was hooking up
speaker wires when everybody
came running in, shoved a beer
his

hand, and sat on the floor
and bed.
"Where you from?" somebody asked.
He took a long swig. "Colorado State."
"Yeah? You left the skiing
and the Rockies to come to a
dump of a valley like this?"
"Well, it wasn't that. I just
couldn't stand the cafeteria food
in his

anymore.

Everybody laughed.

When

the kid finally understood, he
looked as though he was about
to cry.

:#

-\

bed
food

v90/te

i

ArmyROTC

Ihc fourot'tlicm had voted
the night before to get up early
and take a last look around
rather than sleeping in. By

seven, they stepped out into the
moist Puget Sound air. At eight,
they were in the most expensive
breakfast restaurant they could
find in

Tacoma.

One

of them voiced the
opinion that a Bloody Mary
might be in order. But the
waitress in her little ornamental
chef's cap said that liquor was
not served before noon--and
then only in the bar.
At ten, they found a barber.

Two

of them grinned

sheepishly while the scissors cut
away their long curls and their
buddies laughed.
At eleven-thirty, the guard

checked their identification and
let them through the gate.
Overhead, an arching wood and
brick sign announced: FORT

LEWIS, U.S. ARMY. Up

the
road, painted on a cardboard

square and attached to a light
pole, was another sign. This one
wore a long green arrow
pointing straight ahead, and the
words: ROTC Basic Training.
They turned the radio up to
catch one last song.

involvement
I

he ball was snapped and

Larry took off at an angle,
passing the quarterback on the
right. He caught only a blur of
brown as the quarterback
turned and the ball was
suddenly hard against his

stomach. A hand tugged at his
jersey but let go. Head down,
he kep putting one foot in front
of the other--driving--driving.

"^

/iA^

He
blocker,

hit the back of his key
and as the body turned

stepping
high over a pair of legs and
shrugging off another tackle.

right, Larry cut left,

Driving--driving--putting one
foot in front of the other. He
brushed against another jersey
and suddenly he was in the
open. Instinctively, he slipped
the ball to the crook of his arm.
Then, something hit and the
sky went under him as the
ground reared up. Hold onto the
ball, he thought, and he was
rolling over and over. Larry hit
something rigid, not a body, and

he suddenly stopped.

He was

still

lying against the

bench when a couple of his
teammates helped him up. He
listened to the sound of the
cheering crowd and realized
that it was the first tune in the
game that he had even noticed
all

the people in the stands.

applause

felt

The

good.

I he idea came to Linda, oddly
cnouf^h, during a playing of a
Lenny Bruce tape in a Sociology
class. She thought to herself:

The Newspaper. That was it,
The Newspaper. What better
way was there for a freshman
girl,

and an off-campus student

get involved in the
inner workings of the
University?
Linda had a job working at a
fabric store which stole the
afternoon, so she drove down to
Tlic Suiitit Clara office that
evening after dinner. All day
she had nurtured an image of
what the office must be like, and
as she walked up the stairs in
at that, to

Benson, she recounted it in her
mind. It would be a long,
windowless room, with row

upon row of typewriters manned
by reporters

in rolled shirt
sleeves, pages running back and
forth delivering messages,
dozens of telephones shouting
each other down in a duel of
rings.

She began to suspect
something was wrong when she
read the odd messages tacked to
the door.

A

hairline crack

developed in the dream. When
she opened the door, the

became a fissue and the
dream shattered like porcelain.
There, in front of her, were a
fracture

couple of desks covered with
trash. Two boys were playing a
kind of basketball against each
other, using a tennis ball and a
trash can for a basket. Over in
the corner, some red-haired girl
v\ as sitting on a delapidated
couch and swearing like a sailor.
A door opened and out stepped
some guy with glasses on and
about five cameras hanging all
over him.
"Can I help you?" asked a

wearing cut-offs and
smoking a cigarette.
"Yes," said Linda. She

girl

hesitated for a moment.
like to be a reporter.

"Ld
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SCCAp
Co-chaired by Mimi Sherman and Mike Hindery,
the Santa Clara
Community Action Program
continued its volunteer work this year. For diversion
from lessons, SCCAP tutors took their pupils on a
pumpkin-carving picnic in the fall and a tour of the
San Jose Zoo later in the year. SCCAP worked to aid
autistic people through the Jack Douglas Center. It
also

maintained

its

own Big Brother/Big
visits to Agnews

program and made regular

Sister
State

Hospital. In addition to these efforts, SCCAP
operated sports and swimming programs for disadvantaged children and worked with the Ming
Quong Children's Center in Los Gatos.
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Department.
example,

In the

Court

Work Program,

SHOP members

worked with
referred by the court to work
programs. In addition, they served as
tutors under the Milpitas and Santa Clara
Youth Service Bureaus. The organization
also investigated cases where aid to the
victim had been requested. Paul Conway
and Susie Shankland served as vice
presidents of SHOP with Mary Conlon as
secretary, Jeff Black as treasurer, and
Connie Brewer as controller.
for

juveniles

Under President Tim Meissner, Students
Helping Other People continued to provide
financial assistance to victims of crimes and
run volunteer projects in conjunction
with the Santa Clara County Probation
to

T^

kids ON CAMpus
A subsidy from the University this year
enabled Kids on Campus to hire an acting
director, Joanna Groseta, and an assistant director, Lisa Chaney. More than a
co-op day care center, Kids on Campus
offered a pre-kindergarten learning program which included lessons in drawing,
painting, numbers, and the alphabet. The
program served between 15 and 23
children of SCU students, faculty, and
staff, ranging in age from eight months to
six years. Kids on Campus was located in
the old ROTC building at Stanton Field.
Jennifer Konecny acted as coordinator
and advisor.

norcaI piRq
Together with other north state Public
Interest Research Groups, Santa Clara's
chapter of NorCal PIRG was praised by
the staff of the Federal Trade Commission for its part in a study of false gas
mileage reporting by new car dealers.
PIRG also conducted a consumer survey
comparing prices on toiletries and overthe-counter goods at local stores and discovered violations of truth-in-lending
laws

many local banks and auto
Vern Granneman chaired the
board, composed of Roger Manley,
by

dealers.
local

John

Walsh,

Mike

Sinnott,

Dave

and Darcy Lang. Executive
Director Roger Telschow and Project
Associate Lee Jones were the professionSchmidt,

al staff.
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PROJECT

90

In its ninth summer. Project 50 brought
40 grammar school graduates and 16
University students together for seven

weelcs of tutoring, counseling, motivating, and learning. The graduates of Fair

and Mathson Junior High Schools came
from East San Jose to live on campus
while participating in newscasting,
drama, newspaper, photography, and
arts and crafts activities. They also took
classes in math and English, made trips
with their counselors to UC Berkeley, San
Francisco, and Santa Cruz, and spent a
week at Applegate, the Northern California Jesuit summer residence. Project 50
was again funded by private donations
and the Jesuit community.
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social awareness
collective
The

Social

organized

in

Awareness

Collective, first

Winter Quarter, had as

its

objective the presentation of the plight of
the Third World peoples and all minority
groups. Establishing a reading room in

O'Connor

basement

and

sponsoring

films, the Collective strived to present a

perspective of the world not often seen on
campus. The films included "We, the
Palestinian People," "Year of the Tiger"
which dealt with Vietnam, and the CBS
documentary, "Misunderstanding China." Founding members include Doctors
Flood and Skinner of the History
Department and students Mary Ma and
Bruce Alameida.

SOCIAL
^iT/'M

VA

Chinese student
association

UHIVERS'TY

OF SANTA

CLARA

HOUSE
INTERNATIONAL

JNTERNATiONAl

club
Based at the International House on
Franklin
Street, the International Students Club sponsored a year-long series
of get-together parties. Other activities
included International Night (a dinner
and evening of cultural exchange) and the
San Francisco Experience (a bus exodus
to the Chinese New Year celebration).
The year ended with the International
Banquet, a dinner-dance whose proceeds
to Pipestage. Headitig the club were
President Rene Golangco, Secretary Jill
Purdy, Treasurer, Jane Pinsukanchana,
and Moderator Gladys Stark.

went

WOMENS CENTER
Women's Center weekends provided
opportunities for University women to
discuss and reflect on their changing
roles and life styles as well as time to get
away to a quiet space. The weekends took
place at the Villa Holy Names and the
Jesuit retreat in Los Gatos. In addition,
the Center repeated its annual dinner for

freshman and faculty women in October
and maintained a library of information
on women's issues in its second floor
Benson office. As an associate chaplain,
Jennifer

christian

Konecny managed the Center.

life

community
The Christian

Community

at Santa
Chris Parker,
continued its efforts this year to provide
adults with an effective means to live the
dimensions of their vocation as
full
Christians in the world. CLC sponsored a
five-day retreat over Thanksgiving vacation at Villa Maria del Mar; the retreat
was based on the Spiritual Exercises of
St. Ignatius. Other activities included a

Clara,

under

Life

President

Faith Experience Weekend in early April
the Jesuit Novitiate in Los Gatos and a
Mass of Commitment (during which

at

members declared

CLC and

their

commitment

to

goals over the coming year)
in May.
this
year included
Officers
Vice President Theresa Crowley, Secretary Paul Thompson, Candidate Directors
Janice Wellington and Phil Convertino.
Fr.

its

Roger McAuliffe was moderator.

OCSA
Among the Off .Campus Students
Association's get-togethers this year
a "big time party" in Club 66 and a
"big time dance bash" in Pipestage, both
featuring Elliot Foxx. The group also
operated a day students' lounge in the
basement of Swig and coordinated ski
and beach trips. OCSA ended the year
with its annual awards banquet and a
barbecue for incoming freshman day
students. Marie Lagatutta headed the
organization with George Rittenmeyer as
social vice president, Gregg Skaggs as
executive vice president, Terri Jepson as

were

secretary,

and Alice Worth as treasurer.

Mary Jo Pune was

in charge of publicity
and Michael Roesen chaired the OCSA

liaison

committee.

!5f

UJ
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Sigma Phi Epsilon established its 198th
chapter at Santa Clara this year-the first
national social fraternity at the University.
With their "little sisters" the
Golden Hearts, the brothers sponsored a
benefit bake sale and book, bottle, and
paper drives. They also threw a party for
the nientally retarded children at Agnews
State Hospital. On campus, the fraternity
hosted three parties averaging over 900
in attendance. Jeff Fischer was the
chapter's first president, Dick Hansen

was vice president. Bill Schrup controller,
Mike Zunini secretary, and Jim Hawkins
recorder.
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RAdio

caIn
From

its

studio high atop Swig Hall,

CAIN beamed

rock, country rock, soul,

music down through
floor Dunne, and
reached a listening audience of as many
as 1,200 over two commercial FM cables.

jazz,

and

classical

Swig, across to

In

CAIN

spring,

gramming

fifth

to

expanded

include

its

broadcasts

pro-

of

Bronco baseball games. CAIN was the
world's first CD-4 quadraphonic radio
station,
with most of its equipment
donated by Panasonic.
The DJ's, led by Dennis O'Hara, Jack
Hutchison, and Mike Malone, included
Greg Dowell, Neil White, Brendan
Dooley, Mark Ciccone, John Cheap,
Debbie DiMartini, Ced Brown, George
Alfs, and Bob Brown.

REclllAT

bANd

The Red Hat Band is the volunteer
student rally group which provides the
music at football and basketball games.
Russ Hora was president this year and
organized the practices held in the
basement of Campisi as well as the
events at which the band played. These
events included the dedication of the
Henry Schmidt Park and the Bay Area
benefit basketball games put on by the
League teams of
Football
National
California.

Mayers' Grunts and Mimes debuted
Santa Clara's new thespian
organization. Inspired by the construction
of the Louis B. Mayer Theatre, the group
this spring as

introduced itself at the Festival of St.
Clare with mimes, jugglers, story-tellers,
and dancers. Open to non-theatre arts
majors and alumni, the group loaned its
talents to other areas of the University;
for instance. Secretary Pam Davoren
directed Moliere's Le Median Malgre Lui
for a

French

class.

Other officers were

Mark Hannon, Vice President
Donna Thoman, and Treasurer Ann

President

Ferguson.

15-

ASUSC
Besides
fall

its

traditional sponsorship of
activities and concerts,

Homecoming

ASUSC under President Bob Dawson
took on some new tasks. In recognition of
the world food crisis, ASUSC organized a
Thanksgiving fast to generate funds from
Saga for famine victims. It also contracted with Bay Area Union Professional
Services to provide Santa Clara students
with eye and ear care at a low rate. In
Spring Quarter, a year of planning culminated in the First Annual Student Art
Show. Until funds ran out in spring,
ASUSC sponsored films including
Friends,
Elvira
Madigan, and The
Reivers. The speaker program included
David Halberstam (author of The Best
and the Brightest), Germaine Greer
(author of The Female Eunuch), Moshe
Dayan, and pollster George Gallup. But
ASUSC deemed it necessary to cancel an
October speaking engagement by Ku
Klux Klan Grand Dragon David Duke. In
the only constitutional change of the year,
students voted to abolish the position of
corresponding secretary. The year ended
amid serious criticism of ASUSC funding
practices.

Jim Kraus was executive vice president;
Jose
Lopez was
social
vice
president until early February when he

was succeeded by Greg Dowell; Joan
Robinson was recording secretary; Jack
Winderl was treasurer; and Lori Dennis
was corresponding secretary.
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lence

Choosing the theme "Academic Exceland Achievement," the Black

and sophomore Claudia Beth Jackson
received academic awards. Senior Remel

Students Union, in conjunction with the
Black Affairs Office, honored outstanding
black students in April with its first
annual Black Awards Banquet. One
hundred attended the dinner and ball at
San Jose's Le Baron Hotel, where senior
Lawrence Webb, junior Barrel T. Jones,

Diggs, star of Santa Clara basketball, was
named Outstanding Black Athlete. BSU
also recognized community members for
achievement in and contributions to the.
black community. Donald Warren, Inez
Jackson, and the Black Caucus were
noted for their community service; Ben

Swig, Fr. Terry, Dr. Glenn Tony, and
Charles Murrey were declared Masters of
Good Will for their humanitarian acts.
(Pictured: BSU Picnic at Vasona.)

z
o

the club operated a ground
school for future pilots. Open free to nonstudents as well as students, the group

Flying Club this year offered an inexpensive escape for Santa Clara students with a series of "fair weather"

addition,

Pilot
and non-pilot
jaunts.
flew south of Salinas for a
barbeque at San Ardo, to Monterey for a
tour of the Carmel area, and to the Nut
Tree in the Sacramento Valley. In

was headed by Greg Skaggs. Brooke Hart
was vice president-treasurer, Jackie
Stratton was recording secretary, and
Mike Soldavini was sergeant-at-arms.

weekend

members
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For TAe Santa Clara, this was a year of
change. Under Editor-in-Chief Ron
Campbell, the newspaper established a
regular feature section, shifted from
twice-weekly to weekly publication for
Winter Quarter, and adopted a new
tabloid format. The smaller size allowed
staff to create a "cover" page
dominated by photos of the particular
edition's main stories. Because of less

the

frequent winter
staff

publishing

dates,

the

supplemented the usual news and

features with

"special sections"--three

page collections of articles on a single
theme such as career education,
alcoholism, practicums, and, in spring,
birth control.

Serving in key editorships were Audley
Williams, Lucie Quartararo, Kevin Matheny, Pete Horan, Jim Hurlbutt, Cindi
Duncan, Tom Horan, Larry Zelenak,
Doug Salin, Paul Derania, Mo Foley,
Joyce Apollo, and Mike Malone.
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OWL
As editor-in-chief of The Owl, Jim
Craven produced two fine collections of
stories, poems, essays, and reviews by
Santa Clara students. The oldest college
magazine in the West, The Owl
awarded its annual prizes to poet Mary
literary

Ma for "An

Ungodly Hour" and to storyMark Marnell for "The Ship."
Mike Malone's "The Obstacle Course"
appeared Winter Quarter and won the

teller

English

Department's

McCann

short

The winter issue also included "January Sunset," a poem by Lucie
Quartararo, and "Summers Floating
story prize.

Slowly By," a short story by Peter Horan;
both won certificates of merit from
Atlantic

Monthly.
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GentIIS is Pa/a/
genius is indeed pain, and most of us major loons on the yearbook staff agree that
then this book is a work of genius
we certainly suffered for it! Redwood
'75somehow managed to frustrate us all from its late start to its spectacular finish on
July 23, after the summer staff spent six weeks (15 hours a day, 7 days a week)
within the cluttered, yellow walls of the Dunnegeon. But now that the book is
finished, and now that the weary but happy summer staffers have agreed that it is
truly a magnificent work of major proportions (ahem), only now is the pain and
frustration easing itself from my mind; and finally, I, again a sentimental editor, can
look back on it all and laugh (alas, somewhat hysterically at times) and remember
mostly the good things the moments of inspiration, the satisfaction of
accomplishment, the standing jokes, and the bonds of friendship which developed
along the way.
A yearbook calls up several sets of memories for the staffer. Whereas a non-staffer
may remember the people, events, or organizations covered on a yearbook page, a
staffer can look at the same page and recall not only what's covered there, but also
remembers assigning the photographer; drawing and redrawing the layout; shooting,
developing, printing, cropping, reprinting and recropping the pictures; writing,
typesetting and retypesetting the copy on that damned Compugraphic; Letrasetting
and happy-juicing the headers; skillfully using such tools as rubber cement, exactoknives, metal rulers, masking tape, sixty-fourth inch liner, and those damned nicked
If

—

it is,

—

whole mess up.
Other memories a yearbook calls up

triangles to paste the

for a yearbookie are of the quaint phrases and
references created by staffers under stress, such as: The Pompous Ass 1975 Award;
photo collection; fricasseed cat; Give me field mouse!; Hot Lips and Lethal
the
Hips; Jack in the Box, Tuborg, and Warburton's; I'm bummed; $30 after midnite;
Arriba!; Siezure and Kleptopatrick; Mr. Bishop measuring up; What's wrong with
this picture?; Give me ten-year-old; That's not what you said last night!; Penicillin
might clear it up; Flip the tape John Denver vs. Emerson, Lake, and Palmer; Saint
Saens (ahem, Dan); the Vendetta Yearbook (sigh); jumping into the Coke can
collection; the first annual Village Idiots convention; my birthday party; Bump and
Bang, Inc.; Lemmings and the Colorado Rockies; Soccer pix and Rugby copy; The
red one has a hole in it! Go for it, dude!; nu gospedy!; hunchbacked rats; a certain

LL

—

;

pre-Jesuit applying for

martyrdom; What kind

of a kite?

What

lake?.

.

.

and so on, ad

infinitum (ad nauseam?).

The most important memories this book calls up for me are those of working with
the great people who donated the immense amounts of time and talent requisite to
henchmen include:
producing a book; I can never thank these people enough.

My

People Editor Kathy Carrigan and her Able Assistant Patty Hingston, who
engineered the underclassmen, seniors, and faculty sections; Sports Editor Don
Lynch, who came through with another fine section; Feature Articles Editor Jim
Craven; Photo Assigning Editor Renee' Olivier; Production Editor Bob Franklin;
Photo Editor Paul Fry and his Abie Assistant Doug Salin; Assistant Editor and
Administration section Editor Ron Campbell; and Associate Editor and
Organizations section Editor Dan Brabec. These versatile and hard working people
each did much, much more than their titles indicate. My most special thanks go to
Dan, Ron, and Paul. Paul was always there when I needed him, and Dan and Ron
put in as much time as I on the summer deadline, doing everything from paste-up and
typesetting to writing, designing layouts, and giving aesthetic advice and moral (?)
support. Without them this book would not be. (Dan, I still say you should've had my
job!)

The talented staff
Mary Brisson, Paul

Jim Craven, Jim Hurlbutt, Renee Olivier,
Derania, Pat Breen, Kevin Matheny, Dennis McLaughlin,
Mike Malone (a truly Outstanding Senior), Colleen Hunter, Donn Callaway, Mike
Fay, Dan Brabec, and Ron Campbell.
Of vital importance, the photo staff included geniuses like Paul Fry, Doug Salin
(who shot the cover picutre), Bob Dawson (who shot the title page picture), Ron
Lesnick, John Connell, John Armstrong, Kim Chen, John Ma, Colleen Patterson,
Wayne Kozlow, Renee Olivier, Brian Long, Don Lynch, Mark Torres, Joe
Maglione, Theresa Driscoll, Carlos Lopez, Rick Keating, Rick Hagedorn, Tim
Kelley, Dave Hornor, and Dan Jacob.
The people who put it all together were: Typesetters Bob "JC Franklin, Dan
"P" Brabec, and Ron Campbell; Pasteup and layout people Alma Paz and Jim
Knutsen, Steve Casalnuovo, Kevin Kiely, Karen Kleber, Mike Fay, Steve Prader,
Kathy Kratz, Cindy McFarlane, Teahnee Regalo, Mary DeMange (Birthday
Editor), Marty Fink, John Cheap, Kevin McCurley (Beer Editor), Stephanie
Ragland, Lorie Heggie, Jim "G the F" Hafner, Jim Kraus, Sharon Yokaitis, and
Mom. These last four put down the sixty-fourth and sixteenth inch lines.
I
also wish to thank theme consultant Bob Dawson, design consultant Jennifer
Stephens; Mom, who brought us food and Coke and made supply runs; Lyle Letch,
who lent us his tape of Rusty Rhodes' speech; Tom Gammon, who supplied pictures
of Fr. Weber's Circus; the good people of the Octagon house and of second floor
Benson; and most of all, patient Pischel representative Don Freeman.
As Don Barthelme' says in his short story, "The Genius", "Q. What do you
consider the most important tool of the genius today? A. Rubber Cement."
of writers included:

"

You

better believe

it!

Sue Lindner
Editor
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Filivi

socIetv
With a determination which no disappointment could dull, the Film Society
endeavored this year to bring culture to
Santa Cl^ara with a year-long series of film
classics. Among features wereXa Guerre
est Finis, The Bicycle Thief, The Baby
Maker, Lawrence of Arabia, and the
Czechoslovakian film, Closely Watched
Trains.

iviENdEl

AlphA
siqiviA

NU
Alpha Sigma Nu, the national honor
fraternity in Jesuit colleges and universities, revived itself this year under

President Dennis Thelen. This
included the selection of new
members based on the prospective

Acting

revival

members' GPA.

activities,

and accom-

plishments. In addition tp sponsoring the
elections for outstanding teacher, the
group elected oftlcers and set forth goals
for the next year.
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socicry

soNq
qJRls
Mary Beth Cahill
Lis Zimmer
Noreen Wozniak

Norma Nimer
Cynthia Niehaus
Pat Tsang

Headed by Ross Condit, the Charlie
Graham Club continued this year to
promote sociability among Broncos. The
group relieved pressures with a series of
blow-outs; in addition, the club hosted
"Earthquake" concerts in fall and
spring. During the first and last quarters,
Charlie Graham again rocked San Francisco Bay with its Boat Dances.
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chEM sociETy
In addition to tours,

ski

trips,

V.¥!;e

He

(titbc

,i

„

Ji'silie

,

^'r

films,

Chemistry
the
Society sponsored an extensive tutoring
program in chemistry and mini-courses in
science library
slide-rule orientation,
orientation, and practical computer programming. A student affiliate of the
American Chemical Society, the Santa
Clara Chem Society published its own
newsletter and undertook the revision of
the DS-402 library of graduate school
catalogues. Steve Wheeler was president
of the society, Denyse Simpson was vice
president, and Tim Dean was secretarytreasurer.

and

formal

dinners,

physics socJETy

The SCU Physics Society, an affiliate of
the national Society of Physics Students,

acting as discussion moderators and
conducting tours of the Ricard Observa-

year headed by President John
McNellis, presented a number of activities aimed at both its members and the
student body at large. Early in the year,
the Physics Society sponsored a lecture

tory, the

this

by Dr. Hugh M. Johnson on modern
University
astronomy, open to the

community.

SCU
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Higli

Its

members

School

assisted at the
Physics Symposium,

Low Temperature Lab, and the
Computer Center, and also manned a
booth at the St. Clare Festival, demonthe artistic potential of a double
pendelum designed by faculty member
Di-.
F. Weinhaus. In the spring, the
ti-aditional Society picnic and the installation dinner for the national physics honor
society, Sigma Pi Sigma were also held.
sti-ating

,1

MATh
SociETy
Santa Clara's Mathematics Society
hosted a get-together for faculty members and math students this year. The
organization also sponsored the Fall
Quarter appearance of Dr. Paul Erdos,
renowned mathematician and lecturer.
Donald R. Winterhalter led the group as
president, David Adams was vice president-treasurer and Cindy McFarlane was
secretary.

Pi

Mu

EpsiloN

Under the leadership of President Jim
Hafner, Vice President Anne Mulligan,
and Secretary-Treasurer Melissa Burns,
Santa Clara's chapter of the math honors
fraternity Pi Mu Epsilon sponsored a
series of lectures by visiting- professors
this year. Among the notable speakers
were Paul Erdos of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences lecturing on comproblems in geometry and UC
Gulbank Chakerian discussing
"Why is pi between three and four?" The
fraternity's annual awards for outstanding achievement in mathematics were
given to Melissa Burns, Jim Dechene,
and Jim Hafner at this year's banquet at
binatorial

Davis's

Paolo's.
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phi AlpkA tIieta
The campus chapter of the

interna-

honor society in history, Phi Alpha
Theta, enjoyed one its most active years
to date under President Joe Tursi. The
organization's goals were to promote
tional

interest in historical trends

and

to provide

a channel for social exchanges between
students and faculty. These goals were
met by a wide spectrum of activities. The
for these activities was the Third
World, highlighted by speakers and films
on China, Palestine, and Africa. Phi
Alpha Theta sponsored, with this theme
in mind, a Latin American Cultural Week
designed to acquaint the average Santa

theme

American
student with Latin
culture through a variety of films, music,
speakers, and food. Vice President Bruce
Alameida organized the Cultural Week,
which took place in mid-March.
Other activities included a Halloween
lecture on Dracula and Witchcraft by Dr.
Miles Merwin and Dr. Istvan Mocsy.
Clara

Campus was stormed by Fr. Don Crosby
and John Wayne through a World War II
Film Festival.
traditional note

The year ended on a
with the faculty-senior

baseball game.

Other officers in the group were
Secretary Greg Nichols,
and Treasurer
Peggy Peck.

y
poliricAl
scIence

assocIatIon
After devoting Fall Quarter to reorganizing and drafting a new constitution, the Political Science Association
held a semi-formal dinner with department faculty and their wives and, in
spring, sponsored a debate on the Santa
Clara
Unified
School
District
bond
election. Officers this year were
President Howard Schmidt, Vice President Timothy Gee, Secretary Jacquie
Parker, Treasurer Jim Hawkins, and
Sergeant-at-Arms Chris Hasney.
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accounting
association
Through speakers, office visits, seand meetings with representatives from CPA and industrial firms,
the Accounting Association aimed this
minars,

year at exposing accounting students to
various aspects of their future careers.
Under Chairman Les Quock and executive board members Jon Hoffman, Rob
Pisano, Brian Belanger, Jana Garland,

and Maureen Sproviero,
members also joined together
occasions like the annual End of the

Judy

Quan,

association
for

Year Luncheon

in

May.

busiNESs
AcllVliNiSTRATiON

ASSOCiATiON
This year the Business Administration
Association supplemented courses with a
job interview seminar, a series of investment seminars on stocks, mutual funds,
and commodoties markets, and the
dean's graduate school seminar. BAA
members represented the School and the
University at meetings of the Dean's
Advisory Board of Business Executives
and the Board of Regents. They also
played host to visiting alumni groups,
dignitaries,
and business executives.
Social functions included a
studentfaculty reception,
student-business
a
executive dinner, and the Senior Dinner.
President Dick Tallman, Vice President
Dave Adams, Secretary-Treasurer Cindy
Bjorklund,
Activities
Chairman Dick
Leger, and Publicity Chairman Gail
Locatelli headed the group.
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ascc

and a sandbox for Kids on Campus. With
American Concrete Association,
ASCE hosted students from several universities at the Senior Thesis Conference

the

Santa
Civil

Clara's

Engineers

American Society of
concentrated this

year on building playground equipment,
including facilities for community parks

addition to the formal thesis
presentations, there was a concrete canoe
in April. In

ASME
Activities of the

American Society of

Mechanical Engineers included the Barney Oldfield Memorial Coaster Car Race,
the regional student paper contest, and
the engineering student-alumni dinner
this year. Dan Crotty chaired Santa
Clara's student chapter of the national
organization, Doug Johnson was
vice-chairman, and Mohsen Mortazavi
was secretary-treasurer.

ME

lece
Founding an "Engineer for a Day"
program for all engineering students was
a major activity of Santa Clara's Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
this year. A student branch of the
international
IEEE, the group was
chaired by Christina Piazza with Pete
Baron as vice-chairman, Neil Coletti as
treasurer, and Solomon Admassu as
secretary. Together with the San Jose
State IEEE, the institute sponsored a
seminat featuring speakers on different
phases of engineering. In May, Ed
Geiger represented Santa Clara at the
IEEE regional paper conference in Reno,
where he took first place. <He will go on to
read his work to the Westcon electrical

engineering
this fall.
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and computer conference

race in which the participants tested their
entries. Assisting President Steve Chiesa

were

Vice President
Mike Sheehy,
Treasurer Bob Pagano, Corresponding
Secretary Joe Harkins, and Recording
Secretary Mary Rock.

psycholoqy
club
Hosting the Fourth Annual Western
Psychology Conference for Undergraduate Research was
the outstanding
activity of this year's Psychology Club.
Major events also included a studentfaculty retreat at the Carmelite Mission in
Carmel in the fall and a ski trip during
Winter Quarter. Psych Club's lecture
featured Stanford's Dr. Ernest.
on hypnosis, Berkeley's Dr.
Frank Beach on sex differences, and
Norway's Dr. Inar Kringler on schizophrenia. Expanded by 100 members in a
fall drive, the group was chaired by Patti
McCall (fall) and Ron Riggio (winterseries

Hilgard

Debbie Evans was secretary. Sue
Rosenburg v.as treasurer, Theresa Crawley was news editor, and Dave Lavond
was student consultant.
spring).
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is crazy, Doug thought.
stand, in a mob, for two
hours, in the rain, waiting for
the doors to open so I can be
crushed to death. Registration
has got to be the ultimate in
madness. Now my feet are
getting numb. By the end of the
day I'll need crutches!
I

his

Here

I

Hey! We're moving! Great,
two whole feet. I wonder if any
Santa Clara
age before
graduation?
Oh, I forgot, I have to get my
books yet! The bookstore will
be like this and soVill the
cafeteria. I can hardly wait to
graduate.. .but even then I'll
have to stand in line.

students

in lines at

die of old
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I

he

Alameda

trick to crossing the

to not look afraid,
but to step off the curb with a
sneer of cold command, the
"master of my fate" swagger
to your shoulders. If you look
scared, then you haven't a
chance.
Don't even look both ways-to hell with 'em, they're just
a couple tons of steel, rubber,
fabric, and flammable fuel. Just
remember, you've got justice
and the letter of the law on your
side. Isn't that what they teach
is

you in Philosophy?
Soooo, step off that curb.
Just remember:
you're in the crosswalk, they're
the ones breaking the law.
Whoosh... Boy, that was a
close one, wasn't it? That
Sportster took the toes right off
your left shoe. Forget it. The
biker is just showing that he
doesn't have a college
education.

I

he boss called out to Walt

from his

office

and

told

him

to

get cracking on that point
replacement on the Imperial.
'Aye-aye, captain," said Walt,
and he walked back to the

garage.

Checking

to see that the boss

wasn't looking, Walt reached
back pocket and pulled
out a tattered paperback book.
It was the Aeneid. Breaking the
binding to make it lie flat, Walt
set the book on the air cleaner.
He quickly read a canto, then
set to work loosening the point
screw. I wonder, he thought, if
Virgil had to work in a gas
station to raise the cash for
into his

tuition.
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Ri
vick had met her
1)1

in

the back

a religious studies class

siic

sneaked

to

him

a long

when
whip

red licorice to help kill the
fit'ty minutes. They had a tamale
tor lunch over at Warburton's
and he suggested that they skip
the rest of their classes for the
day and take off for Santa Cruz.
But no. she had a test or

ot

something, and after that she
had to go out to dinner with her
parents (who were stopping by
on the way to Hawaii).
Frustrated romantics that
they were, they agreed to
meet in the Mission

Gardens at 10 that night.
It
was dark when Rick
got out of the movie in
Daly Science. The entire
Mission and the asphalt
loop in front of it were lit
with

moody yellow
some fancy

lights--like

restaurant in search of
customers. Rick ran down
the wisteria-covered walkway.

then, so as not to look too
obvious, slowed to a walk
as he turned out to the
garden and lawn.

Wait

The

a minute, what's this?
entire place looked like a

darkened dance marathon,
except that no one was moving.
There were at least fifty couples
locked in deep, but hardly
private, embraces. As quietly as
possible, he worked his way

through the crowd looking for
But all he found
were double pairs of angryhis rendevous.

looking eyes.
Then he tripped over a
sprinkler head and went
crashing to the ground. There
were pockets of laughter all
around him. Lying in the grass.
Rick looked up at the sky. He
saw the statue of Jesus. Ah
well, he thought, at least I'm not
the only guy out here alone
tonight.

The

choir

had just finished

Handel's Messiah and the walls
of the Mission still rang with the
last echoes from the voices. The
Christmas season had now
officially begun. Jaime took
Cathy's hand and they entered
the long column of people making their way down the length of
the pew to the central aisle.
The act of walking hand in
hand down the aisle of a church
made Jaime think of something,
and he broke into a wide grin.
Cathy nudged him and said
something, but the sound of the
milling crowd drowned her out.

"What?"
She leanecjover to his ear. "I
said: What are you smiling
about?"
"Just something I

remembered."
Cathy nodded in the way that
always meant If-you-didn'thave-big-brown-eyes, youwouldn't-be-worth-it. This made
Jaime laugh out loud and, as the

people around him turned and
Cathy shushed him with
a finger to her lips.
Outside, as she was about to
climb into the driver's seat (she
liked to do the driving even

stared,

it was his car, because it
was fast), she asked, "Now tell
me, what was that all about?"
Jaime, who was still smiling,
replied in his most offhand way,
"I was just thinking that the

though

next time we walk down that
it should be without the
crowd." Then, the gravity of
what he had just said struck and
he tried to cover it by lighting a
aisle,

cigarette.

Cathy stalled the car twice
before she got it out of the
parking place.
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teus:

by

jim

offering
gocxd fcxDd,

craven

HPESMGE^

atmosphere

During the 1971-72 school
year, then-ASUSC Social Vice
President Bruce Labadie decided
that Santa Clara

needed

student-funded,

student

its

own

opera-

coffee
house/night club.
There was already a site available: Pipestage--a run-down
lounge affair which, up to that
time, had been used for club
parties and baking occasional

ted

batches of chocolate chip cookies.
Labadie and his gang went to
work. Throughout the spring and
summer, and continuing into the
next school year, hammers
pounded, brushes splashed the
walls, artists painted
murals,
huge telephone-wire spools were

made into tables, a few old pews
from the Mission Church were
acquired, the kitchen was renovated,
sound system was
a

designed and built, and, finally,
the new Pipestage opened, looking very much like a North Beach
coffee house of the Fifties "beat"

^^i

Pipestage opened,
looking very
like

much

a North Beach

coffee house of the
Fifties ''beat" era.

Vince Cuaraldi came and
played to a packed house; poetry
readings were held; numerous

era.

wild concerts took place.
Yes... the wild concerts!

From

the beginning they were a source

trouble-the trouble being
noise. Pipestage got its name
from the fact that the water and
sewage pipes of the dorm above
it
lined the ceiling. The rumblings of a 100-watt bass guitar
had a way of amplifying themselves up through the entire
dorm by way of those pipes. To
make things worse, the main air
of
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''...a

place

people could meet

and have

their friends

something

to eat in

a nice atmosphere,

vents for the basement opened
just outside the rooms on the first

Hassles were inevitable.
As it turned out, acoustical
tiles were installed on the ceiling
in the spring of '73
and this
alleviated the problem. A rather
shaky stand-off resulted that has
lasted until the present between
the
the dorm
residents and
Pipestage managers. J unior Scott
Groff, who ran Pipestage this
year along with fellow junior Dan
Shapero and freshman Carlos
Lopez, thinks that the noise
problem can be totally eliminated
floor.

"

money. And money has been the

duled, it would sometimes be
open at night for tea and coffee
and snacks. But this year, under

question for Pipestage

Groff's direction, Pipestage has

by baffling the
a

question,

air vents.

notes

only

It is

Groff,

all

of

along.

Originally set up directly under

ASUSC, Pipestage has gained

expanded

into

a

full-fledged

a

coffee shop and night club. For

degree of autonomy over the
years and now constantly must
haggle over money with the
ASUSC budget people. Money
has become such a big question
due to the fact that Pipestage has
become such a big operation.
When it first opened. Pipestage was used sporadically: an

most of the year, Pipestage was
open from 11 to 2 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8:30 p.m. to 1
a.m. every night. Employing a
staff of about 25 people, the place

occasional

concert

was

sche-

served salads, tortillas, sandwiches, cheeses, bagels, coffee,
tea, milk, and apple cider. Live

entertainment was going on
almost every Tuesday, Friday,
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Student
Saturday night.
musicians like Tim Wheeler, Jim
Esposito, Lisa Cross, Steve
Coyle, George Alfs, Gerry Tol-

But

and

man,

Among

is

used

to

Tim

notes that the $1.85 an hour paid

and

almost 40
concerts-some of them attended
by capacity crowds of 400 people.
Sometimes Pipestage provided
lunch for 40 people at a time. The
student coffee house was often
rented out to clubs for parties.
put

money from ASUSC

there. So did

professional groups like Earthquake, Coal Train, Steamin
Freeman, and Elliot Foxx. In all,

Pipestage

sure wasn't making any
Groff points out that

subsidize the food costs so that
prices can be kept cheap. He

Reilley,

Bill

Campion performed

it

money.

on

to

employees adds up

labor

bill.

In

to a

addition,

"we had some

huge

he says

success financially is a lack of
strong student support. Many
the

good food, good music,
and good atmosphere. "One of
the main reasons Pipestage was
built,"

could

due to the
Pipestage needs almost
a capacity crowd at a concert just
to break even.
So what's the problem? Groff
and Lopez feel the reason Pipestage has not been a great

come

losses on concerts"

fact that

it

offers for

incredible

that

appears, are unaware
opportunities Pipestage

students,
of

Groff

says,

"was

so

it

be a place people could

to meet their friends and
have something to eat in a nice
atmosphere. That's why we keep
it
open until 1 a.m. on school
nights, so people can come here

after the

adds,

library

"It

closes."

Groff

discouraging

gets

who came to Pipestage this year
from top] Steamin' Freeman. George
Traditional Jazz Band. Elliot Foxx.
Coal Train, a piano player who frequently jammed
(he musicians

were

lclocl<wise

Alfs.

Plum Forest

there,

and

Bill

Everhart.

'People are always

complaining that
there's nothing to

around

here,

do

but

Pipestage offers

something
for everybody,,,
soul, rock, soft-rock,

jazz, country, folk,

and

blues groups.
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sometimes. People are always
complaining that there's nothing
to do around here, but Pipestage
offers something for everybody.
During the year, we've had soul,
rock, soft-rock, jazz, country, folk,

and blues groups

in

Pipestage."

Though student support is
somewhat lacking, Groff says
that Bay Area performers love
the place.
"Most performers
fall
in
love with Pipestage," he points out. "They like
it so much that they often come
back and play for insanely low

really

Money

has been

the question for

Pipestage

prices. A group that could get
$1,000 a night in Berkeley will
play here for a couple hundred
bucks."
Despite its problems up until
now, Pipestage will definitely be
continuing its service next year

all along.
Above
talks

left,

with

Pipestage manager Scott Groff [rigttt]
Dan Shapiro, who helped run the

student coffee house/night club.
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with Carlos Lopez official

man-

ager. "I plan to do things about

same next year," says Lopez.
"The main drawback, as always,

the

bucks." Part of the
burden will be removed
next year when ASUSC assumes
funding and management of the
is

the

financial

concerts.

"Pipestage
set the

is

way we'd

far

from being

like it,"

notes

"We just scrounge
up a little money at a time to keep
making changes. This past year
has been the most progressive
one ever.
hope for continued
expansion and growth."
Scott Groff.

I
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teus:
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turning

spec

tators
into

participants

SPORTS
many

colleges and univerhas become a very
serious business that determines
prestige and payrolls. In these
sporting activities, the athlete's
participation plays a single role-to promote the institution. Less
talented or less qualified people
often become spectators because
a winning season is more important than an individual's attempt

For

sities, athletics

to

compete.

The intramural program at
Santa Clara turns spectators into
participants. Originally structured to organize the old sandlot
dorm teams, the program now
encompasses the entire scope of
informal sports and, by setting up
leagues, finding playing fields
and courts, and supervising the
games, makes possible the participation of two to three thousand
people each year. This year's

program was organized by senior

Tom Bonfigli in conjunction with
MaryCrace
Colby
of
the
Women's Recreation Association.
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Participation

is

sity,

and faculty members are
to play. Cy Edwards,

eligible

the Ethnic Studies
has been a regular
participant
in
the
basketball
section of intramurals. Katherine
Brigantino, a recent graduate
who worked as a secretary in
Bannan Hall this year, found time
to play intramurals "partly
director

of

Program,

because
because

is

lot of

fun, partly

it

makes me

feel not as

mostly because it lets
good time with

old, but

have

it

a

a

friends."

play intramurals ?
'^Mostly because

me

have a good time
with
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me
my

my friends.

9 9

for

support of the intramural
program. For some people, it is
seen as a continuation of high

the

school sports. Almost everyone
agrees that the lack of regimentation among the teams magnifies
interest. The excitement of playsporting
ing in an organized
event also creates enthusiasm.
But regardless of the reason, the
informality of friendly competition permeates the atmosphere of
play.

a good time" seems
be the reason many people play
intramurals, and to foster a good
time the program is organized so

"Having

to

that

Why

it lets

There are various reasons

not restricted to

Santa Clara undergraduates. Students in graduate school, law
school, employees of the Univer-

participants

play

against

others

of

similar

caliber.

The

leagues are "graded"
with "A" league being the best
down to "H" league which is
purely for fun. Each team is
asked to evaluate honestly its
ability
so
that
each
league
consists of teams with comparable abilities and ideas about how
intramurals should be played.
This simple system works extremely well; rarely does one
team overpower all the other
teams in its league. This system
has eliminated the problem of
pitting good athletes against poor
ones. In this way, people can
enjoy their play without placing a
significant interest on winning or
losing. For example, John Haupt,
who will never be confused with
Jerry West, once played in a "G"
league basketball game where
2-0.
the
halftime
score was
"But," Haupt added,
"both
teams got hot in the second half
and we barely squeaked it out
7-6."
different

The informality of
friendly competition

permeates the

atmosphere of play.

Such

embarassment

is

not

reserved for the lower class
teams, however. In this year's
football final, center Mark Honzel
(who had celebrated his bachelor
party the night before) hiked the
ball out of the end zone three
times. Powderpuff quarterback
Mazie Rice WALKED down the
field 25 yards on a trick play
Volleyball
[above left] and basketball [left] are
two of the sports tttat fill Seiferl Gym to the
breaking point: some typical intramural football
plays [opposite page].

People can enjoy
their

play

without placing
a significant interest

on winning or

losing.

the champion
ScrewChris Fahey's co-rec
"A" league softball team once
decided that visiting Round Table

against

drivers.

was more important than
ing the game.

The

in intramurals this year.
Zidich,
who has a four-year
John
baseball scholarship, got on the
wrong side of Coach Sal Taormina

and finished the season popping
out to intramural third basemen.
Tim Houston's champion football
team had a liberal dose of varsity
rugby players on it. Pat Breen,
president of the Rugby Club, was

Most Valuable

intramural

According

player.

"Many

George Clause,

to

the
best athletes in the school are
tired of high-pressure sports so
they turn to fun, casual athletics
such as rugby and intramurals.
Intramurals allow you to particiin
pate
organized
sports
of
intense competition without the
tedious routine of practice, practice, practice."
Softball is the most popular
sport in terms of student involvement. This year the number of
teams (both men's and co-rec)
had to be limited because there
just

weren't enough

of

fields.

Tom

Bonfigli explained, "Softball presents an entirely unique problem
in that many fields are restricted
for city leagues.

We just can't get

fields for all the

teams that want
expressed hope

to play." Bonfigli

that the University could nego-

more park
space in an attempt to end the
congestion of game scheduling.
While playing space has always
hindered the intramural program,
the new Leavey Activities Center
tiate with the city for

Some

football,

powderpulf

baseball

active intramural scenes, including
football
[above right],
and
[opposite page].
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in organized sports of intense competition

without the tedious routine of

pating

football

to participate

of

varsity basketball before partici-

the

you

finish-

competition,
though, is not destroyed by the
intramural program. Many teams
play with a fierce dedication, and
several team rosters share players from varsity
sports.
Jim
Romey and Bill Scott both played
spirit

''Intramurals allow

practice, practice, practice.

''

will

facilitate the*

scheduling of

the
basketball
and volleyball
contests. Football will continue to
be held on Ryan Field.
Due to the increased work load
on the director of intramurals, the
University is planning to hire a
full-time coordinator to take over
the duties held this year by
Bonfigli. Students have always
administered the intramural program, but the responsibility of
managing the program, according to the University, should be
given to an employee. Bonfigli
expressed concern over the flexibility of such a proposal. "For the

past few years, we've tried to
avoid scheduling games when
one of the teams couldn't make it.

There were a lot of last minute
changes so the games were
played instead of forfeited. Next
year, a paid director may not be
hope he is
so complying.
because intramurals are for the
I

students."

And

participation

if

is

any

the students are for
intramurals.
indication,

Many

teams play
with a fierce

dedication^

several

team

and

rosters

share players from
varsity teams.
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tSXB
an era ends
I

with the

warehouseI

theatre.

UFEBOtfT

by

The paint is rolling off the
building in huge, flaking clumps.
Most of the windows are broken
with little hope of repair. The
gravel and dirt parking lot is full
of tire-punishing chuck holes. The
fence that marks off the parking
lot is bent and rusted. The old,
run-down, tired looking Lifeboat
Theatre on the Alameda, located
south of the trinket-selling Importer and across the street from
Omar's Falafel Diner, has completed thirteen years of service to
the University theatre arts program. With the opening of the
new Mayer Theatre on campus
next fall, the Lifeboat will be a
thing of the past.
It

wasn't intended to

last this

the

University
received some bad news from the
fire marshall:
the old campus
theatre, the Ship, had to be torn
long.

In

down due

1962,

to its violations of fire

The Lifeboat was
only intended to be a temporary
theatre until a new Ship could be
erected.
regulations.
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jim

craven

The

Ship

close to
in 1962.

[right]

was

Santa

a century, and
Lifeboat [above]

The Ship was
Hall when it was
by

Clara's

when
came

it

to

was
the

called

theatre

for

lorn down
rescue.

''The Lifeboat

College

on the Alameda

originally built

Aloysius Varsi in 1870. It
was constructed where Seifert
Gym now stands and was moved
to the corner of Lafayette and
Franklin in 1910 by Fr. James
Morrissey. In 1924, Fr. Zacheus
Fr.

is

a far cry from

the venerable dignity

of the stage of

Maher added

a second gallery to
balcony
of
the
imposing
the
wooden structure. Serving the
University for almost a century,
its last production.
Wonderful
Town, was staged in the spring

With its demolition that
summer, the University theatre
people were out of a stage.
The old warehouse on the
Alameda, a former door-laminating plant, was chosen as the site

of 1962.

for

a

"lifeboat"

to

replace the

wrecked Ship. The move was disappointing to many. Fr. Joseph
Brusher, moderator of dramatic
arts, wrote in a program that
"drama has been brutally driven
from its ancient abode, and has
now been forced into a warehouse!" The 1962-63 Redwood
reported that the "Life-boat on
the Alameda is a far cry from the
venerable dignity of the stage of
the Ship." But somehow, with
$7,000 and a lot of hard work, the

''

the Ship,

old
a

warehouse was converted

into

working theatre.

The new "temporary" theatre
opened in the fall of '62 with a
production of Shakespeare's
Richard III and went on that year
to stage The Prisoner and Bye
Bye Birdie. If not exactly en-

new surroundmany were impressed. The
same Redwood which lamented

early years. Using

moveable seat

modules, the theatre featured a
new interior design for each production.
Dr.
William
James,
Theatre Arts Department chairman, says that in those early
years

the

flexibility.

Lifeboat

We

"had

would

total

literally

our time on each show

thralled with the

spend

ings,

building a theatre and half our
time building the sets."
The impetus for a fixed stage
design was provided
by the
California Shakespeare Festival, a

the demise of the Ship pointed out.
that

"During

its first

year afloat,

the Life-boat proved so seaworthy
through the storms, the players
are content to down wind it under
makeshift sail until the new Ship

half

University-sponsored

summer

re-

pertory program that began in the
Lifeboat in 1963. The brainchild of

status as a temporary
theatre, and also due to a minimal
operating budget, the Lifeboat

then-department chairman Roger
Gross, the Shakespeare festival
rose to national prominence in its
five
seasons at Santa Clara.

did not have a fixed stage

Featuring a "really extraordinary

can be launched."

Due

to

its

in

its
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would literally
spend half our time
on each show
JVe

building a theatre

and

half our time

building the

sets.

group of actors," James recalls
that those early years of the
festival were "very exciting
times.

We had everybody working

their

tails

off

day

and

night.

Things were constantly getting
around. People were
sleeping at the theatre when they
had nowhere to stay and all the
time they were putting on plays."
Because the festival lost something like $50,000 in its last

changed

summer at the University,
moved to the Old Town Theatre

it

in

Los Gatos in 1968 where it lasted
another two years. Many of the
members of the newly-formed
California Actors Theatre in Old
Town are veterans of the festival,
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including directors Peter Nyberg
and James Dunn, actor Kurtwood
Smith and actress Carolyn Reed.
addition to the fixed stage
for the Shakespeare festival, the Lifeboat has
In

and Seating added
been

an almost constant state
through the years.
Along the way, a costume shop
was added, the lobby was built
and, most recently, the small
studio theatre was renovated in
1972-73.
Opening with Dylan
in

of modification

Thomas's

Under

Milkwood

in

January of '73, the department
has produced Garcia-Lorca's
Blood Wedding, Robert Montgomery's Subject to Fits, Freidrick Durrenmatt's Play Strind-

In the thirteen seasons at the Lifeboat,„the
department has produced 73 full-length

and 107

one-act plays

and

musicals.

Some of Lifeboat's

Tom

best plays were [clockwise from top]
Paine [7967], Oedipus Rex [7966], Beuiah Land

[7972],

Uncle Vanya [7970], and Galileo [7969].
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The new
is

theatre

a direct outgrowth

of everything

we've learned
over the years
at Lifeboat.

berg,

N.R,

Davidson's El Hajj
conjunction with the

Malik (in
Studies
Ethnic
Division)
and
Jean Anouilh's Antigone in the

Studio Theatre.
In the thirteen seasons at the
has
the department
Lifeboat,
produced 73 full-length and 107
one-act plays and musicals. Everyone has his favorites, of
course. James especially remembers Brecht's Galileo, Chekhov's

Uncle

Comedy

Vanya,

Shakespeare's

Errors, Sophocles's
Oedipus Rex, Al bee's Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf? (produced before the movie was
made) and the original musical,
Beulah Land by Robin Frederick.
Ron Skolmen, the department's
technician and designer who has
been here for over ten years, is
especially fond of the stagings of
Arthur Kopit's Indians, Peter
of

Weiss's Marat-Sade, Brecht's

A

The

contrasts

Man's A Man, Paul Foster's Tom
Paine and Subject to Fits. Dr.
Stephen Schultz, who has directed here for five years, points
out Under Milkwood, Subject to
and Tom Paine as his
Fits

way

favorites.

rendering of the new Mayer Theatre
sharply with Lifeboat {pictured
in
Fall,
1975;
will
probably be demolished to make

artist's

[above]

below].

Mayer Theatre opens

Lifeboat

re-routing

the

tor

times is somewhat awesome.
As Skolmen comments, "We sort
of feel like country boys moving
at

feeling of

out the experimental work they
have been doing for the past few
years.

ours.

Moving

into

well-equipped theatre presents a

Alameda.

the

great challenge, both James and
Skolmen agree, a challenge that

The experience gained from the
past thirteen years of Lifeboat
productions will be carried into
the new Mayer Theatre, notes
James: "The new theatre design
is a
direct outgrowth of everything we've learned over the
years at Lifeboat." James points
out that the new structure will
contain a studio-type theatre that
will allow the department to carry

a new, modern,

of

into the big city. But
ready for the move.

me

that

I

we need

think we're
It

seems

to

a

spark

to

rejuvenate us."

Though just about everybody
seems ready for the move out of
the crumbling, "temporary"
warehouse with its lack of space,
leaky roof, hard seats and creaky
there exists a definite
nostalgia for the old
"boat." As Dr. James puts it,
"The Lifeboat Theatre is really

floors,

When

nothing and
it,

it

you

start

from

make

becomes

a theatre out of
a part of you."

''When you

start

from nothing

and make a

theatre

out of
it

it,

becomes a part
you.
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I

/

on the part s
contribution
to tine wtiole...
Santa Clara as a part of the
world has something to offer to
the whole. And it offers what it
has—education and energy—in a
variety of ways: through the
students who have practicums,
through organizations like
SCCAP and SHOP, through
activities that are open to the
whole community, and, most
importantly, through its

^

graduates.
Spring Quarter is the time
when the University seeks to
reawaken to its role in the outer
world. There's a liveliness in the
air that one can almost feel: the
events of spring peak with the
May Faire; at the same time,
faculty and seniors are preparing
for graduation.

i

r

Focus:

Campus

Ministry

Undergraduate Research

m

J*'

International

Part

Students...

II

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.65
.71
.75
.83

-*~4

«i»
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Focus:
Pipestage
Intramural Sports
The Lifeboat
Part

III

Spring Quarter.
Administration
Class of '75

.

.195
.196

238
.244

Humanities

.246
260

Sciences

Engineering
Business
Graduation

From the Class

.

,177
.183
.188

.274
.278

.288
of '75

.294

SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
QU/1RT
ER
the end draws near for the u.s.-'

supported
bodia...like

government
all

in

cam-

fish stories, the cia's

was

about one that got awaya sunken
soviet
submarine-but
theirfishing trip cost $350 million...
in

what some

call

a

gamble and

others a disastrous mistake, south
Vietnam's thieu abandons a quarter

country to the communists...
abandons his "shuttle
diplomacy" in the mideast... malpractice crisis
erupts as some
of his

kissinger
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doctors begin a boycott/slow-down/
strike in protest of a vast increase in

malpractice insurance premiums...
perle mesta, "the hostess with the
mostes,"' dies... dramatic it was
not, but muhammad ali beat his
opponent, chuck wepner, to keep
the heavyweight title... lots of presidents have run away from tough

become

thieu's "disaster". in
scu trustee ed daly gets
orphans flown out of the country...
.

saigon,
Ion

resigns

as president of
cambodia... shortly
after, the Cambodian treasury asks a
U.S. bank if it has yet cleared a
check for $1 million to Ion nol...
egypt launches a "pre-emptive
strike" against israel, but for once
nol

what's

left

of

questions, but jerry ford scores a
when he runs away from
reporters asking about Vietnam...

to traffic as a

goad

where

concessions

in

first

thieu's

"gamble"

has

it's

peaceful: opening the suez canal
to israel to

the

make

sinai.chiang

"tem-

changers. .Josephine baker, the

Oscars... the

porarily buried on taiwan until his

toast of paris in the jazz age, dies...

condemns the

kai-shek

his

dies,

body

.

army can "return"

it's

land.

poration paid a million dollar bribe

to the main..phnom penh, Cambodia, falls
to the communist
khmer rouge
army. ..meanwhile, the viet cong

begin

movies
eiger

the
are

siege

funny

sanction,

of

saigon...new
lady,

tommy,

shampoo, french
and monte python

connection II,
and the holy grail. ..new books out
are breach of faith, centennial, the
bermuda triangle, and the money

revealed that an american cor-

to the

former president

of

honduras

and, after a senate investigation
begins, even more corporations are
caught in the international pay-offs
scandal than were involved in the

for

women

bishop

of

san

diego

national organization

(now)...thieu

finally

and two days later is
replaced by "big" minh who plans
resigns
to

negotiate

a

settlement... Portu-

presentation becomes "a night with

guese voters give the moderates a
big victory for writing that former
dictatorship's constitution... the
Vietnamese ..war ends: the light the
U.S. kept sighting at the end of the

francis ford coppola," producer of

tunnel

Watergate... the

godfather

II

academy

awards

which picks up several

was a red one... foolish
pleasure wins the kentucky derby...
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A

thousand dollar pipe organ for
Mission Church, the gift of an
anonymous donor, was delivered on
Wednesday, April 9, and was first played
by Sister Ann Wittman at one of the St.
Clare Festival masses. It is a two manual
and pedal instrument with sixteen stops
and sixteen ranks of pipe. The console
has space for several more ranks, to be
added when funds become available. Dr.
Roger Nyquist, who supplied the specifications for the new instrument, emphasized three functions for which the organ
was designed: "It will, of course, be used
at mass. It can also be used for recitals
forty

the

and to accompany
formances."

faculty

any

choral

giants

^^

broncos

Trying for its sixth victory over major league teams, the
Santa Clara Broncos made a valiant effort on the afternoon of
April 4, holding the San Francisco Giants to a scoreless tie
until
the eleventh inning. Santa Clara pitching was
particularlyimpressive, racking up ten Giant strike-outs. Van
Joshua finally hit a homer to give the game to San Francisco.
Rain and wind kept a few fans away from the annual benefit,
though many did turn out armed with blankets, coats, and
umbrellas. Both teams, however, could be seen basking in
the smiles of the "bat girls" who occupied the dug-outs
with them.

per-

beware the ides of march: three teachers get tenure, but

five receive terminal contracts... the varsity play s.f. giants, lose 1-0 in extra innings

J

Over four hundred people thronged into Benson Center on Wednesday,
April 2, to hear Euell Gibbons, "the man who made hickory nuts famous."

Gibbons answered many of the questions frequently asked of him by
audiences, including how he became interested in wild foods, how he can tell
edible wild foods from poisonous ones, and whether or not Grape Nuts really
taste like wild hickory nuts, "...they don't taste at all alike," he said. Taking a
rather defensive stand, Gibbons stated that he had "never discovered a new
edible plant," but had inherited his interest from his grandmother and had
conducted research, both in libraries and in the field, by "picking the brain of
every hillbilly and every Indian I've ever met." Criticizing many of today's
ecologists. Gibbons professed instead that nature must be saved by realizing
that man's relationship with other organisms is cooperative, not totally
competitive.

APRIL

MUSIC
April was the mo;ith for Santa Clara's student composers to present their
works to the rest of the community. On the 10th, Dr. Lynn Shurtleff conducted
a forum in which music composed by University students was played and
discussed. "Kleine Kammermusic" was the title of the program on April 14,
in which selections from Bach, Scarlatti, Villa-Lobos, Hindemith, and Martinu
were performed by students. Dr. Robert Hagopian lectured on "The Erotic
Motif in Music" on Tuesday afternoon, April 15. Guest Pianist Linda Pfeffer, a
student at San Jose State University, performed on April 24, and a departmental student recital on the 28th finished up tfre month.
although asusc doesn't have the

money

to put

on a spring

faire, a

group of volunteers decides

to try

anyway... they

name

the projected faire after saint
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asked myself

really essential outside Israel,
it is

a strong America.'

clare, patron saint of virgins... euell

gibbons says grape nuts aren't even

1^^

dAyAN
As demonstrators outside shouted,
"Down, down Zionism," an overflow crowd
Benson Center greeted former Israeli
Defense Minister Moshe Dayan with a
standing ovation as he began his address on
Israel and the Middle East. Dayan's speech
was optimistic as he spoke of United States
involvement in the Mideast and improved
relations between Israel and Egypt. Anwar
Sadat's government in Egypt is making the
difference, Dayan claimed; now the Egyptians "will call on Russia and the United
in

States to achieve political objectives, not
military ones." People in the Mideast are
tired of war, the general stated: "...just be-

cause

Mr.

Kissinger

was

not able to attain peace in

16 days

is

no reason to give

We

must try again."
Groups of pro-Palestinian demonstrators marched
and chanted peacefully in
the streets around Benson
during Dayan's speech.
Most of the protesters felt
that Dayan's address was
up.

highly propagandistic.

The

city of Santa Clara had a
tactical squad on hand in
case of trouble, and Dayan was
protected by a swarm of secret service

well

men;

no violence occurred.
Dayan stressed the part the United States

in Israel's future. "We believe that
take care of ourselves against the
Arabs. But the problem is when the Russians
take part. The United States is the only
nation who can stop Russia, both for your
good and ours." Israel also expects the U.S.
supply them with arms; even with
to
continuing peace negotiations, Dayan feels
that it is imperative that his country maintain
a strong military line.

must play

we can

vaguely

like wild hickory nuts... project

50 recruits volunteer counselors for

its

summer program... asusc

treasurer jack winderl attacks the aptly-named bog as

Golden
Circle

Theatre
Party
The

ninth annual Golden Circle Theatre Party, held
at San Jose's Center for the Perfornning
Arts, starred Andy Williams, night club comedian Pat
Cooper, and rock dance troupe The Lockers, and was
hosted by Fess Parker. The production is sponsored
each spring by the University's Board of Fellows, this
year as a benefit for the Mayer Theatre. Over 300
Santa Clara students attended as guests of the ever-

on April 12

generous Ben Swig.

'totally ineffective'... baseball

02

team begins wcac season with a 20-7 record

in

pre-season play... second annual sociology/anthropology undergraduate research

conference

is

held with good results... associate law school dean george strong wins 'lawyer of year' award...nioshe dayan says israel

will

be happy to use
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Santa Clara took part in the nationwide observance of Food Day, a 24-hour
effort to raise consciousness of the world food problem. Many students gave
their meal cards to Alberta and Jimmy on the evening of April 16, vowing not
to eat for all of the following day. Saga Food Service contributed $1 per meal
card to a charity involved with the food crisis. Meditation, speeches, and a
movie were offered to fasting students in place of Benson's usual fare. The
emphasis of the program was educational, to teach people that individuals
could alleviate an international crisis if they only recognized it as a threat to

human

existence.

MV^
%
^^^^ ^^ti^

asusc

elections
stressing better communication as the number one priority for 1975-76,
Chris Nance and Rich Grimes were voted in as ASUSC's top officers in
elections marked by better-than-average voter turn-out as well as
controversy over the election code. Both candidates won in run-offs on
April 18, Nance defeating Craig Van Keulen in the presidential race and
Grimes finishing in front of Michael Sims for Executive Vice President.
The race for Social Vice President was by far the closest, with Ross
Condit narrowly beating Jack Hutchison. Claire Covington was elected
Recording Secretary, Dave Muessle won the Treasurer title, and Don
Mitchell was chosen as next year's head cheerleader.
Sophomore Jim Hurlbutt took over the position of Election Committee
Chairman after Felix Ortega's resignation on April 10. Though incensed
at over $300 in fines leveled on the eve of the election, mainly for
campaign posters left up after the close of campaigning at 5 p.m.
Wednesday, April 16, most candidates felt that the Election Committee
had done an excellent job running a very difficult election.
american weapons. ..and

204

isn't

it

nice to

know

that

someone

still

appreciates quality?...Jennifer

^1'

{or^

Dramatizing ttieir demand for the resignation of Milton Ortega, Santa
Clara's Chicano Affairs Director, members of El Frente Estudiantil Chiicano
held an all-night vigil in front of Orradre Library on April 22, followed the next
afternoon by a demonstration in the Benson fountain area— under the windows
of Ortega and his superior, Dean of Students George Giacomini.

The controversy began brewing in December when Ortega encouraged some
Chicano students to join ROTC. El Frente is officially opposed to ROTC. In
mid-March, four El Frente members complained to Giacomini about Ortega's
performance as Chicano advisor. Giacomini asked for the charges in writing.
Ortega was charged with talking about Chicano students behind their backs,
using students for personal gain, and not encouraging Chicano students to take
jobs serving the Chicano community.
El
Frente's main reasons for demanding Ortega's resignation were,
according to Cesar Garcia, co-chairman of the Chicano student organization,
that he did not sufficiently advocate a proposed Chicano Studies Program
which would have established a department and a major in Chicano studies;
that he did not consult El Frente on all matters pertaining to Chicano students;
and that he wrote his own job description as director of Chicano Affairs, thus
circumscribing El Frente's opinions on various issues.
In response to El Frente's reasons, Giacomini said that none of the reasons
were related to Ortega's competency as an administrator. "The director of
Chicano Affairs works for the University," Giacomini said. "He has the
responsibility for all the Spanish-speaking students at Santa Clara." As the
year closed, El Frente and Ortega both prepared for a hearing with Giacomini
on the organizations charges.

eI hlENTE

V5

ORTEqA

dental

experiinent

Every Wednesday this May, Campisi
lounge was crowded with redlipped, red-tongued-and red-teethed-

first floor

students,

volunteers

in

a

mouthwash

experiment headed by Mame Campbell
for the UC Mobile Dental Clinic. The
students didn't brush their teeth and got
$50 for their negligence; the clinic, by
conducting the experiment, got badly
needed funds from dental hygiene
companies to finance their dental assistance programs among the children of
migrant farm workers in California and
children in Greece, Yugoslavia, and
Israel-programs for which several Santa
Clara students volunteer each summer.
konecny

is

elected vice president of catholic

campus ministry

association. ..roger nyquist's old pipe

dream

finally

comes

true

when

the mission church gets a

new
?0R

Antigone
Senior theatre arts major George Kornievsky made a fine
debut as a director, leading the cast and crew of Antigone in
the sold-out and highly acclaimed production on the 17th,
18th, 19th, and 20th of April. Jean Anouilh's play,
considered a classic of the modern theatre, works a number
of changes on the Sophocleah original, adding ambiguity to
the characters' personalities and the situations in which they

must

act.

Creon, played by Theatre Arts Department Chairman Bill
James, still retained much of his role of the "heavy," but
also made a good case for his position that someone must
grasp the reigns of the State and inject some order into the
chaos. James brought a great deal of understanding and a
sense of world-weariness to the role. Freshman Christianne
Hauber handled the part of Antigone with much skill, giving
a vivid portrayal of a tortured little girl who is at once a
wild-eyed fanatic about what she feels she must believe in
and a noble individual who acts with determination and a
refusal to compromise. Equally excellent were Al Gibson as
the urbane, all-knowing Chorus and Steve Hovendahl as the
First Guard who is "just doing his duty." Also starring in
strong performances were Karen Keefe as the Nurse, Mary
Troyan as Antigone's sister Ismene, and Michael Gough as
Haemon, Antigone's lover and Creon's son. In addition to
Kornievsky's outstanding direction, students Mark Hannon
and Cathy Johnstone tended assistance with the lighting
design and scenography, respectively. Lynda Bender's Art
Deco costumes were in keeping with the overall staging of
the play.
$40,000 organ. ..dr. williatn duffy receives research grant of $23,000 from nsf...ingni opens headquarters on campus—mayer's grunts and mimes, a theatre club
'06

MMC€
SOUTH

BOKT

PACIFIC

SOCIAL FLOAT

peggy holm

is first

woman

to

head the student bar association. ..theatre arts departinent student george kornievsky directs 'antigone' and casts

dr. billjames in

one
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UJ
UJ

career seminar

C»> (€•>
A

§ music
O" AGE

$

of

GRANDEUR

INSTITUTE

Career

Seminar emphasizing

enthusiasm

and

an

aggressive

attitude in the job market was hosted by Kathy Hennessy of the
Placement Office on Wednesday, April 23. Four professional speakers
presented talks on "Women in Business," "Aggressive Attitudes and

Awareness," "The Legal Profession and

Its Prospects," and "What the
Professional Recruiter Looks For." This last topic, considered by Mike
Buchner, senior employment representative of G.T.E. Sylvania in
Mountain View, was especially informative and well-received by the

audience.

UJ
UJ

<
UJ
\f\

ethiqDb

nuclear n/astes
"The Hazards of Nuclear Wastes," those produced by
today's nuclear power plants, was the topic of a seminar
sponsored by the Biology Department on the afternoon of
*April 28. Dr. Hal Sandler, chief of bio-medical research at
Stanford University (pictured), said that the production of
nuclear power involves profound moral questions which
we must answer ourselves. Ms. Carolyn Moss, regional
director of "Women to Women Building the Earth for the
Children's Sake," also spoke, explaining the function of
her expanding organization, which is publicizing much
that surrounds the nuclear power controversy, and a film,
produced by the California Institute of Technology,
portrayed the pro and con viewpoints of nuclear physicists,
geologists, and engineers concerning the success or failure
of nuclear reactors.
of the leads. ..campus

'208

women

Santa Clara campus at
newly-instituted "Guest Program" was Dr. Zewde Gabre-Sellassie, an Ethiopian,
who is both a scholar and a distinguished diplomat. Dr.
Sellassie visited classes on April 21 and 22, delivered a
public address entitled "Recent Changes in the
(government of Ethiopia" in deSaisset on the evening
of the twenty-first, met with the International Law
Club, conducted a faculty colloquium, and spoke to the
"The History of JesuitJesuit community on
Ethiopian Relations." A former ambassador to the
United Nations from Ethiopia, Dr. Sellassie has also
served his government as Minister of Foreign Affairs
and Deputy Premier.

The

first

speaker

the invitation of

to visit the

the

plan institute for 1975-76 year on 'bridging the gap: changing views of men and women'... the cries of 'dirty politics' are almost as

CROsby

TORRENS

An evening of poetry in deSaisset Art Gallery on April
24 featured a series of translated poenns by European
and South American poets and a poetic tribute to
Abrahann Lincoln. Fr. James Torrens of the English
Department read his recent translations of medieval
Latin hymns, sonnets in the Neo-Platonic traditionPetrarch and Joachim Du Bellay, Moments in South
American Poetry-Ruben Dario, Gonzalez, Neruda, and
Gabriela Mistral, and Contemporary French-Jean
Mambrino, S.J. Fr. Belval and Fr. Olivo read the
originals of these poems. Fr. Crosby, in the second half
of the program, read and discussed passages about
Abraham Lincoln written by various American poets,
including
Walt Whitman, Carl Sandburg,
E.A.
Robinson, and Vachel Lindsay.

,

,

beUTNER

Shakespeare
Shakespeare's birthday, April 23, was celebrated with
an evening lecture entitled "The Women of Shakespeare's Plays," given by Sister Mary Louise Beutner,
Ph.D., in deSaisset Gallery. Sister was assisted by
Seniors Hope Hanafin and Marie (Ducky) McGinnis.
Discussing the wide variety of female characters found
in the plays, from Lady Macbeth to Mistress Quickly,
Sister selected in addition to the two mentioned
Cleopatra, Juliet, Doll Tearsheet, Kate, Desdemona,
and Portia. Substantiating her ideas, scenes from the
plays were read by the two seniors in a Reader's Theatre
approach. The lecture contained excerpts from Sister
Beutner's forthcoming book, Shakespeare Had an Aye
for Women, to be dedicated to Dr. Louis B. Wright of
Folger Shakespeare fame.

loud as the yawns as the asusc elections get underway. ..elections chairman felix ortega resigns, charging asusc president bob dawson with interference... da wson
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Approximately 130 pieces of art by Santa Clara students, faculty, and
administrators were displayed in the ASUSC-sponsored Student Art Show
on April 25. Formally dressed art lovers were entertained in Benson
cafeteria by a 1920's style jazz band, as dancing and a wine reception
highlighted the evening. A judging committee headed by Lydia Modi Vitale
of deSaisset Art Gallery gave out three awards in each of five categories:
Photography, Drawing, Painting, Ceramics, and Sculpture.

persuades sophomore jim hurlbutt

to take

charge of the elections and promises to stay far away... meanwhile five candidates for dawson's job play that old favorite,

edward

dalv's

airlift!
"...please for GofJ's sake, don't close your heart to the human tragedy
of Vietnam. As human beings, please help, please." The man who
personally answered the plea of Ambassador Nguyen Hui Chi, South
Vietnam's permanent observer at the United Nations, was Edward Joseph
Daly, 53-year old president of World Airways and benefactor to the
University of Santa Clara. By privately funding a one million dollar airlift

2,000 Vietnamese orphans, Daly has literally given new life to these
refugees, many of whom are the racially mixed offspring of long-departed
United States G.l.s.
Daly holds an honorary degree from the University of Santa Clara,
where he is a member of the Board of Trustees. He is the past chairman of
the Board of Regents and the Daly Science Center stands as permanent
testimony to his generosity. The United Service Organizations, Inc., the
use, and the National Jewish Hospital and Research Center have all
presented him with special honors. Daly is also involved in many local and
national associations, including the Oakland Chamber of Commerce, the
Oakland Boys' Club, the German American Chamber of the Pacific Coast,
the American Irish Foundation, the Advisory Council of the San Francisco
Bay Area Council of Boy Scouts, the United Negro College Fund, and Pop
Warner Little Scholarships, Inc.
A successful businessman as well as a philanthropist, Daly heads
World Airways, the largest of the nation's supplemental airlines and the
third-largest U.S. -based airline with worldwide operations. It was Daly's
planes that carried Saigon's orphans to the United States, one of them
taking off in the dark after being ordered to halt and after the runway
lights were turned off. Daly himself was on board the DC-8 along with 58
Vietnamese children. The former Army Air Corps staff sergeant, who is
well acquainted with the realities of war, knew that those children would
not have another chance to escape collapsing South Vietnam.
for

'attack the incumbent'... bankruptcy, a

growing way of life

for a

few students on the ndsl program,

hits santa clara:

seven declared bankruptcies

last year, five

<4,

as of april...the elections committee finds almost 300 illegally-placed posters

and a

lot

of candidates discover neatness counts. ..the students speak! [actually,

CSBV
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rew athletes are as determined to
punish their bodies as Crew racers. In
sport where individual sacrifice
becomes a significant component of a
team's success, the individual must
compete with his threshold of stamina
and pain. Coached by John Hawkins
and John Nicholson, the 1975 Crew
a

struggled through its calendar of
events to remain as a "spoiler" in
open competition.
Early
losses
to
Stanford
and
Oregon gave Santa Clara an opportunity to re-evaluate its program.
Both the men's and women's teams
spent extra time in preparation for the
40 percent of them do.

. . |

chris

nance

is

San Diego Invitational Regatta held in
April. During the Regatta, the Men's
Lightweight Eight and the Frosh boat
performed well while the inex-

Women's Eight was deThe Men's Heavyweight
Eight showed a marked improvement

perienced
feated.

by

taking

second

place

in

their

division.

Unfortunately, the

momentum

of a

winning performance was not sustained and the Crew team did not fare
as well as had been expected when
they competed in the Western Sprints
held at Long Beach. The Sprints are

new president,

rich

1
I

the most valued series of races held
during the year, and Santa Clara has
proved to be a quality opponent. The
Men's Lightweight Eights again
showed their merit by finishing third
overall out of a field of 20 entries. The
remaining Santa Clara boats faded,
however, and were not able to capture
a victory.
SCU Crew, still in a quiet period of
building, will be the host of the
Western Sprints next year. John
Hawkins, eager to boost the quality of
Santa Clara's newest major sport,
views the coming season with high
expectations.

grimes exec vp, ross condit social vp, dave muessle treasurer and

claire covington recording secretary

The Santa Clara baseball season
can be summed up in a single word-Pepperdlne. For the past two seasons, SCU has finished second in the
West Coast Athletic Conference
(WCAC) and the Pepperdine Waves
have been first. The Broncos had
been bridesmaids long enough, and
this year they wanted to be the
undisputed winner of their league.
But everyone knew that a final
showdown with the Waves would

make

or break the season.
Sal Taormina, losing

Coach
backbone

the
a 1974 power club to
graduation, was forced to organize a
team of scrappy but inexperienced
players. In 1975 fundamental, execution baseball was stressed over all
of

other qualities.
attack,

utilizing

A

speedy, balanced

good

pitching

and

aggression rather than sheer power,
stood as the standard game-plan for
the season. And one more thing was
drilled in: the prideof achampionship
season. To match the strength of the
Waves, Santa Clara would have to
play over its head.
This year's club was talented but
nervous and unproven. However, the

team resembled
pion

teams.

these young

earlier

Daring

men

SCU cham-

and confident,

carried the tradition

championship and potential. The
team moved with a purpose. Eager to
of

start the record long fifty-five

game

campaign, the Broncos jumped to a
solid 11-0 standing. Coach Taormina
saw a team that had jelled into a
cohesive club of determined athletes.
Defense was a strong point for the
Broncos. A spring season decision to
move Frank Enright and Rick Vuyovich to third and firsf respectively
seemed especially sound. Mike
Denevi, an experienced clutch player,
anchored second base and facilitated
..jazz pianist
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the play of a new shortstop, Mike
Bartell. The pitching staff looked very
good. Dave Judnick, Steve Kelley,
Tim Ryan, and sophomore Bill Harris
had all returned to starting rotation.
Ranked seventh nationally at one
time,
the
Broncos proved their
defensive fortitude. In the
opening series against St. Mary's,
SCU held them to 24 consecutive
scoreless innings.
In
the annual
contest, against the San Francisco
Giants, the red and white pitchers
held their opponents scoreless for
eleven innings while fanning ten
major league batters.

WCAC

The

hit-and-run

tactics

of

the

sharpened as the WCAC
became a rivalry between Santa Clara
and Pepperdine. Determined to wipe
Broncos

out the pain of the near-misses in the
last two seasons, Santa Clara reached
the zenith for a team driven by guts
and hustle. The Bronco nine prepped
for the Pepperdine clash by dumping
USF 7-2, 3-1, 3-1 in a three-game
series.

The title was up for grabs, and
seldom have two teams been more
evenly matched. Both SCU and the
Waves had been defeated once in
league play. SCU's overall record was

vince guaraldi returns once again to scu, and once again a crowd packs de saisset to appreciate fine music... norcalpirg loses financial support from

M9€Mli it
(^

scored 19. Santa Clara had played
catch-up ball all year, but when they
finally caught the Waves SCU was
two runs short. For the third consecutive year, Santa Clara took second
place in the WCAC.
In years past, talent and ability
dictated that Santa Clara would be a
contender for national honors. This
year saw a young, less poised group

men strive for perfection and
perform with brilliance. Taormina
had not expected to develop a
powerful, slugging ball club, but
individual batting averages soared as
the season progressed. Sophomore

of

center fielder Gordy Hahn was the top
hitter with .391 and .509 averages in
play respecoverall play and

WCAC

tively.

Gordy, whose twin brother George
SCU's catcher, broke Gene
Delyon's 1974 record batting mark of
.492. His 82 season hits were only
three shy of breaking Delyon's 1974
most hits in a season record (84), and
his 29 stolen bases were just three shy

was

of

Mickey

McDermott's

record

32

thefts in 1962. Next in overall hitting
was junior shortstop Mike Bartell
followed by senior pitcher
(.318),
Steve Kelley (.314), outfielder Jack
Petrinovich (.310), and senior third

baseman Frank Enright (.303).
Hahn and Kelley were named to
the first team All-WCAC Team, and
second team honors went to Tim Ryan
and Mike Bartell. Ryan set new two
and three year overall hurling records
at

SCU. He was

10-2, 1.90

ERA for
ERA

75, and he wound up 21-3, 2.34

for three varsity years and was 14-2
for
two seasons, bettering Rich

Troedson's

and

Larry

Loughlin's

records.

33-13; Pepperdine's was 32-10.
top earned run average was

SCU's
1.32;

Pepperdine's was 1.39. The team
batting average for SCU was .283;
Pepperdine's was .286.
Santa Clara took the first game by a
score of 6-4. Taormina had said that
"execution baseball will win the
games," and SCU played a mile over
their heads and was on the verge of
taking the league title. But pride,
enthusiasm, and hustle aren't enough
if
a team isn't lucky. Santa Clara
dropped the next two games by scores
of 5-7

SCU

and

6-8.

scored

In

17

Stanford. ..el frente

the three games,
runs; Pepperdine

demands

resignation of milton ortega from his post as chicano student advisor... audley wiJliams

is

the

new

editor of the santa clara...a
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i
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A

speedy, balanced attack,

utilizing

good

pitching

and aggression,

rather than sheer power.

stood as the standard game-plan for the season.
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series of plays written

218

and directed by santa

clara students

opens

in the studio theatre. .asusc
.

sponsors

its first

annual

art

show. .assemblyman willy brown
.

year sow
o young, less poised
group of men
This

strive for perfection

and perform wifh
brillionce...

SCU

Opponent

1

St.

7,7

St.

Mary's College
Mary's College
Nevada-Las Vegas
Nevada-Las Vegas

2

12,6

6

Pepperdine
Pepperdine

7,8

Loyola
Loyola

2,5

2
9, 2

Nevada-Reno
Nevada-Reno
Nevada-Reno

9
9
7
(*

0,3

3

6
5,

1

5

USF
USF

7
3,

0,

2
1,

1

4
1

0*
0*
0*

signifies a forfeit.)

Won:

14

Lost: 4
speaks

at the first

annual scu black awards banquet... a biology seminar seeks

to resolve

questions of the dangers of nuclear power, and the answers aren't
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GOLF
The Santa Clara Varsity Golf Team
season started out with a bit of disappointment. Plagued by bad weather
and the ineligibility of a few fine players,
SCU led by Coach Ray Anderson put
together a relatively young team that
displayed a great deal of poise and
potential. With only Senior Captain Ned
Naumes graduating, Santa Clara was led
by a group of fine sophomores in Steve
Mike
Pursons, John O'Shaughnessy,
Adza, Matt Rocca, Steve Martin, and
Tom Lawless. Freshman Steve Cinelli
also helped SCU take a third place finish
in the
finals at L.A. County in
May. Although the team did not fare too

WCAC

in tournaments this year, their match
play record was a very respectable 4-2,
highlighted by an upset over powerhouse
Cal State Hayward. With 6 sophomores, 1
freshman, and other returning eligibles,
SCU may look forward to a very
promising future in the upcoming seasons.

well

very comforting... contact healer paul rosetti urges listeners to bring the personal touch back to medicine. ..the chorus performs works by sibelius and debussy.
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BOWLING

TENNIS
After

a

series of disappointing
to injuries to key players,

losses due
the University of Santa Clara Men's
Tennis Team finished with a 12-11
record and a surprising third place,
behind nationally ranked Pepperdine
and a strong Seattle team, in the
finals on May 5 and 6.
"Everyone down there expected us

WCAC

behind Reno and Las
Vegas, but most of the players on the
team were playing well," commented
to finish fifth,

Bob Phelps,

varsity coach.
improving, his serve and
volley game over the summer, senior
John Galbraith held down the number
one spot all year and registered some
impressive victories during the season, including ranked Ron Louie of
USF and Brian Adams of Seattle.
After missing most of the season
due to a case of mononucleosis, senior
John Shrup came back to play a
strong number two and garner a
series
of
impressive victories at
league finals, helping the Broncos
finish with a winning record.
After Galbraith and Shrup, the next
nine players on the ladder were all of
fairly equal ability, and there was no
real set ladder. These players included senior Bob Murphy, juniors
Matt Bader and Henry Chan,, sophomores Chris Huttenhoff, PaulDubrasich, and Charlie Drocco, and fresh-

Vastly

men

Rich Smith, Jim Kanda, and
George Miram.
The Broncos were not playing at
full strength until the latter part of the
season, after Shrup regained his
timing and Huttenhoff's knee healed.
Other players sustained minor injuries during the season which hurt
SCU's overall depth. However, the
team was able to remain healthy for
league finals.
At league finals, held at Pepperdine,
Shrup and Galbraith both
reached finals in their respective
singles divisions and made it to the

semi-finals in the number one
doubles division. Paul Dubrasich,
playing number three, also reached
the semi-finals in singles and then
teamed up with Bob Murphy to reach
the semis in the number two doubles
section. Jim Kanda and Henry Chan
also reached the semis in the number
three doubles
division
and Bob

Murphy was

able to make it to the
the number six singles
division. Each victory attained by a
Bronco player gave SCU one point,

semis

in

and SCU's total point accumulation
enabled them to finish third.
"I think a lot of credit should be
given to Coach Bob Phelps," said

Bob Murphy. "He really
worked hard with us, helping us
improve our games,
setting
up
matches and running us through

senior

various drills. He really should be
recognized as one of the top Nor Cal
tennis coaches."

The Bowling Team, seeking its
second straight NCAA championship,
put together one of the most talented
squads in the nation. But the nature
of the game relies
on individual
performance and ability. Both as
individuals and as a team, the SCU
bowlers proved their worth in 1975.
In mid-February, while competing
in the Association of College UnionsInternational (ACU-I) regionals held
at UC Davis, freshman Craig Elkins
out-rolled the opposition to earn the
right to compete in the ACU-I finals at
Dayton. Bowlers from California,

Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico
could not best Elkins's clutch performance.
The team's hopes for a victory in
NCAA competition were drenched,
however, when sophomore star Carl
DeBarbie was disqualified from the
final
tournament because tourney
officials
gave him "professional"
DeBarbie, acting on the
status.
information of a regional official, had
participated in the American Bowling

Congress National Tournament earlier in the season. Although he sought
no monetary prize, his amateur status
was stripped from him on the eve of
the NCAA tournament.
Santa Clara finished tenth while a
very disappointed young man was
forced to watch from the sidelines.
Within a week of this defeat, SCU lost
their bid for the Northern California
Intercollegiate

Masters

League

Championship by

losing to San Jose
State in the play-off. The momentum
and poise of the team could not be reestablished after the
loss.

NCAA

students from 21 colleges participate in the western psych conference for undergrad research, organized as always by the scu psych department, which also

The Women's Recreation Association's spring program included four intercollegiate sports-women's golf, tennis, and crew, and co-ed badmintonplus ballroom dancing, fix-it, first aid, and aquathientics classes, and the annual
awards banquet. The women netters, coached by June Breda, finished the
Gartland was honored as the outstanding
season with a split record;
player. Badminton
in only its second year, competed in the inter-collegiate
novice division. Second-year men Felix Ortega and Dan Umamoto were
recognized with awards, Ortega as the outstanding player. The women golfers
had a fine season, finishing second only to Stanford. At the end of the school
year, coach MaryGrace Colby announced that Jana Garland, Margaret Leonard,
and Kim Rupert were still in contention for a position on the all-conference
teams, to play at the National Collegiate Championships during the summer.
Women's crew, also in its second year of competition, found they lacked the
experience necessary to deal with the more established teams but have the
desire to improve next year. Their coach, John Nicholson, received the
"Sucker" Award at the banquet for accepting his position in the middle of the

Amy

season.
A newly-created award, the Henry Schmidt Award, was instituted at the
Banquet on May 12, to be given to the female who was a loyal supporter of the
school and devoted her time to helping instill spirit. Schmitty chose Cynthia
Niehaus, vice president of WRA, a song girl, bat girl, powderpuff football
player, and loyal supporter of both men's and women's teams, as the first
winner.

WRA

'tennis

founded the conference four years ago... the
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faire conies to the

gardens—a day of brisk sales

at the kissing

booth, dunking father terry, and wearing clothes that went out of style seven centuries ago...cinco de

mayo celebrated

at scu...john

1.

uding becomes facility/project
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Students from 21 colleges participated in the Western
Psychology Conference for Undergraduate Research, held at
Santa Clara on May 3. Dr. Roland Lowe, Psychology Department
chairman, organized the conference for the fourth straight year.
Eight Santa Clara students read papers: Mary Beth Cahill,
Sandra B. Kee, Dave Lavond, Charlotte Carreira, Victor Leino,
Pamela Vicas, John Cheap, and Dave Watson. Leino's paper
received an honorable mention.
Pornography was the topic of guest lecturer Dr. Sheldon
Starr's talk during the final session of the conference. "Data is a
four-letter word," said the director of the Family Study Unit at
Palo Alto Veterans' Hospital. Dr. Starr was also a consultant to
the President's Commission on Obscenity and Pornography and
spoke on his findings for a report done for the Nixon Admini-

M'^eslem

conference

stration.

supervisor while phil welch leaves position as consulting architect. .doctors david skinner and miles merwin of the history department receive grants to do research
.

Wji
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harrison $ tyler

on sabbatical

in '75-'76...a

forum attempts

to resolve the 'hot' nuclear

waste issue. ..scu announces the award of honorary degrees

at

graduation to actress helen

Festiual
of

Saint Clare
Father Terry, Chaplain Dan Germann, Dean
Giacomini, Miles Merwin, and nnany others got
wet. ..so did Fr. Locatelli, who also got kissed...
but then there were many who submitted to the
cries of "Don't be a sucker, pucker," and lined up
at the kissing booth co-sponsored by Charlie
Graham Club and Campisi Dorm Council. ..MGM
mimes acted out their good times... the San Jose
Symphony Chamber Q)r\o\r and Charlie Lampkin's
medieval minstrels provided music. ..worshippers
gathered for ballet and candlelight at two
Masses... artisans displayed enameled pottery,
turquoise jewelry, metal chimes, shadow boxes,
macrame hangings, pendulum art pictures, threedimensional glass paintings, etc. ...and ye old
town crier Tom Lucas announced that everyone
was having a great time in the May sunshine.

hayes and producer-director robert wise... philosopher

fr.

frederick
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copleston asks,

'is

»

philosophy relevant today?' and answers that

it is
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At noon Sunday, May 11, seven
Santa Clara students, the survivors of
a group of 18, ended two grueling
days of dancing across the floor of the

They raised
drafty Seifert Gym.
ainnost $3,000, half of which was
donated to the Musculcir Distrophy
Foundation. The total fell far short of
what organizer Chris Nance had
hoped for, however. "I had wanted to
...scu loses,

228

two games

to one, a critical

»K

feet!"

between $10,000 and $25,000,
but was unrealistic," he adnnitted in
The people who did
retrospect.
donate their efforts found the Marathon fun at first but increasingly
grueling as the hours wore on. By late
Saturday night, the Marathon had
become a test of will. One of the
of
bright spots of the weekend
dancing was the support that Jack-inraise
I

the-Box, McDonald's, and Vesuvio's
Restaurants offered, keeping the
participants full of good, hot food.
Though there were prizes for the
dancers, assuredly the seven who
Marathon were not
finished the
thinking of anything but "all those
kids lying in a bed because they
couldn't move."

three-game series with pepperdine...swig dorm council sponsors a 48-hour dance marathon benefit

for the

muscular

soph exclusiue

frosh formal
APRIL

26,

FAIRMONT HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO

MAY

20,

HILTON HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO

A
junior
MAY

9,

prom

BEACH AND RACQUET CLUB, PEBBLE BEACH

distrophy foundation, raises $3,000...fr. william donnelly

is

named permanent academic

senior
MAY

17,

i£

#L

W^

prom

ELK'S LODGE, SANTA CRUZ

vp, a post he's held as 'acting' vp for the past two years... betsy aulik
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dream

Frederick Tollini's production of Shakespeare's delightful
comedy, A Midsummer
Night's Dream, opened May 23 as the final play to
be presented in the Lifeboat Theatre. Interpreting
the play as "a dream that Theseus, the king, and
Hippolyta, the queen of the Amazons, must go
through before they are married," Tollini doublecast these two roles. Nicholas Heldt played
Theseus and Oberon, and Patti Appel played
Hippolyta and Titania. In other principal roles
were Silvia Martins as Helena, Janeen Canale as
Hermia, Michael Martin as Demetrius, Mark
Hannon as Lysander, James Coyle as Bottom, and
Kit Gross as the fairy, Robin Goodfellow, or
"Puck." Music, a very important part of the play.,
was written by Kevin Garvin, a graduate student
at San Francisco State University. Choreography
was done by Robert Murphy. Ronald Skolmen designed the sets, lighting was by Albert Gibson,
and costumes were created by Linda Bender.
Fr.

gets asusc publicity chairman post... students meet with regents
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student

life

committee

to tell

them what

it's

like. ..new humanities core curriculum plan includes a three-course study of
really
'

some form

of civilization... and indian
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On
Rosetti

May

1,

contact

touched

all

healer

his

Paul

listeners,

inducing numbness, warmth in their
limbs,
and increased
relaxation.
Through the efforts of junior combined sciences major Mary Cochran,
five professionals met on May 9 to
debate the nuclear waste issue. On
the same night) Fr. Frederick Copleston asked his audience, "Is Philosophy Relevant Today?" C. Sharp
Cook, a physics professor at the
University of Texas in El Paso,

presented

"Energy

Possible Solutions"

Problems
on

May

and

12.

A

lecture on functional psychoses, par-

was given on
13 by Einar Kringlen, professor
of psychiatry at the University of
Oslo, Sweden. Also on May 13,
Austen Warburton outlined the culture of pre-Mission Indians of the
Santa Clara Valley. Fr. Maurice
Belval spoke on Blase Pascal on the
evening of May 19. Highlighting the
May program of speakers was

f

nationally
known pollster George
Gallup, Jr., who presented the perspective he has gained on "The Mood

ticularly schizophrenia,

of the

May

May

American People Today" on
Internationally renowned
psychologist Dr. Frank Beach lectured on "Sex Differences: A Psycho20.

biological Perspective" on
Finally, on May 29, Dr.

Levine

May

21.

Seymour

spoke on "The Nature of
Its Impact on Behavior."

Stress and

gallup
cDpleslon
rosetti
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authority austen warburton tells a de saisset audience that the local Indians really were civilized... vern

granneman gets

nobili

medal, theresa merdes wins the

st.
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banta Clara's University Chorus started off the month of May as
guest perfornners appearing with the San Jose Youth Synnphony at
the Center for the Perfornning Arts on May 3. Debussy's
"Sirenes" and Sibelius's "Finlandia" were the two works
presented. Music played a big part in creating an appropriate
mood at the St. Clare Faire, as the University Chamber Singers
wandered through the Mission Gardens in costume, performing
minstrel tunes. On May 15, guest soprano Mary DeWit performed
several classical works, accompanied by Dr. Robert Hagopian.
The final program of the school year was a joint effort by the
University Chorus and Chamber Singers. Performing both
classical and innovative modern works, the two groups sang in the
Mission Church.

CHORALE & CHORUS
CONCERT

clare medal... runners-up for the

awards include dick tallman, chris parker, anne mary holm,

gail locatelli,

and

louella grigsby... father austin fagothey

Ih

Four months ago a lady
saw what you are about
to see and she said,

'that's
it's

easy,

done with mirrors

—

mirrors!'

This
I

morning

figured

it

out:

the lady

was done with

mirrors.

sfDecoaLk
CIRCCIS
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Put your feet
Put your hands
Put your head

down
down
down

in
in
in

peace,
peace,
peace.

Then your feet are peaceful.
Your hands are peaceful.
Your head is peaceful.
For brothers and sisters

remember
The

this:

trail is beautiful.

Be

still.

of the philosophy department dies, having taught at santa clara for the past 37 years... rene tnendoza

is

'75-'76

we

ore the seeds...
...of the tenacious plant
...and it is in our ripeness
and our fullness of heart
... that we are given
to the wind...

...and are scattered

director of sccap... educational

programs committee votes

to
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100,000 refugees from south Vietnam come to the u.s....avery
brundage, philanthropist, art collector, and long-time chairman of
the international Olympics committee,

dies

at

age

87... California

tack by marines gets back both ship

and crew. ..the nba finals were
supposed to be a piece of cake for
the Washington bullets according to
all

passes a farm
labor law, one approved by virtually
all the sides— farm workers union,
teamsters,
growers... Cambodians
capture a u.s. freighter, the "mayaguez," within what they claim are
Cambodian waters... a dramatic atlegislature

the experts. .but the golden state
.

them all, becoming only the fourth team in the

warriors confounded

finally

retain the ethnic studies division... nick weber, the only Jesuit

history

of

national

basketball

playoffs

in

to

four

win

the

straight

(and unbelievable) games... rebels
africa, kidnap some
in tanzania,
Stanford students at an anthropological dig, holding them for a

who

doesn't

mind being called

arms and money. ..the
overwhelmingly to stay
common
market ., rockefeller
in
commission on the cia gives its
report to ford without fully examin
ransom

of

british vote

ing charges that the cia conspired to

assasinate foreign leaders. ..india's

prime minister indira gandhi refus
es

to

resign

after

a

local

court

convicts her for corrupt electioneering. ..sla

members

convicted

for

little

murder

and remiro
of

Oakland

schools chief marcus foster...

a clown, returns to scu to present 'the world's smallest circus, in the world's

|

SU/MMER
BRB4K

"...GOODBYE...!"

^^n^*te^-

illest

ring, put

on by the world's smallest mind'... former santa clara student, governor jerry brown,

tells

graduates to

'first

f:^M

think clearly, then ask a

lot

of questions'..
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Snapshot

The Gym--site of about
is

twelve

registrations. Now it
different. Seniors are arriving
in knots of twos and threes.

too

many

some

noisily,

some subdued,

others just looking as though
they are in a hurry to be on their
way to somewhere else (like the
rest of their life).
The gowns are on the far
side--long, black hangersful of
lining material with little white
cards pinned at navel level
giving name and major. An

underclassman there, behind a
table, is solemnly taking the
names from two equally solemn
girls.

the other side of the room
are the tables of caps and hoods
and tassles. The hoods are particularly striking-stripes of
yellow and brown velvet divided
by brilliant scarlet satin, One kid
is trying his on. The hood's

On

nobility

is

particularly incon-

gruous over the boy's
Budueiser T-shirt and plaid
is holding a
Haltened mortarboard as
though it were a Frisbee and is
making motions to throw it.

shorts. His friend

Snapshot

A Sad Moment--although the
silence of a photograph gives no
clue. Silence itself

is

the cause.

Everything looks very normal.
The line of seniors, engineering
students at this moment, snakes
down from the stage into the
black coil of graduates. At the
head of the snake is Father
Terry, handing out diplomas
and shaking hands.
("Remember, take the diploma
with your left hand and shake
with your right.") Governor

Brown

is

looking on.

But notice the hint of
unhappiness on the faces of the

289

seniors

on

stage.

After

the

announcement of 500 names

in a

clear, electronically amplified
voice, there has been a short, a
pulled plug, a melted fuse. In a

moment, the announcer's voice
has shrivelled to a whisper

like a

conversation heard beyond an

apartment wall.
does this have to happen
now? think the graduates on the
stage. There are angry faces on
the crowd below. Why don't
they stop and fix it? whispers
say. Father Donnelly is caught
in the photograph as he steps
over to help solve the difficulty.
But by the time the amplifier
crackles back to life, at least 50
students have passed. Each has
waited four years to.hear his
name announced, only to know
now that he alone heard it.

Why
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Snapshot

Tfhe Graduating Class of
1975--all black

gowns and

mortarboards. The day is beginning to get hot. Here and there,
one can see the glistening of
sunlight off sweating foreheads.
If you look closely at the girl in
the foreground, you can see
her licking soon-to-be-chapped
lips.

The speaker

is

out of the

you can see that he
is making much of an
impression. See. ..look in row

picture, but

CHARLES PATTERSON
accepting for

bENJAMiN swiq
SPECIAL AWARD.
CLASS OF 19'75
.

EdwARd
k.

j.

dAly

SPECIAL AWARD,
CLASS DF 13"75

two: there are a boy and girl
playing scissors, paper, and
stone.
Off in the blur beyond focal
distance, in the swirl of colors
that are the parents and
relations, you can just make out

pushing a shopping
hard to tell from this

a girl
It's

cart.

distance, but the cart is full of
six-packs of beer.
It's a pity that the photo

wasn't taken a few moments
later. Then you could see
aluminum cans being lifted in a
salute to the Class of 1975 and
the dying faces of those thirsty
students just beyond the
periphery of the last beers.
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•Snapshot

A Family Portrait--the
graduate

is

standing stage

center, one hand holding a
diploma, the other holding the
hand of his fiancee. They are
both smiling, but the graduate
seems a bit more relieved

than pleased.

The people

that are truly

pleased stand to the graduate's
left--his parents. They even got
him to get the haircut he's been
needing. Dad has the biggest
smile. His boy has done it, he's
completed the education that
the Depression never let him
enter. The long nights of worry
over a letter or a report card are
now over forever. His boy is
never going to be refused a job
for lack of a degree.
On the fringes of this nucleus
are a number of other friends
and relations. The graduate's
brother is drinking a soft drink
and busily imagining his own
junior high school graduation in
another week. His grandparents
are beaming happily at their
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sixth

graduate grandchild.

Beyond

this family portrait,
stretching out to the fringes of
the focus, are clusters of other
such family portraits in
progress-each with its own
special population and each with
a singular glow.
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dick tailman
management major, was the president of BAA and a member of Beta
Sigma. A runner-up for the Nobili Medal, he was active with the Santa Clara
Department as a cadet and reserve officer and also worl<ed on a statewide study of
law enforcement communications.
Dick Tailman, a

Gamma
Police

People-that's what Santa Clara has meant to me.
of its size in comparison to the large state
schools, students and faculty really get to know each
other. Knowing the people you work with and those you
study under helps you to learn in an environment that
emphasizes the importance of you as an individual.
Though it's tough to keep classes small due to high
costs, S.C. has made a real commitment to each student
and each professor, recognizing that a low studentfaculty ratio is vital to maintaining a rigorous, high
quality education while meeting each individual's
needs. The teachers here take a personal interest in the
futures of their students. And they go out of their way to
help you achieve your goals. It's what makes Santa
Clara a great university.

Because

Probably no one is in a better position to focus
on what Santa Clara is and what Santa Clara does
than its seniors. On the following pages, 15
seniors who were nominated by faculty and
administrators for outstanding accomplishments
in academics, activities, athletics, or art explain
their own conceptions of how the University has
helped them to focus their ideas on education and
values. Chosen from a group of some 30
outstanding seniors, they reflect a diversity of
backgrounds, accomplishments, and viewpoints.

mark oven
Mark's academic interests were divided between mechanical engineering (his major)
and French: a teacher's assistant in one and a tutor in the other, he was also a member
of the engineering fraternity Tau Beta Pi and co-producer and broadcaster for a French
language radio program on KRVE, Los Gatos. He worked on the elections committee
and on one of the committees investigating the "Master Plan" his sophomore year.

The

focus of a Santa Clara education

is

actually to

expand and broaden new interests and awarenesses in
every student. The development of the student evolves
in the many different activities in
the sciences, arts, and current events, and in the diverse
educational offerings of the various departments. At the
same time, the personal atmosphere of the University
allows good communication among the students and
with the faculty. Rather than focusing the student on
one direction, the University offers a constant
opportunity for the questioning and communication of
many and diverse ideas. By aiding in the expansion and
development of the person, Santa Clara enables the
student to better decide on which goals to focus.

through participation
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amy gartland
WRA

and the tennis team all four
Amy, a biology major, was an active member of
president her senior year and the tennis team's most valuable
years fiere; she was
player in both sophomore and senior years. She was also active as a tutor in SCCAP and
the Biology Department and as a member of the Christian Life Community and the
Mendel Society. An R A. her junior year, she was a head R.A. senior year.

WRA

general and Santa Clara specifically have
with a sense of moral consciousness. The
Christian atmosphere at Santa Clara is one that is
conducive to a reaffirmation of Christian morals and
thought. This is a unique feature of Santa Clara's
education, for virtually any college can provide an
academic or intellectual experience for the student.
Often, however, this is at the expense of nurturing a
moral or religious awareness.
Just where has my Santa Clara education led me?
Certainly it has given me the self-assuredness need to
participate competently in whatever area
set out into;
but even more importantly it has provided me with
values which will weather the test of time in any field
find myself.

College

provided

in

me

I

r.i

I

I

Jim

craven

Jim Craven, an English major, worked on The Santa Clara for three years as a reporter,
editor, and theare reviewer. During his senior year he was editor of The Owl. He also
served on the Humanities Core Curriculum Committee and the Search Committee for
the Academic Vice President.

think the main focus of Santa Clara, if it could be
said to have one, is its long tradition. After all, the
University is the oldest one in the West. Though not the
oldest in the country by any means, Santa Clara has
I

something which goes back even beyond Christopher
Columbus, that is, the tradition of Christianity. It is
undeniable, even in today's changing world, that the
tradition of the Church and of the Jesuits pervades this
place.

think that is a very good thing, despite how one
personally feels about the particular dogmas or
doctrines of the Catholic Church. It is good because
there is something about tradition, and the ritual that
goes along with it, that is Important in our lives. A sense
of tradition connects us with the past, with all the other
people who have gone the same way we have. Ritual is
an outward sign of this tradition, whether it be the Mass
or a cap-and-gown graduation. These things are
important because without them Santa Clara would just
be another small college that happens to have some
priests teaching at it.
I

cynthia bjorklund
An Honors

Scholar accounting major, Cynthia won several academic prizes, including
Dirksen Prize. She was a member of Beta Gamma Sigma and Alpha Sigma
Nu and was an officer in both BAA and the Accounting Association. She was also
chairman two years In a row of the Business Parents Orientation Program.
the Charles

J.

When

first came to Santa Clara,
saw myself as a
was
out of focus-hazy and undefined.
searching for something that
couldn't even name.
Gradually, over the next four years, that picture began
I

I

picture

I

I

come into focus, and
discovered what
was
searching for— myself.
haven't yet completely defined the person
call
"me." Perhaps never will. Santa Clara, however, has
given me the tools with which to try— the ideas of those
who came before me, the ability to listen, the confidence
to speak, and a greater awareness of the needs and
to

I

I

I

I

I

feelings of others.
Above all, as leave Santa Clara, take with me the
encouragement and the sincere caring of a truly
dedicated faculty. only hope that some day can in turn
help someone else in their personal search as much as
the members of the faculty have helped me.
I

I

I

I
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Bob, a history major, was

ASUSC

president his senior year. His student government

membership on the UCC, Senate, Educational Programs Committee,
Dorm Council, and the Elections Committee. He was also a consultant on yearbook

activities included

matters, a ohotographer tor tx)th the yearbook and the newspaper, a
Aloha Theta. iviensa, and the chorus.

member

of Phi

Santa Clara represented for me a low key, low
pressure environment where had the freedom to learn
and grow at my own pace. The specific assets of Santa
Clara to my personal experience were the individuals
who played the games of learning, teaching, and
friendship both earnestly and without hesitation. They
included a few from every element of the University
community, most notably the History faculty as it
existed the years
studied here.
Santa Clara did not mold my future, but it did
hospitably afford me the opportunity to gain both a solid
education and a measure of self-confidence. For these
am very grateful; they more than made up for the
naivety of the institution.
Now the microcosm vanishes before the burning
horizon.
can only wish my fellow travellers as well as
those who remain, a minimum of self-deceit and the
best of luck. What one chooses to learn, one must
I

I

I

I

become.

pat bneen
Pat. best known as a rugby player (Most Valuable Player and Club President his
senior year), was an accounting major. He was a member of the honor societies Alpha
Sigma Nu and Beta Gamma Sigma, was a member of the BAA and the Accounting
Association, and was an R.A. He served on the Board of Directors of SHOP and was
chairman of the committees which selected the speaker and awarded honorary degrees
for this year's graduation ceremonies.

A

Santa Clara education attempts to funnel the
student's interests into one area and expose him to the
many related aspects of his chosen field. However, by
channeling all your attention in one specific direction
you limit yourself. believe that you should expand your
studies and, more importantly, your activities outside of
your major. It is only in this way that a person can be
truly educated: a student who restricts himself to
textbooks acquires only facts, not an education. A
student who veers off and investigates other subjects,
participates in diversified activities, and gets to know
many different types of people is the really educated
person. To do this, the student will have to go beyond
the Santa Clara program and direct himself, but the
reward is a complete education.
I

jim

dechene

Majoring in math and economics, Jim was a member of Alpha Sigma Nu, the Math
and Pi Mu Epsilon, receiving the Pi Mu Epsilon Award for Achievement. An
Honors Scholar, he was an R.A. for two years and a member of the Sanfilippo Dorm
Council for one year.
Society,

Santa Clara will always be one of the most important
educational experiences of my life. While everyone
must be involved with their friends, hobbies, and fun,
the successful undergraduate is a "learner." Each of us
must learn the balance between recreation and diligent
effort as we come to realize that we get as much out of
our education as we put into it. A college education
provides the foundation for the building of our house of
knowledge, maturity, and awareness. As graduate, the
most
can hope for is to have that solid foundation
under me and to have the ability to think clearly.
I've found the Honors Program to be one of the most
valuable and worthwhile aids to my educational
development. In my first two years, not only learned to
question, but to question intelligently. While the
intelligent man may be a "questioner," you cannot ask
an intelligent question until you have listened to some of
the answers suggested by others.
A Santa Clara education truly is a "leading out."
Professors may be the guides, but education springs
from within. What comes out of our educational
experiences at Santa CJara is heavily a function of what
we put in. In short, Santa Clara provides the best of
opportunities, but the rest is up to the individual.
I

I

I
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Involved in several aspects of on-campus art, Mark was art reviewer for The Santa
Clara, co-chairman of the ASUSC Student Art Show, a classical music disc jockey for
radio, a three-year member of the chorus and an actor in three plays. A general

CAIN

humanities major, he was also active in campus liturgy, the elections committee, the
yearbook, and was one of the editors of The Deadwood.
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Mary Ma, an English major, was perhaps best known for her creative writing, winning
both the Shipsey Prize and one of the two Owl Prizes for her poetry. She was also a
founding member of the Social Awareness Collective.

OFMOi^GOMERY
MOST DARING

fPBT

E

I

I

^£R ATTEMPTED."

OCTAVE CHANUTE

;

've been asked to muse about my four years at Santa
Clara (an intriguing invitation!), and so...
A person finds a focus, the active center of his
energies, through a series of trials and explorations. At
Santa Clara, a student focuses his academic interest by
taking varied classes, by discussion with professors and
peers, and by self-perpetuated private study; similarly,
one finds his emotional focus through association with a
wide community of people; and his spiritual focus
through the exploration of an active spiritual life. The
catalyst to all this dawning wisdom narrows down to the
many one-to-one relationships we have formed with
people throughout these last four years, and indeed will
continue to form the rest of our lives. Every person we
meet, and especially those who become our beloved
friends and confidants, enable us to see our own selves
just a bit more clearly; this self-knowledge is a
tremendous spark of potent energy that makes us able
use our unique abilities and accomplish our
to
ever-more-clear goals. The Knowing self is both a goal
and a tool of personal excellence.
The University is a perfect nexus for all this selfawareness and vitality. At Santa Clara we have a large,
personable community of students, professors, and
friends in which
have found great intellectual and
excellence,
source of
personal
a never failing
stimulation, enthusiasm, and love. Not only has Santa
Clara helped me focus my goals, my potentials, and my
loves; this community has in some beautiful, peaceable
way helped me to work towards these lasting ends.
Finally,
believe the universe is an ordered unity
bursting forth with God, magic, and mystery; this latter,
mystery, is not obfuscation but rather the possibility of
ever greater, enlightening knowledge of anyone or
anything; magic i^ the wonderful possibility that
pervades our lives in a universe full of infinite, potent
ability; and God is our ultimate analogue for all labor
and love that is infinitely accessible within ourselves,
within others, and in the Divine Wisdom.
That Santa Clara has somehow led me to know and
seek this wisdom is a source of constant wonder and
delight;
can never thank my God, my friends, nor the
Mission Gardens enough. Despite its faults and foibles,
this community have lived and worked in for four years
has worked.
I

I

I

mark ciccone
hope hanaf in
Hope, a religious studies major, was a member of Alpha Sigma Nu and SCCAP. She
acted in several University plays and was the female lead in '.The Boyfriend." During
her senior year, she was an R.A. and a student representative to the Religious Studies
Department.
It is difficult to evaluate Santa Clara's value and goalforming effect on me at this close range.
do not feel
that have the necessary perspective for either a critical
or nostalgic overview. Primary reflection does reveal,
however, a complex and compact package of students,
I

I

teacher-role-models, friends, and cictivities.
As the pressure and concerns of the outside world
begin to distract me from my self-contained world of
Santa Clara, find that the mysterious something that
holds us together (homogeneity, study, four years,
tradition?) begins to break away. The pieces begin to
tumble out revealing themselves singularily. In the end,
think, it is how
will consider the parts of the whole
that will make the difference in my moral and value
oriented judgments, for do not expect to be part of, nor
would attempt to recapture, this enduring and unusual
subset again.
I

I

I

I

I

^JPiHi!

Ron Campbell was active all four years on The Santa Clara, working his senior year as
He was also a staffer for The Owl and The Redwood. A history major
Honors Scholar, he was a member of Phi Alpha Theta, the Educational Programs
Committee, the University Goals Committee, and the Publications Board. He also
worked on the Orientation Steering Committee in 1973.
editor-in-chief.

1 he only real difference between college and the
"real" world is that college has a slightly higher
percentage of educated people. The only reason is that
most college students think they've come to school to
get something called an education— and as a result do
their best to learn from everything going on around
them--a habit which stops for nine of ten college
students the day they graduate.
leave Santa Clara convinced that if one continues to
learn one remains mentally young. While here I've
learned a few of the reasons why people will slave for
one person but not lift a finger for another; a little bit
about making people feel welcome; quite a lot about
the myriad ways great minds choose to run a university
into the ground; something about writing; and, oh yes, a
I

little

history.

There

mo foley

I

I

science major, was the winner of the Michael Shallo Prize as the
student most proficient in political science. She was also a member of the election
committee and a reporter and layout editor for The Santa Clara.

Mo, a

is,
feel, a great deal of value, of practical
importance, and, indeed, of passion in "academic"
learning. But
intend to focus on a type of learning
many people swear doesn't exist-the day-to-day
experience of millions of people, the grain on which the
world feeds.

political

ron ca

Four years in any isolated environment will
undoubtedly have an impact on a person's values and
ideas. will always be grateful for the experience have
gained from my four years at Santa Clara. Looking back,
the influence on my own ideas and values must be
divided into two categories:
1.
my experiences with most students and most
faculty members
have come in contact with;
I

[•""^MP^

I

I

my

experience with "administrators."
In terms of students and faculty:
feel as though they
do have an idea and that there are such things as values
left.
have learned much through four years of
interaction with them--both good and bad. Explaining
direct effects upon my own character is impossible to do
at this time. But I'm sure that these people and
experiences have given me a strong basis from which to
continue growing.
In terms of the "administrators:"
feel as though, if
they got an idea, Santa Clara could be a hell of a place.
As for values--l sometimes wonder if they are even
minutely aware of the meaning of the word.
2.

I

I

I

I

earthen

Cecil

an accounting major, was president of the Black Students Union his senior year.
the winner of an Allstate Foundation scholarship and was elected to "Who's
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges."

Cecil,

He was

Who

Needless to say, feel a great deal of pride and sense
accomplishment for having reached this milestone.
Though with haste do take my leave, also with sorrow.
For must bid farewell to all those I've come to know.
My friends from far away places, from Mali, Ethiopia,
and Nicaragua. If chance would have it, we shall meet
I

of

I

I

again.
Praises

in the highest are due Santa Clara University,
bestowing virtue the intellectual mode, and for its
campus environment which serves as nurture for
will forever be
creative thought and expression..

for its

I

A

grateful.

A word of wisdom
Your ego will have

to those of you who come after
little rest in the classroom.

me.

The

professor's ruler can be exact. There are few enigmas,
your shortcomings you must overcome through your
perseverance. Strive to surpass the professor's ruler.

Farewell.
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NOBIU
IVECAL

Venn granneman
Recipient of the Nobili Medal, Vern was chairman of NorCal PIRG In addition, he was
member of the Affirmative Action Committee and Phi Alpha Theta. After working one
year as an R.A he was a head R.A his senior year. A history major, Vern was elected
Senior Speaker for graduation.

a

,

We

Santa Clarans pursue our educations outside of
the nriainstream of statewide and nationwide events. Yet
we have the opportunities and the tools to know
ourselves and to find our place in this cosmicecological systenn.

The problem of knowledge is a matter of questioning-constantly asking questions and synthesizing new
information into our conceptual framework for interpreting the world around us. There are some answers
but, more importantly, we learn to ask questionsincreasingly complex, probing questions, that stimulate
intellects
our
and
inspire
selfour continuing
enrichment.
In my experience,
am struck by the pressing needs
to develop fully my human capacities and to live in a
world that cultivates and appreciates those human
abilities~a world for the laughing man, the playful man,
the spontaneous man, the moral man.
I

aCMRE
IVEDAL

theresa merdei
An Hono''s Scholar history major, Theresa received the St. Clare tvledal. In addition to
studying a year in Spain, she was a member of the Humanities Core Curriculum
Committee and Phi Alpha Theta; she was also active in powderpuff football.

has been said that to question is to live. If so, then
teach how to question is to teach how to live. Santa
Clara's goal is the education, or teaching how to live, of
the whole individual. The University's training of the
It

to

critical

faculties

and judgment aims

at this goal.

The

University attempts to educate the total person in all
facets: intellectual, moral, and social by teaching each
individual how to think critically, how to question, how

be aware.
This focus on the training of a questioning mind has
been Santa Clara's legacy to me. She has not so much
given me answers but has raised new questions in me.
Thus, in my years here
have gone from cocksure
ignorance to thoughtful uncertainty.
to

I
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It is

your Body

extension that is,
to the world become

in its fullest

through your power and
in

my faith

the glorious living crucible
which everything melts away
in order to be born anew;
it is

to this

dedicate myself
with all the resources
I

which your creative magnetism
has brought forth in me:
with the

all

Austin Fagothey,S«l

too feeble resources
of

my knowledge,

3une

with my religious vows,
with my priesthood,

and with

my deepest human
It is

convictions.

in this

may

dedication

Lord Jesus,
I

in this

I

desire to live,
desire to die.

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, S.J

23, 190129, W75

Born June 23, 1901, Father Fagothey entered
the Society of Jesus at the age of 16, and was
ordained on July 16, 1931. A year later, he began
his memorable teaching career at Santa Clara. He
was known by all as a humble and holy man, a
gentle person whose interest in philosophy and
love
of
teaching
were an inspiration to
generations of students. In spite of his humble
nature, he was nationally acclaimed for his
scholarship in the field of ethical inquiry, served
as chairman of the Philosophy Department for an
unprecedented thirty years, and authored Right
and Reason, now in its sixth edition. At the 1974

Commencement, he was awarded an honorary
doctorate of humane letters. The citation noted
national reputation, concluding, "But at
home, generations of Santa Ciarans revere you as
a remarkable teacher, a lucid thinker, a gifted
scholar, and, above all, a perfect gentleman and a
his

devoted priest of the Society of Jesus."
But the greatest tribute remains unspoken; it is
in the lives of those who have experienced this
man's peaceful search for truth and have adopted
it as their own.
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For Austin
31, 1975

May

Oracles are not known for traveling.

They stay home and see.
chewed and chewed
Through collected works.

This one has

His eyes are brown with observing;
He has caught foolishness on the fly;
He has smoked out the essence of news,

Turning

He

sits

it

small

into light.

in his

To read. He

master's chair

rises to teach.

He is brisk on the trail
And so, and so, and

Think

of the

of

consequence;

so.

seasons of leaves

Dropped from the young
He has spelt them all.

trees;

Tracing the grand design.

Today questions come thicker:
Master^ what shall we think?
But his voice

He

is

is

still.

folded into his

own book

of prayer.

James Torrens,

S.J
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index:
pictured
seniors
Nancy H. Chin

a

Lori

Accounting
Accounting

N. Alhady
Diane M. Allario
Mane Allen

Stiarifah

English
History

Amadeo

R.

Jerry

J.

.

Arnerich

Alan J Arnone
Doreen Ash
Aileen H. Ashley

Physics

Clark

S.

Economics

Dorothy A. Cloud
Kevin P. Cody

Accounting

Anderson
Richard M, Antush.
Linda K. Arimura

Classics
Sociology

M. Cimino

Mark

Management

Stielly

History
Biology

Shirley S.I. Chu
Mark K. Ciccone

Oavid M, Adams
August R, Albers

James

Mathematics

Ronald Chin

Spanish
.Civil Engineer
Physics
Marketing
Biology
Political Science
Sociology
Sociology

Janet M. Aspelund
Steven J. Avolicino

Finance

James

Biology
History
Sociology

Coffin

J.

Robert J. Coll
Joe J. Coluccio
Mary A. Cooke

Mary Sue
Jean

Civil

Combined Sciences

Coniglio. Gen. Humanities
History

Connolly

F.

Philip J. Convert ino. ... Rel. Studies

Alyce L. Copeland
Accounting
Stephen R. Cousins
Marketing
Douglas Coward
Biology
Teresa A. Craigie
History
Theresa M. Crawley
Psychology
Diane Z, Cribari
Business Admin.
Robert W. Critz
psychology
John B- Crocker
Fine Arts
Daniel G. Crotty.
Mech. Engineer
Thomas J. Crotty
Finance
Michael J. Culcasi
Chemistry
Kathleen M. Cusack
Sociology
.

.

.

.

Bacher

F.

.

Baughman

R,

History

Accounting
Accounting
Accounting

Kristen A. Baumeister.

Bernadette J. Bayer
William D. Bayze

Edgar

L.

Elizabeth

Begun
J.

Jerome A.

Economics
Bellah.Gen. Humanities
:

.

.

Accounting
Spanish
Philosophy

Bellotti

Susan Bennett
Art Bennett
Michael T. Berg

Management

Jack B. Bernstine

History
Sociology

Gary B. Bertuccelli
Connie A. Biewer
Meredith J. Bigley
Michael R. Bing
Thomas A, Bishop
Cynthia D. Bjorklund.
Cheryl J. Blanc

.

Garcia
Amy Gartland
John A. Gaudino

Engineering

I.

Biology

Accounting
Accounting

Tom W. Gay
Daniel

Geare

S.

Biology

Edward W. Geiger.

.

.Elec.

Michele Geoffrion
Mary Jane Genochio

Engineer

English
Sociology
philosophy
Accounting

Janie Gibbons
Terry R. Gibson
Claudia Giese

Richard S.D. Griffin
Psychology
Juanita L. Grigsby
Biology
LouellaJ. Grigsby. .Gen. Humanities
Kathy Grim
English
Kathleen Grosswendt
English
David R. Guercio
Finance
Nathalia A. Gulley. Business Admin.
Lisa M. Gutierrez.
Sociology
,

Accounting
Chemistry
Marketing
Fine Arts
.Accounting
Psychology
Psychology

.

Ted C. Bleckstein
Tennessee Blix
English
Matthew Blote
English
James R. Bocci
Finance
Cathy Bonnici
Marketing
Diane M. Bonnie. .Gen. Humanities

Cecilia M. Dadant
Diane V. DaRosa.

Psychology
Gen. Humanities

.

.

Timothy

Dean
Dechene

Chemistry
Mathematics
Finance

P.

James C.
George S. Dee, Jr
Anthony J. Deinies
Marc J Del Piero

History
History

Linda A. DeMattei .Gen. Humanities
German
Christa Dempsey
French
Irene Desonier

Thomas

R.

Devany

Marketing

History
J. Domenici
Management
J. Donohoe,
Brendan Dooley
Management
Ross Dorsa
Business Admin.
Mech. Engineer
Dale R. DuBois
Kevin F.X. Duggan
Rel. Studies
Steven A. Dugoni
Psychology
Paul

Thomas

.

.

Haflinger.

L.

.

.

Russell

J.

Hammer.

Kenneth

T. Law.
Political Science
Robert K. Lawrence
Economics
Janet Layrac
French
Kathleen Lechner. .Gen. Humanities
Richard G. Leger
Management
Vic E. Leino
Psychology

.

Psychology

Gail L. Locatelli

(Vlarketi/ig

Mark R. Hammond
Hope Hanafin

Ken C- Cantamout
Biology
Janet F. Capurro.
Political Science
Denis E. Carrade
Accounting
Katherine Carreno.
Finance
Stephen P. Carter
Accounting
,

W. Carthen
Accounting
Cynthia L. Gary
Psychology
Theresa M. Caserza. .Mathematics
Jose Castro
Spanish
Charles A. Centofante. Management
Barry T. Cervantes
Psychology
Melissa M. Chandon
Ftne Arts
John Cheap
Gen. Humanities
Kenneth P. Cherrstrom. .Accounting
Steven C. Chiesa
Civil Engineer

.

Civil

Anne

Russell P. Hora

Accounting
Accounting
Marketing
Accounting

Aggie M. Horvath
Marl J. Howard
Leon Hu
Luis M. Huix.....
Geoffrey K. Hunt
Grant M. Hunt

History
History

Economics
Engineer
Accounting

Civil

Huston

Biology

J
Mathematics
Sandra M. James
History
Stephanie E. Joannides. .Psychology
Eric C. Johans^n
Management
Douglas C. Johnson Mech. Engineer
Greg K. Johnson
Economics
Randell Johnson
English
Dianne Jones
English
Margaret F. Jones
Business Econ
Richard L. Jones
Accounting
Dave C. Judnick
Accounting

Engineer

.

Tom

Pjiysics

Fitzpatrick

E. Fleischli

.

.

.

Psychology
Business Admin.
Philosophy

Frank Florence. .'.
Christopher E. Foley
Robert M. Foster
.

Wayne

Fravel

Michelle M. Frazier

English
Sociology
History
Robert J. Maderis. Business Admin.
Business Admin.
James D. Maggi
Marketing
Bridget E. Maher
History
James Mahoney
Patricia A, Malneritch. Management
Combined Sciences
Mike Malone.
History
Barbara A. Maloney

Kenneth

J.

Machado
.

.

.

.

.

Chemistry
Kathleen R. Maloney
Martin J, Mangini Business Admin.
Michael A Marasti.Gen. Humanities
Janet K. Marchbanks. .Accounting
English
Mark Marnell
Theatre Arts
Patricia Martinelli
Dante A, Masnada. .Civil Engineer
Chemistry
Jerry C. Massetti
Michael S, Mastrocola. Business Acf.
Chemistry
Sergi Matusewicz
Psychology
Carol May
.Accounting
Mike S. McAndrews.
Caria M. McCandless. .Mathematics
Kathleen L. McDermott
Gen. Humanities
Spanish'
Jim McDevitt
Jackson
Inez McDonald
Patti J, McDonald. .Gen. Humanities
.

.

.

.

History

Accounting
Economics
Sociology

Debbie Neff Kaczmarek
Terrence M. Kane
Stanley

L.

Karp

Sandra T. Kee
Rose Keeley

Candyce Keller

French

Economics
Mathematics
Psychology
English
English

Music

Mane McGinnis
John C. McGlynn
Kerry K. McKinney

Theatre Arts

Mary M. McLane
Maureen McManus

Sociology
English
History

Economics
Economics

Sandra M. McNicholas
Edward C. McPheeters.
Barbara L. Meihaus
Jefferey J
Theresa D.
.

Ron F, Metsers
John F.S. Miao
Natalie M.C. Miao.
Donald S. Michniuk
Nicholas A. Miele
L

.

.Marketing
History

Melahn
Merdes

Finance
History
Civil

Elec.
..

Anne

Engineer
Engineer

.Management
Physics

Accounting
Rel. Studies

Miles
Millar

Sociology

History
Anne M. Mitchell
Political Science
John E- Montani.
Deborah J Moore. .Gen. Humanities
Accounting
Patrick J, Moore
History
Gail Morton
Sociology
Melinda S. Mount
History
Paula M, Mueller
Mathematics
Anne M Mulligan
Accounting
Richard E Munoz
Marketing
Carole P. Murphy
History
Kathleen Murphy
.

k

,

L.

Economics

Mary Ma

Christina

.Psychology

History
M. Faria
Chemistry
James M. Felser
Catherine Ann Fern
Psychology
Pamela M Ficco. .Gen Humanities
Marketing
Lisa A. Fiscalini

Mary

.

Sharlene M. Mabie

Mary

Lisa

Steven C. Fisher

.

Mary Ann McEwan

Mathematics
.

Biology

Finance
French
Political Science
Accounting
.Gen. Humanities
Finance

m

.

Fine Arts
Fine Arts
Biology

T, Falasco
Joanie Falasco
Chris J. Fahey

Stephen Faletti
Barbara M. Fanucchi.

History

Lorenzi

Marketing

Christopher EC. Harris
Biology
Steven D. Hausle. .Political Science
Joan E. Healey
Accounting
Margaret R. Hedges
Psychology
Randal G, Heller
Chemistry
Kirk C. Henesian
Finance
Barbara J. Herlihy
History
James Hertl^
English
George F. Hill
History
Glenn M. Hinoki
Mathematics
Micki Hippeli
Psychology
Richard Hoeft
Management
Erin Hoenas
English
Donna L. Hoerler
Mathematics
Anne M. Holm
Sociology

Psychology
Psychology

ff
.

J',

History
Sociology
Science
Biology
Rel. Studies

Physics
Biology

.

John Francis Fahy.

Economics

Leitzinger

Teresa D. Leon
Hazel F. Lillie

.Political

Marketing

Sally A. Eastey

Civil

.

.

.

John C- Eakin
Mehrdad Ebrahimian
Martha J Elvebak
Debbie A, Evans

English

.

Engineer
Mathematics

.

Engineer
Deborah E. Campagne.
Economics
Patricia A. Campbell.
.Psychology
Rodney E. Campbell
History
Ronald W. Campbell
History

.

.Elec.

Patricia A. Har|es

P.

.

Larry S. LaMantia
Management
David A. Lamb
Business Econ
Rosamana Laperal .... Management
David G. Lavond
Psychology

Paul Lucini

Molly Ann Hall
Jean M. Haltiner

Tim

e

c
.

.

Donna A. Lucia

Celia A. Jaehn

Cecil

Business Econ
Catherine A. LaChapelle.
.Biology
Georgianna Lagoria
Philosophy
Steve C. Lagorio
Accounting
Margaret J. Lally
History

Angela M. Lum.
Curtis A. Lupo
Daniel G. Lynch

.

.

John G. Lacaze

Lowton
Nancy Lucas

Hafner

Thomas Hurlbutt
James W. Hurley

.

John F. Brusher
Economics
Robin A. Bryant
Fine Arts
Laynette Buckner
Psychology
Evelyn G. Buller. .Gen. Humanities
Melissa J. Burns
Mathematics
Christopher W. Burton
Biology
Diane D, Bushman
Sociology
John S. Bushman
Sociology

J.

.

I

Philip B.

h

Business Econ
Peter M. David
Psychology
Elyse R. Davidson
Jennifer L. Davis
Sociology
Kathryn D. Davis. .Gen. Humanities
Biology
LeRoy B, Davis
Theatre Arts
Pamela Davoren
Patricia A. Davoren. Gen. Humanities
History
Robert M. Dawson

Elizabeth Bradley
English
Patrick E. Breen
Accounting
Patty A, Brekka
Sociology
Miguel A. Brizuela. .Business Econ
Karen E Brodie. .Business Admin.
Nadine Brown
History

Donn Callaway
Alfonso Callejas

.

Jeff J

James
James

Science
History

German

Karen Gilmour
History
Mark Giovannetti
Management
Linda M. Giovanzana. .Mathematics
John A. Glaspy
Biology
Rene U. Golangco. Business Admin.
Andrew A. Gonzales. .Civil Engineer
John F. Govi
Political Science
Susan C. Grace
History
Karen Grady
Spanish
Kevin M. Grady
Business Econ
Vernon H. Granneman
History
Jane Grasty
Frencn
Shannon K. Greene
Biology
Susan Gregory
Spanisn

.

d

History

Joan M, Baio
Accounting
Donald P. Barich. Business Admin.
History
Kenneth P. Barna
Theresa Barnes
Psychology
Ranee T. Barsanti
Finance

James

.

9

Seferino

Political

Marketing
Thomas F. Kelly
Marketing
Mark E. Kelsey
Mathematics
Kathleen Ann Klinge. .. .Marketing
Marilyn S. Klinger. .Political Science
James Kundson
French
Jody L. Knutson
Sociology
Woon N. Kong
Elec. Engineer
James A. Kooyman
Finance
Gregory F. Kory. .Business Admin.
George Kornievsky.
.Theatre Arts
Joseph C. Kovar
Accounting
William Krause
Music
Mark M. Krueger
Accounting

Kurt

b
Daniel

Engineer

Frank P. Kelly
Kathleen M. Kelly
Steve S. Kelly

Robert E,

Murphy

Pamela Musel
Denise Myers

.

Biology

English
Theatre Arts

.

Terence G. Phillips. Political bcience
Marketing
John V. Picone
Accounting
Jane Pinsukhanchana
English
Sherlene P|esky
Garold W. Plonczak.Mech. Engineer
Marketing
Nancy B. Pohlson

n
Ned Naumes
David L, Nemeth

Accounting
Business Econ

English

Accounting
Political

History
Science
Biology

Management

Daniel P. Nevin
Fumi Nistiiwaki
Gregory P. Nicholls
Mil<e B.

Pamela Pollace
Eleanor R Popolizio
Katie M. Power
Josue Prada
Pamela S. Preston

History
.

.

.

.

Accounting

Sociology

Accounting

Smith
Smith
Kristen E. Smith
Charles L Snyder
David M. Scares
Kathleen Sothcott
Rebecca Sours
Priscilla Spencer
Scott L Stansbury
,

o

Leslie

Ann Raggio

Y.D.G Rajapakse.
Margee Rambo
Patricia M. Re

Biology
O'Boyle
Psychology
Teresa M O'Donnell.
Biology
Stephen B, Olmstead
Michael W. O'Meara, Jr. ,, .Biology
Marketing
Margaret M. O'Neill
Mary Beth A. O'Neill. ,Rel. Studies
Elizabeth Oppenheimer. Marketing
Consuelo M Osborne. .Accounting
Douglas K. Osugi ... .Civil Engineer
Mech. Engineer
Mark J. Oven
Bridget

.

,

.

.

.

.

K

Deborah
Debra K

Accounting

Janet K. Noordtioff
Charles W. Nunnally.

Finance
John R Schneider Gen Humanities
Stephen J Schori
Political Science
Silvia Rodriguez Schroeder. Spanish
Laura A. Shawnee
History
Michael C, Sheehy.
Civil Engineer
Linda A. Shelton
Mathematics
Timothy R. Shelton
Accounting
Mary C. Sheridan
Accounting
Gary H. Shiomoto.
Mech Engineer
Marvin L. Shipley
Accounting
Diane L. Silva
Political Science
Carol J Simmons
Sylvia W. Si u

Fine Arts
History

Nicoletti

Thomas Sawyer

Joseph P. Reader
Dennis h. Reaser
Timothy J. Reding
Edward J. Regan.
Lynn Reilly
Robert

P. Reilly

Evans Ren
Dennis P. Rice

.

Psychology
Engineer

.Civil

.

Fine Arts
Psychology

Accounting
Psychology
.Political Science
.. .Elec. Engineer
Philosophy
Business Econ
Music
Political Science
.

Janet Stanton
Charles Siuinmetz

Sociology

Accounting
History

Accounting

Management
,

Donna

F,

Storkan
Strand

.

Mathematics
Civil Engineer

.

.

Timothy

J

Maziebelle A Rice
History
Aundra Richards
History
Joan Robinson. .Combined Sciences
Adrian Rocha
English
Rose Anne Rock.
Gen. Humanities
Joanne P. Rodriguez
Sociology
Richard A. Rodriguez
Sociology
Rochelle Roesener
Frencn
Michael J. Roeser.
Political Science

.

Management

Swift

.

P

Robert

W, Pagano.

.

Cynthia

Civil

.

J

Accounting
Psychology
Marketing
Psychology

Ryan

Engineei

History
Albert Parisian
Jefferey C. Park. .Business Admin.
Psychology
Leslie A. Park
Christopher J. Parker. Civil Engineer

Economics

MarcG. Parkinson

Spanish

Paula Parkinson

Patrick J. Parnsh. Business Admin.
Mathematics
Colleen D. Patterson.
.

Kathleen A. Paveglio. .. Chemistry
Stephen W. Pedersen. .Accounting
English
John Pendleton
.Civil Engineer
Donald R. Peoples.
Psychology
Jeanne M Perasso
Management
Oscar D. Perez
Political Science
Victor L. Perez
Business Econ
Pierre H. Perret
Accounting
Patrick R. Perrotti
Business Admin.
Thomas Pesce
Jerome Thomas Petiprin.Rel. Studies
Psychology
Wanda G Petra
Elec. Engineer
William J Pfeifter.
,

.

.

.

Andrew M.

Phillips.

.

.

.

.Management

t
Janis Tagami
Gen Humanities
Richard C, Tallman.
Management
Carol A Tennant .Gen. Humanities
Dennis Thelan
English
Michael Thitjault
English
.

.

Thomas E

Business Econ
Marketing
Psychology
Psychology
Robert J. Thompson
Psychology
Marketing
John P Thurau
Oei T. T]ae
Elec. Engineer
Claire S Tolin
Business Admin
Richard D Trifilo
Biology
Bonnie H Tsan
Management
Kathryn T Tsushima
Sociology
History
Joseph G Tursi
Lorraine M Tyllesen Business Econ
Robert

W

Thiel.
Thiell

.

Nancy A Thorn
Mary E. Thompson

.

s
Science
Psychology
Finance
Psychology

Sherri R, Sager
Virginia C. Saiu
Richard A. Saiac

Political

Dannette L. Sakoda
Sociology
Lila Jean Salazar
Martin J. Salberg.
.Business Econ
Michael A. Salerno.
.Mathematics
Political Science
Jose D Sanchez.
Sociology
Manuel V, Sanchez
Steven P Sandkohl. Mech. Engineer
Marketing
Fred E Sanford
Theatre Arts
Frederic Santacroce.
Anthony J. Santos
Accounting
.

M

w
R Heath Wakelee
Accounting
Kent A Walberg
Accounting
BohnieS Wallace Gen. Humanities

Thomas

W

Wanshura

History

Douglas R Wardian.
Mathematics
Tucker T Watkins
Marketing
David Watson
Psychology
Jean F Weber
History
Barbara M Welch
Biology
Janice T Wellington
Mathematics
CandaceC Wells
Political Science
Karen R Wells
Gen Humanities
Barry Wester
Philosophy
Stephen H Wheeler
Chemistry
Timothy J Wheeler Political Science
Daniel A White
Accounting
Laura J Wilde
Fine Arts
Douglas E Williams
History
Sharon Williams
English
Carol L Wilson
Psychology
Donald R Winterhalter Mathematics
Mary L Wirlh
Fine Arts
Elizabeth Wolfe
Spanish

.

Maurice Y
Therese R

y

Young
Young

Elec.

Engineer
Sociology

.

.

.

Vicky Vitales
English
Karen A Vilkovich.
Management
Management
Scott
Vogel
English
Joan Voight
Richard Vu|Ovich
Business Admin

,

.

Mary Anne Rollings
Harriet L Rougeau
Richard M. Ruso

History

Accounting
Spanish

Villarreal

Management
.

Federico Suarez.
Salvatore J Sunseri Political Science
Robert A Susk
Gen. Humanities
.

Man

Economics

Pamela M. Stuth.

History

Accounting
Psychology
Accounting
Psychology

Pamela Vicas
Lois K Vidovich
Christine '^leira

Spanish
Business Admin.
Business Admin
History

.

Brenda Stephens
Steve B

Science
French
Theatre Arts

Political

.

Bruce L Van Alstyne
Joseph Vargas
Natalie R Varney
Robert Verheecke

.

.

.

.

u

Bobbi A Urbanec
Linda L Urquhart

Accounting
Economics

Sharon

Sam

W

A

Zankich
Zuccaro

,

Management

Elec

Engineer

ECONOMICS

index: non-

pictured

Nino Arie
Walter H. Boeninger
Chorng-Shyng Chen
Christopher Chi-Chuen Chen

Anthony George BozzinI
Anthony Lyie Caldwell
Michael Donohoe

Raymond Doyle

Louis

Patrick G.

Hager

Wayne

II

R.

Cope

Dean Lawrence Fisher
Eisenstein Gadi
Austin C.H. Huang

111

Jean MarianI
William Sherman Miller
Craig Michael Moore
Stanley G. Olsufka
Alicia Jeanne Pedersen
John Amadeo PrecissI
Robert Alan Riedel
Ann Marie Sheehan

Stephen Turner Nicol
Erik

W.

Peterson

ENGINEERING

seniors

Marcel

P.

Dubois

POLITICAL SCIENCE

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Katharine Antolch

fcNGLISH
Charles Thomas Bannan
Gary Thurston Beam

Robert Wayne Sturlevant
Vincent dePaul West

John Joseph Arioto
Charles Afden Black

Thomas

L. Bonfigli

Gerald Anthony Cigliano
Brian Howard Eagle
Moria Foley
Paul Eugene Gallagher
Timothy Pierre Gavin

Blum
James David Craven
Jeffrey B.

Kelly Cullen

ITALIAN

Laura Blachree Feeley

Claudia Ouinonez
Steven John Silvestri

John Patrick Gorman

MUSIC

Bradley R. Graham
Robert David Hampel
Nicholas James Lepesh
Paul Robert Livesey
Brian Robert McDonald

Donna Ferrari
James Joseph Gal legos
Richard Steven Griffoul
Nicholas Walton Heldt

Donna K/larie Hooper
Thomas Kent Hubbard
Diane Lynn Johnson
Eneas Anthony Kane
Robert Anthony Lassalle, Jr.
Noelle Marie Low
Stephen Horace Mercurio
Phil R. Passalacqua
Detwrah Louise Peak
Muriel M. Pritchard
Lucille Ellen Quartararo

Edward Ruiz

Maureen Marie Shaw
Roberta Katherine Smith
Peter Klaus Sobrak-Seaton
James Philip Storm, Jr.
Walter A. Townsend

Deborah Ann Wiegand

Patrice

Milton

Mohsen Mortazavi
W. Nienberg
William Anthony Niemeyer
Jeffrey

II

Ann Boyle
Guy Esberg

Scott

Albert Neal Streit

business
Seifu Abebe
Doris Barry Aguilar

Eon McLean

Donald Beaudoin
Ronald James Beltramo

Bruce Allan Nicholson
Felix D.K. O'Neal Ortega
Jacqueline V. Parker

James

P.' Baker
Kurt Ballash
Michael Thomas Brockway
Daniel H. Clark
Timothy John Gallagher
Lynn Reilly Robinson

Thomas Joseph

Renville

Timothy
Albert

E.

Richard Michael Canova
Gregory Michael Carr

James Timothy Carroll
Debra Sue Cash
Cindy Chun-King Chung

Thomas

Dean Trumbo

Anastacio Lujan Vasquez

Mark Stephen Sloan

Sally Frances

Brill

Lawrence Russell

Stephen Conrad Clausen
Joseph Paul Colmery
Robert Maynard Coonrad,

Webb

West
Morris Henry White

Nellie Sansberry Willis

F. Bigotti

John Boogaard
Todd Alan Brentlinger
Cedric Anthony Brown
Matthew Jerome Burke

Ricardo Robles
Santoro Joseph Salerno
Donnie Saucier

Ryan
Anthony Jonn Salemme
Paul

Jerome

Phillip L. Preston
Virgil B. Reagan

PHILOSOPHY

Robert

S.

Jr.

Couturier

James Brent Cox
KippCollettCrew

RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Ronald S. Czarnecki
Katherine Tanya Desmond

Douglas Neil Basegio

FINE ARTS
Laurie Catherine Burke
Porfirio Adrian Gallardo

Judy Suher Hwang
Nancie L. Joslyn
John P. Mabey
Randall Edwin Nelson

James Vincent Sorce, Jr.
Daniel Jerome Umamoto
Anthony J. Vasquez
Sister Mary Immaculate Viveros
Karen von Felten

Thomas

P.

Hogan

Don

PSYCHOLOGY

Brian Lee Jory
Sister

Mary Frances Riba

John

Vincenta Mane Apostrofe
Linda Kimiyo Arimura

SPANISH

Ruben

F. Martell

Patrick E.Collins

Michael Hamacher
F. Hasslinger
Steven D, Heidecker

Mary Frances Doyle
Egusa

Thomas

Jerry

Frank J. Enright
Jacqueline Marie Hamill
Patricia Noreen Hartigan

James

Clint Hill

Cynthia Lypn Nunneley
Diane Rucci

Deborah Ann

Hill

James Meloy

Ivie

'

FRENCH

Jerrold D. Jones
William M. Kelly

Philip Donat Belhumeur
Patricia Ann Delehant

Philomena Chinwe Ogbuah
Denise Lee Resetar
Kathleen Joan Ronay

Michael Leonardo
Valerie Jean Miller

THEATRE ARTS

Anne Pachote
Susan Rosenberg
Jon D. Scherbarf
John Barker Suhr
Virginia Elizabeth Williams
Patricia

Ann Baker James

.

,

GENERAL HUMANITIES
Armando

II

A. Alvarez

Paulette Theresa Bradley

George

E. Clause
Robert Michael Franz
Stephen Robert Garinger
Joe Edward Gonzalez
Janet Marie Kennedy
Rosemary Burnesse McMonagle
Katherine O'Neill
Tony Perez
William J, Riopel

Virginia Shaffer

Margaret Anne Stewart
Anne Louise Trucker
Viola Louise Willis
Donald W. Wirtel

BIOLOGY
Thomas Michael

Katherine Bernadine Anderson
Ruth Ann Mathews Auten
Kathleen Ann Bradley

Gallo

Timothy Kilian George
Nancy;Ann Huber
Olga E. Maseda

Dena DeWitt Burnham
Barbara Anne Burns

Howard H. Mead
Neumeyer
Rodney B. Norling

James Cambell Davidson
Pamela Grace Dunn

KristineS. Cotariu

Terri

Sofia Gonzalez

Karen Louise Pettibone
Deborah Ann Rheam

Antoinette Therese Hanley
Robert Alan Harvey
Wesley Michael Nott
Angela Real
Michael John Rogers

Michael Righetti
William C. Steffan
Paul Vincent Teresi

John

HISTORY

SOCIOLOGY

Timothy Charles Cahill
Kenneth Earl Follmar II

S. Torii

Elvin

Manuel Vincente Sanchez Uriarte
Terry D. White

RamonaC. Armenta

Patricia Ann Garcia
Joel Phillip Hawk

Joseph Francis Hogan. Jr.
James Vincent Kraus
James Bruce Douglas McKay

Anthony E. Maida III
Paula March
Scot Charles Morton
Christopher Insley Osborne
Carolyn Dickerson Palmer
Margaret Grant Peck
Ann E. Power
Joseph Luis Ramirez
Martin

Thomas

CHEMISTRY
LornaS.F. Chang
Danny Patrick Daley
Michael W. Johnson
Joseph Leonard Link
Parley William Madsen

III

Denyse M. Simpson
Gregory Walberg

PHYSICS
James Michael Deininger
Frans Christopher Leopold Hager

John Charles McNeills

John

F.

Wayne

Rooke

Nicholas Samarzich
William Howell Scott
Candace H. Shirley
Chris Soderberg

CIVIL ENGINEERING
John Warren Haupt
Douglas Joseph McDonald
Walid S. Nimry

Edward Swenson
Ahmad-Fadi F. Tabbara
Craig

Nabil Michel Turk
Turturici

James Edward

George Rittenmyer
Shiela Barr-Robertson

MATHEMATICS
Dare
Stephen Emerson Moore
Gregory Michael O'Connor
Lawrence Michael Rodriguez
Edward Gipp Tremper
George Walter Woods
Philip

B. Hill

Kevin Lee Logan
Randolph Stephen Hull
Michael Edward Kaminski
Akio Kanazawa
Negussie Kassa
Robert Douglas Kenney
Raymond Jerome Lami
Bernard Glenden LeBeau, Jr.
William David Lekas
Edward Anthony John Lewis,
Kevin M. Lyons
Jerry Hamilton Machado
David Jonathan Major
James Nicholas Maleta
Regina Leslie Mallamace
David James Malloy
Molly Malloy
Robert L. Margison, Jr.
Steven Henry Mattos
Brian Edward McCallin
Timothy R. McCauley

James Edward McGhee
James P. Meenan
Douglas Edward Meyer
Arthur Micheletti
Linda Jean Morello
Paula Marie Mueller
Robert James Obermeyer
Patrick James Ovens
Juan Nepomuceno Pena
Daria Valene Perry
Gerald Joseph Piro

Edward

Earl

David William Walsh
Michael Maurice Walsh
Veronica Louise Young

Regua

Randy Walter Reid
John Christopher Reiser
John Rock
Philip Ernst Ruth
Timothy Michael Ryan

James Allen

Reilley

James Michael Romey

Smith

Susan Elizabeth Trench

Bruce Carl Alameida

Gregory Paul Dowell
JimFerrigan ('72)
R. Dennis Fitzgerald
John Charles Galbraith

Iris

Dormer

Dow

John Dennis Garvey
Mark A. Gemello
Chip Don Goldeen II
Kenneth Victor Hamilton

Marie Barrett
Regina Bryeis

Gail

Diana Lynn Cameron
Cruz Ernesto Tabares Gonzalez
Katherine Lynn Hamilton
Carmen Rose Hernandez
Russell Lee Jacobus

L.

Falk
Jeffrey Steven Froshman

Anthony Joseph Alfaro

Sarti

Steve Richard Schattinger
Robert Schnable
John Charles Schrup
Edwin Robert Shaw, Jr.
Arthur Hammel Shafer
David Arthur Shoquist
Ricardo Jaime Sias
Richard Gus Sofos
Steven' G. Speno
Richard Matthew Supan
Vincent Peter Thomas
Kenneth G. Torres
Jose ArrastiaTuason III

George Po Ty
Peter Anthony Vernaci
Juan Vilaseca
Louis H. Voss
Michael Richard Wanger
Malissa Warnock
Robert Lee Webster

John Myrick Wilcox

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
Solomon Admassu

Dix Charles Yohn
Richard Andrew Zenobio
Leslie Ann Zinola

Jr.

I^atrens
Edith R.

Amadeo

Mr. and Mrs. Robt. G. Antusk
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Aspelund
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo J Barsanti
.

G. V.

Gaughmans

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard M. Bayer
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bayze, J r.
Aldo A. Bellotti
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bigley

Eugene

D. Bjorklund

Mr. and Mrs. Al Blanc
R. O. Boeninger
Dorothy Bonfigli "Lena's'' in Santa Rosa
Mr. and Mrs. Francis G. Carrade
F. J Carreno
Mr. and Mrs. A. J Cervantes
Mr. and Mrs. Shan-Lin Chen
Mr. and Mrs. M. J Cherrstrom
Mr. and Mrs. Roy L. Chiesa
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony J Cigliano
'

;

.

.

.

.

Fred Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Peter J Coniglio
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Coward
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Cribari
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Dean, J r.
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Dormer
D. L. Dowell
Dr. and Mrs. Lewis Duncan
Patricia and Harris Elvebak
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Evans
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Fahey
J udge and Mrs. Robert Falasco
Jean Marie and Donald F. Felser
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Fitzpatrick
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J Florence
The Gaudino Family
Mr. and Mrs. Mario J Gemello
Mrs. David Geoffrion
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Gilmour
John E. Gorman, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Govi
Mrs. Vern Granneman
Mr. and Mrs. Dan J Haflinger
Mr. and Mrs, James J Hartigan
Mr. and Mrs. James Herlihy
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Hippeli
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Hogan
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Huber
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Hurley
.

.

.

.

,

Paul R. Huston

Walter and Edna Joslyn
Mr. and Mrs. Hank Judnick
Edward W. Kaminski, J r.
Eneas D. Kane
Mr, and Mrs. Kenneth Keller,
Robert F, Kelly, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Kory, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J Kraus
Mr, and Mrs. P. La Chapelle
.

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Lagoria
Mrs. Jean Lally
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Leitzinger
Mr. and Mrs. Gina Lorenzi
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Lucas
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Lupo
Major Eric I, Mackintosh
Mr, and Mrs. James T. McKay
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H, Maguire
Mr, and Mrs. James T. Mahoney
Mr, and Mrs, John Maleta
The James W, Maloney Family
William March

Dan Masnada
The Meihaus Family
Mr. and Mrs, Edward Montani
Joseph Morello, Sr., Family
Mr, and Mrs, Donald J. Murphy
Mr, and Mrs, Thomas W, Murphy
Mr, and Mrs, R, A, Naumes
John D, Nevin and Family
Mr, and Mrs, Carl W. Nicholls
Mr. and Mrs. Domingo Pagano
Col. and Mrs. John C. Parker
Jack H, Parkinson
Mrs, Anna B- Paveglio
Dr, and Mrs, Luiz Pereira
Mr, and Mrs, Ross Pohlson
Mr, and Mrs, Chester D, Porter
Joe Precissi
Emil Vincent Real
Mr. and Mrs. John Reiser
Mr. and Mrs. George J Rittenmyer,
Mr. and Mrs. W, F. Roberts
Mr. and Mrs, John Rogers
Mr, and Mrs, Charles S. Rollings
Mrs, Louis N, Ruso
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Ryan
Mr. and Mrs. M. J Santi
Nicholas J Schrup
Mr, and Mrs, Peter R, Sheehan
Mr. and Mrs, Eugene Sheehy
Sam Shizuma Shiomoto
Mr, and Mrs. C, H. Siefert
Joseph and Margie F. Sinkevich
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur M. Smith
Scott L. Stansbury
John G. Thorn, M.D.
Mr, and Mrs, Robert Trench
.

Sr.

.

,

Clifford B,

Walberg

Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Wanschura
Parents of David Watson
Joseph G. Wheeler
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J White
Mr. and Mrs, Lewis I. Williams
Mr, and Mrs, Joseph F. Wirth
Mr. Peter Q. C. Young
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Zankich
.

Jr.

III

Friends
Great Western Television and Appliances,

Inc.

COMPLIMENTS OF
LEO W. RUTH, JR.
E. JACKSON GOING,
W. H. BENDER
HARRY N. LALOR

NORTON

S.

CURTIS

JR.

A

1

16VARIETIES OF PIZZA

COMPLIMENTS OF

HAMBURGERS

LOUIS PASQUINELLI
ROBERT PASQUINELLI

SALADS

OVEN BAKED SANDWICHES
BEER
WINE
FREE SOFT DRINKS FOR LADIES

MON.-THURS,

A.M.-1 A.M.

FRI.-SAT.

11
11

SUN.

12 P.M.-1

A.M. -2 A.M.
A.M.

2165 THE ALAMEDA
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA

TEL. 248-9123

WEHNER CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

R.H.
1900 E.

CO.

CAMPBELL

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

TELEPHONE

244-6600

BERKELEY FARMS
GOLD MEDAL WINNER
HOME OWNED
SINCE 1910

WEHNER, JR. (President)
390 MARTIN AVENUE, SANTA CLARA
TELEPHONE 244-6600
R.H.

CONCRETE SAWING
SUBDIVISIONS; CURBS* GUTTERS* SIDEWALKS

FOR QUALITY SERVICE

AND QUALITY PRODUCTS
TELEPHONE

243-3997

910WARBURTON
SANTA CIJ\RA, CALI FORNI

m
BANK AMERICA CORPORATION

SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA

BANK OF AMERICA MAIN BRANCH
101 PARK CENTER PLAZA
BANK OF AMERICA EL CAMINO KIELY BRANCH 2670 EL CAMINO REAL
BANK OF AMERICA SAN TOMAS INDUSTRIAL PARK OFFICE

I

NICHOLSON-BROWN

ROMA BAKERY COMPANY
655 ALMADEN AVENUE

1600

INC.

NORMAN AVENUE

SANTA CLARA, CA.
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
TELEPHONE 241-3211

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

TP

TUCKER

RYAN'S SPORT SHOP
167

45

WILSON AVENUE

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
312

(408) 292-2787

NORTH BASCOM

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
EVERYTHING FOR EVERY SPORT

TELEPHONE

294-3655

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF

T«CA»AZ

1975

,

FROM

70

OWENS /CORNING

FIBERGLAS
CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY
SANTA CLARA, CA.

960

313

(^WkiftAp m)

PORTRAITS
PUBLICITY

WEDDINGS
PASSPORT AND

2235

THE ALAMEDA, SANTA CLARA, CA

TEL. 296-1016

95050

B

D.

&

Bahery
B

AND

B'S

BAKERY

DELICACIES FOR STUDENTS
TASTE AT STUDENT RATES!

TRY OUR BANANA NUT CAKE

SHAW INSULATION CO.
935 RICHARD AVENUE
SANTA CLARA

PHONE

984-4051

SOUND INSULATION

GRAHAM HALL
"WE'LL KEEP THINGS QUIET

IN

THE QUAD"

Jlima Jam'dij cSanta Ciaza czMoztuazu

>

'''

-^^^

(Wlll'il^ujJIj^SSS
\y.\

|i
1

'Is

1

wm

'>'fc

^fljIarmrnB

BC

NORTH WINCHESTER BOULEVARD
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
296-2977
TELEPHONE
466

CONGRATULATIONS FROM THE BANK THAT DELIVERS
WELLS FARGO BANK

OUR FOUR SANTA CLARA OFFICES
nil WASHINGTON

ST.,

SANTA CLARA

2792 HOMESTEAD RD., SANTA CLARA
2120 EL CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA
65

MISSION CITY LUMBER

NORTH WINCHESTER. SANTA CLARA

COMPANY

HARRISON STREET
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
TELEPHONE
296-0650
651

UNIVERSITY ELECTRIC
1391 FRANKLIN STREET
RADIOS
STEREO TV

TELEPHONE

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER COMPANY
SOUTH 4TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
TELEPHONE 294-1215
57

244-6500

APPLIANCES

COMPLIMENTS OF

PACKING

CO., INC.

Growers, Packers, Shippers

VALLEY VIEW PACKING
1095 HILLSDALE AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

Famous For

Sinc6

Fine Flowers

1885

RACE STREET POULTRY
fresh killed

our poultry dressed on the premises
Barsanti &. Riparbelli-owners
plenty of free parking

All

retail

and wholesale

Fryers-- Roasters-Turkeys-Rabbits
specializing in large orders for picnics, banquets, etc.

Our

five locations to serve

you

SAN JOSE
2NP AND SAN FERNANDO

WILLOW GLEN
720 WILLOW STREET

SANTA CLARA
2215 THE ALAMEDA
LOS GATOS
112 N. SANTA CRUZ AVE.

are

RACE STREET FISH AND POULTRY MARKET
STREET

253 RACE
294-4856

lACK MIEULI,JR. AND STAFF
CLASS OF '37

SUNNYVALE FISH AND POULTRY
584 S. MURPHY AVENUE
736-3290

RACE STREET FISH
1187

SUNNYVALE-SARATOGA ROAD

255-7660

RACE STREET FISH AND POULTRY
3695 UNION AVENUE
371-2122

RACE STREET FISH AND POULTRY

HIGHWAY
251-7660
316

9

THE UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CLARA
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION EXTENDS ITS
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF
1975
AND CORDIALLY WELCOMES
THEM INTO THE COMRADESHIP OF
THEIR FELLOW ALUMNI.

ELMO PARDINI, CONTRACTOR
CALIFORNIA LICENSE NO.
371-CMcGLlNCEY LANE
CAMPBELL, CA.
TELEPHONE 371-3193

122549

•

317

4

CONGRArULATONS
TO THE CLASS
OF 1375
MILIIARY SCIENCE

DEPT
FOR ROTC INFORMATION, CONTACT
Major Eric Mackintosh
Varsi Hall,

SCU

984-4281

EiEillieff
N.Y.

HERO

Sandwiches

THE ALAMEDA
THE SAFEWAY
SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE 247-2644

2595
IN

PAT RYAN'S LIQUORS
2565 THE ALAMEDA
SANTA CLARA. CA.
OPEN DAILY 10 to 10
SUNDAYS 10:30 to 9
2565 The Alameda

BEER, WINE, AND GAMES TOO.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
DURING OUR HAPPY HOURS!
OPEN

11:00 A.M., 7

DAYS

SANTA CLARA MOTOR LODGE
1655 EL CAMINO REAL
SANTA CLARA
TELEPHONE 244-8313

GREYHOUND BUS
FRANKLIN
SANTA CLARA

735

248-1768

(ACROSS FROM DALY SCIENCE)
75

&

ULTRA MODERN UNITS * COLOR TV
RADIO *
DIAL
TELEPHONES *

COMPLIMENTARY
CONDITIONING

*

COFFEE

AIR

*

LARGE SWIMMING POOL

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CLOTHING
RACKETS AND EQUIPMENT
RACKET RESTRINGING
CUSTOM-FITTED RACKETS

TENNIS LESSONS

SHOES

WARM-UP

SUITS

CAMPUS PRO SHOP
CONGRATULATIONS FROM YOUR
ON CAMPUS SHOPPING CENTER.

THE ALAMEDA, SANTA CLARA
TELEPHONE 247-3525, 732-6088

2245

10% OFF FOR STUDENTS, STAFF, AND FACULTY

THE CAMPUS STORE
BENSON CENTER

IDie^MnC

WILSON'S JEWEL BAKERY
SINCE 1921
909

MONROE

SANTA CLARA
TEL. 244-1956

^

GRIGSBY'S PET STORE

WE

SPECIALIZE

IN

SMALL

LOVEABLE

ANIMALS. WIDE
SELECTION OF ALL KINDS*
BEST SELECTION IN VALLEY
OF CATS AND FIELD MICE!

WE WELCOME CHILDREN
CUSTOMERS!

TELEPHONE
IV10HAWK PACKING

984-4051

COMPANY

1660 BAYSHORE HIWAY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
ALL BEEF PRODUCTS
297-3800
TELEPHONE

9

PISCHEL YEARBOOKS

S^Wim-

AS

focus '75

